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This study focused on the responses of teachers to a curriculum development project which 
introduced them to the teaching of Thinking Skills in the primary school. The aim was to
establish whether exposure to a series of workshops on both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of specifically teaching Thinking Skills and problem-solving across the curriculum 
using the T ASC framework, would effect positive changes in the classroom practice of 
participants. 
The literature on the teaching of Thinking Skills was reviewed in order to establish what 
programmes, methods and approaches are currently being used internationally and locally. 
Issues related to school based curriculum development were explored with a view to 
evaluating whether the CUITiculum initiative undertaken could contribute to better teaching and 
more effective learning in our schools. 
A qualitative, participatory research method was applied. Eighteen teachers from five schools 
representing each of the five, formerly segregated, education Departments in the KwaZulu­
Natal region participated in the study. The action research design chosen enabled the 
researcher to collect data over a period of nine months while interacting with her subjects at 
a series of workshops at a central venue, as well as at each school site. The design, 




The findings indicated some positive shifts in teachers' views of themselves as agents of 
change towards a more relevant, participatory and meaningful curriculum. The innovation 
under discussion was found to fulfil many criteria suggested in the literature as necessary for 
more wide-scale change towards better teaching and learning. It was possible to make certain 
recommendations from the findings for curriculum development which enables teachers to 
develop their professional knowledge and improve practice. 
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1.1 Background to the Study 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1992 a Joint Inter-Departmental Committee for primary schools was set up in KwaZulu­
Natal anticipating the achievement of a unified structure for education in the region by 
April, 1994. Inspectors, advisers and principals from each of the five previously segregated 
Education Departments agreed that a committee would facilitate networking between 
Departments. Because of apartheid policies applied to education, administrators and 
teachers in South Africa have had little opportunity to meet across colourlines and to share 
ideas about teaching and learning or _jointly plan initiatives for professional deveJopment. 
The Network Committee, therefore, began planning a number of Inter-Departmental 
projects. The TASC ('Thinking Active1y in a Social Context') project was one of these 
initiatives. The underlying rationale for the introduction of Thinking Skills in the school 
curriculum is documented by Mathfield (1992). The TASC theoretical model (Adams and 
Wallace, 1990) which evolved largtly out of research done in KwaZulu-Natal over the last 
ten years was considered by the Committee as a ju�1ifiabJe framework for a local 
curriculum development and teacher training initiative (Mathfield, 1992: p 113-114). 
1.2 Developments in cognitive education 
The emphasis on the teaching of Thinking Skills has become a world wide phenomenon 
in recent years ( Sternberg 1985a; Adams, 1989). I ntemational conferences on thinking are 
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held annually. In South Africa the first national conference of the International Association 
of Cognitive Education (IA CE) was held in September J 994. Its purposes, amongst others, 
included the fo11owing: 
to advance the cognitive education of children, youth and adults. 
to promote, stimulate and disseminate application of knowledge on the 
development, acquisition and application of logical thought. 
to provide opportunities for the professional growth of teachers 
to advance the standards of education. 
to address the needs of developing countries and communities. (Inaugural meeting 
of IACE SA; Wits University, Oct 1993). 
The literature review ( Chapter Two) gives an overview of these ideals and of the rntionale 
underpinning the 'Teaching for Tltinking' movement. Various approaches, programmes and 
methods in use in various parts of the world are discussed and their relevance evaluated 
for the local context. 
1. 3 'Thinkin)! Actively in a Social Context' (T ASC}: A framework for school hased 
curriculum development. 
The TASC project was undertaken as a relevant, school based curriculum initiative that 
would promote inter-departmental contact between teachers. Chapter Three considers the 
pros and cons of school based curriculum development (SBCD) and argues that workshops 
based on T ASC teaching principles (4. 1 . l below) can further the professional development 
of teachers by exposing them to the theory of the Thinking Skil1s movement. Further, the 
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opportunities for teachers to put into practice new ideas and new skins in a co11aborative 
and participatory way is described in the action research design chosen for the study. 
1.4 The focus of the dissertation 
The .research investigation focuses specifically on teachers' responses to the T ASC 
Workshops. It aims to assess whether the implementation of a Thinking Skills and 
Problem-Solving approach in the classro m by participants effected any significant changes 
in their practice with regards teaching (i.e. their own teaching methods) and learning (their 
pupils' responses). 
1 . .5 The research design and methodology 
1..5 .1 Statement of the problem and reasons for the research 
The curriculum in South Africa, and indeed all teaching and learning, has been adversely 
affected by the politics of apartheid in e<lucation (Nepi Curriculum Report, 1992; King and 
Van den Berg, 1990). As in many parts of the world, curricula tend to be content-loaded 
at the expense of understanding, and there is much rote-learning and passivity on the part 
of pupils with very little opportunity given for chil<lren to express themselves or to think 
for themselves (Ausubel, 198.5; Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; Perkins, 1992). Much of 
what they hear has little relevance to their life experiences. Teachers often teach in the 
way they were taught so out-dated methods and attitudes .are perpetuated. Wallace and 
Adams warn: 
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Educators across the world should be very concerned that the 
obsolete educational purposes of ye�1erday are not being 
unthinkingJy emulated and perpetuated for a world that wm 
increasingly need quite different curricula, new basic skills, 
creative vision, courageous leadership and especially thinking 
and decision-making skills for a changing world. (1993: p4). 
It was in response to this challenge and to the problem'\. of what is described as the 
'disabling curriculum' (2.4.2 below) that this research was undertaken. The reproductive 
effects of schooling continue to produce teachers who are 'locked into a traditional and 
conventional approach which makes significant learning improbable if not impossible' 
(Rogers, 1985: p122). Ways must be sought and opportunities provided to develop 
teachers' knowledge and professional expertise in order for teaching and learning to be 
more relevant in our rapidly changing times. The introduction of Thinking Skills in schools 
is in line with world-wide developments in cognitive psychology and educational research 
which stress the development of autonomous thinking abilities in all people (Baron and 
Sternberg, 1987; Maclure and Davies, 1991). By providing the opportunities as described 
in this study for teachers to develop their professional knowledge and to reflect on their 
own practice in the workshop situation they would be able to: 
1.5.2 
share experiences and problems and to coJlaborate in their 
own growth as they attempt alternative ways of teaching. 
(Walker, l 990: p62). 
The research hypothesis 
If interest in critical and creative thinking were �iimulated and the adoption of a problem­
solving approach was modelled at the Workshops using participatory methods and active 
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]earning experiences, teachers' confidence, self e�1eem and practical knowledge would 
gradually he enhanced. With the additional opportunity to trial methods and materials in 
the classroom in the presence of the facilitator/researcher who would provide opportunities 
for reflection and feedback, a cyclical process of critical self reflection would be set in 
motion. Should this process result in effective changes in teachers' practice, it might then 
be possible to demonstrate a series of steps through which teachers can he led in order to 
contribute to curriculum development. These findings, although limited in scope and not 
necessarily generalisable, reflect the potential of teachers to become agents of change. 
These findings could then be added to the body of research as 'grounded theory' to inform 
those responsible for teacher-training and educational reform on the local level. 
1.5.3 Choice of qualitative methods 
Chapter Three contaiIL� a description of the research design and methodology. A qualitative 
approach was chosen because of the nature of the project which aimed at working with 
teachers in a collaborative, participatory way over a nine month period. The study 
investigdted teachers' responses and perceptions to the curriculum innovation which would 
inevitably be subjective and influenced by individual values and interests (Mouton, 1988). 
Quantitative methods were not considered suitable for these reasons. The researcher sought 
to gain an understanding of her subjects' worlds and accurately portray their responses to 
a dynamic, interactive process. 
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1.5.4 Action research / case !ltudy approach 
An action research / case study approach was deemed most suitable as the process involved 
the 'cycles of spirals' of pl anning, implementing, rethinking, reflecting, discussing, 
]earning, understanding and replanning described in various curriculum development 
models (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1981; Elliott, 1981 and Ebbutt, 1983 cited in Hopkins, 
1985; McNiff, 1988 and Davidoff and Van den Berg, 1990; Marsh and Stafford, 1988). 
Flexibility was felt to be an important requirement in the choice of design and method. 
The sites and subjects for the case studies were predetermined by the Network Committee's 
arrangements for the TASC project (3.3.3. below). Eighteen teachers from five local 
primary schools in the Pietermaritzburg area participated. The schools, for the pUIJ)oses 
of the case study are referred to as A, B, C, D and E and represent each of the former 
education Departments in KwaZulu-Natal (3.3.3.1). 
1.5.5 Techni4ues for data collection 
The limitations of an action research approach are also discussed in Chapter Three. The 
rese.archer acknowledges the possibility of bias in interpreting the data, being aware of her 
own subjectivity as a participant in the action research process (Carr and Kemmis, 1986). 
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The techniques used for collection of data are described in detail in Chapter Three and 
included focused group discussion, participant observation, the use of a questionnaire and 
interviews (unstructured and semi-structured). 
1.5.6 Analysis of data 
Data was analyzed concurrently with the events of the project: each step of each action 
research cycle necessitated inteipreting ohservations, actions and responses of participants 
in order to adapt and plan the next step. 
1.6 The T ASC project: analysis of impressions and interpretation 
Chapter Four describes the events and interactions that took place during the T ASC 
curriculum initiative. The four pha.c;es are �"llmmarised in a •torward planner• (see 4.2 
below) which outlines the sequence of Workshops and school visit'\, as well as the dates 
and times of an contacts and interactions with subjects in the study. The action - research 
design as a whole is analyzed from the point'\ of view of both the researcher and the 
subjects (see diagrams at end of 4.8.6) in a series of cycles and �-pirals describing the 
process of the study. 
A comparison grid highlights differences in subjects' perceptions of problems in 
education, and was useful in assessing lhe needs and understanding the specific context 
of each site at the start of the planning stage. The teachers' recorded responses to the 
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of the aims and assumptions of T ASC in order to produce a prnc..1:ical asses ment of the 
following: 
whether teachers had made sense of the theoretical underpinnings of the T ASC
Thinking Skills framework as presented at the Workshops 
whether teachers had been equipped and empowered to implement the Thinking 
Skills by the experiential, group- work approach and collaborntive sharing adopted 
at the Workshops 
whether the introduction of the T ASC approach (Thinking Skills and methodology) 
had resulted in positive changes in their pupils as measured against T ASC' s aims 
for the pupil 
whether they themselves had grown professionally in terms of self-confidence and 
their perception of themlielves as change-agents 
whether there was carry-over on a whole-schoo] basis of the curriculum initiative 
and to what extent the contexts and principals' roles aided or limited this. 
The case study grids present graphicaUy the time-frame and the amount of contact and 
interaction between the researcher and each school. Thus it can be seen at a glance how 
much input was received by teachers at each site. These, together with the responses 
analyzed after each contact, show the relationship between input (in terms of time and 
energy) and the changes with regard to practice. 
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1. 7 Recommendations and limitations of the study 
Conclusions and recommendations are described in Chapter 5. The researcher tries to 
assess the extent to which a programme of Workshops and school visits of this nature 
empowers teachers to play a role in curriculum development leading to more effective 
teaching and learning in schools. The limitations of the study in achieving these ends are 
acknowledged. The TASC theoretical framework presented in an action research way, is 
considered as a viable model for further local school balied curriculum initiatives, fulfilling 
a,;; it does, many of the recommendations made by Mathfield ( 1992) for introducing a 
skills-based/cognitive approach into the primary school curriculum: This proposed model 
could he used for in-service training of teachers across a broad spectrum of educationaJ 
institutions: 
1.8 
Experiential, co-operntive learning situations should be 
provided in an attempt to equip teachers through experience 
to operate within the paradigm under discussion. (Mathfield, 
1992: pll9). 
Conclusion 
The 'paradigm under discussion' is that of the 'Teaching for Thinking' movement which 
accommodates the teaching/learning of Thinking Skills within the school curriculum. The 
background to this significant development in educational and psychological research is 
given in the following chapter. A rationale for the teaching of Thinking Skills and 
problem-solving is offered against a background of the many disabling features of teaching 
and learning evidenced in our schools. Exposing teachers to Thinking Ski11s and problem­
solving procedures is considered as a means of effecting meaningful change towards a 
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more enabling curriculum, largely because the approach requires a change from traditional 
teaching methods. The various programmes, approaches and methods available within this 
paradigm will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND SIGNIFICANT CONCEPTS IN 
THE RESEARCH 
2.1 Introduction 
This review of the literature relevant to the rese.arch investigation gives an overview of the 
deve]opments in the teaching of Thinking Skills and a general grasp of the field of 
cognitive education to date. The purpose is to sketch brietly how and to what extent 
educators in other parts of the world and in South Africa are including Thinking Skills 
programmes in schools, and so to locate this study within the general context of what has 
become known as the concept of 'the thinking curriculum' (Nisbet, 1993: p281). What is 
meant by 'thinking' and why thinking should be taught, are two aspects that are discussed. 
Some existing problems in education (referred to as the 'disabling curriculum') will he 
discussed in order to justify the teaching of Thinking Skills in schools. One has to analyze 
the current situation in education, e.g. Per.kins (1992), Davidoff and van den Berg (1990), 
Wallace and Adams (1993), in order to make tentative suggestions for change towards a 
more 'enabling curriculum'. Some principles from which insights into better teaching and 
learning can be gained are considered. The T ASC (Thinking Actively in a Social Context) 
model of Wallace and Adams (1993), which is the focus of the practical part of this 
research study, is suggested as a framework within which teachers can work to develop 
their professional knowledge and their practice. 
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Different methods and approaches related to Thinking Skills programmes will be reviewed 
and examples given of each approach. These fall into three categories: the adjunct, or 
'add-on' approach; the infusion method; and t.he integrated approach or 'mixed model' 
for the teaching of thinking. 
Certain terminology, concepts and constructs central to the study will be clarified 
according to the researcher's understanding of their relevance to the research. 
2.2 The Thinkini: Skills movement
The question whether administrators in education, and teachers generally, are aware of the 
increasing body of research concerning the importance of the teaching of thinking, is posed 
by Robert Sternberg in "Questions and Answers about the Nature and Teaching of 
Thinking Skills" (Baron and Sternberg, 1987). It is raised here to introduce the topic in 
this review of the literature because it serves to alert one to two important ideas in this 
study - newness and change. It is these two aspects of the curriculum initiative under 
discussion that the teachers are being asked to respond to in this research project. 
But is thinking in schools new? The historical roots of the teaching of thinking can be 
traced throughout history, from Plato and Socrates to modem day protagonists. Overviews 
of the teaching of thinking are given by Mathfield ( 1992: p 1), Edwards and Baldauf ( 198 7 
in Perkins, Lochhead and Bishop, p454) and many others. No-one in education would deny 
that one of the main aims of teaching is, and always has been, to encourage good thinking 
habits in the learner - to teach pupils to think for themselves - and not to simply fill the 
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minds of students with factual information. Coles reminds readers of Dewey's comments 
as far back as 1916 when he quotes: 
No one doubts, theoretically, the importance of fostering in 
school, good habits of thinking. But, apart from the fact that 
the acknowledgement is not so great in practice as in theory, 
there is not adequate theoretical recognition that all which 
the school can or need do for pupils, so far as their minds 
are concerned . . . is to develop their ability to think. ( 1993: 
p33). 
It is necessary, however, to consider both theory and practice in order to identify the 
discrepancies that exist and to inform future ap roaches. The idea of teaching thinking is 
not new, but it is generally recognised that there has been an explosion of interest in recent 
years (Coles, 1993; Nisbet, 1993; Adams, 1989: p25; Sternberg in Baron and Sternberg, 
1987). The 'inadequate theoretical recognition' mentioned by Dewey in 1916 has been 
increasingly addressed by theorists in educational psychology, philosophy and sociology 
throughout this century. 
Among the many reasons for present-day interest in the teaching of thinking is the need 
for educators to respond to a rapidly changing society. The 'progressive education 
movement' (Nisbet, 1993: p282), the 'educational reform movement' and the emphasis on 
'information processing skills' (Mathfield, 1992: pll) have all been a response to the rapid 
changes that the world is undergoing. The need to adapt and change schooling to meet 
these profound challenges is being focused on in many parts of the world (Maclure and 
Davies, eds, 1991: p206-207; McTighe and Schollenberger in Costa, 1985; Nickerson, 
Perkins and Smith, 1985: p4). The urgency to improve ou_r knowledge about thinking and 
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our application of this knowledge in learning situations is reflected in most overviews of 
the literature on the teaching of thinking. 
Increasingly, educational reform is being addressed in curriculum initiatives stressing 
cognitive aspects, such as 'the process approach' (Mathfield, 1992: p9), the 'problem­
solving approach' (Fisher, 1987) and 'critical thinking' (Ennis, 1987). Large-scale efforts 
such as those in Israel (Feuerstein, 1980) and Venezuela (Buscaglia, 1987 in Perkins, 
Lochhead and Bishop pl41) have all been informed by modem theories of cognition in 
response to the 'rapid-change' syndrome of the 'infonnatioo age' - with its increasing 
explosion of available knowledge. Examples of countries in Europe and North America, 
particularly, which have introduced the teaching of thinking - together with a review of 
programmes - are detailed in the Secretariat's Backgrowid Report on the 1989 OECD 
Conference organised by the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (Maclure and 
Davies, 1991). 
2.2.1 What is this 'new' kind of thinking that we need in schools?
How 'thinking' is defined will depend on whether one views it from a philosophical, 
psychological, sociological, political or scientific perspective. No attempt will be made 
here to define the term specifically. Writers such as Ennis (1985) and Paul (1984) focus 
on critical thinking, while Torrance (1976) and Perkins (1985), for example, emphasise 
the teaching of creative thinking in order to develop intellectual potential. 
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It is evident from the literature that certain basic thinking skills are deemed necessary for 
children and adults to cope with the increased demands of modem democratic societies. 
These are described by Wallace and Adams (1993) in four categories, namely 
Knowledge, Attitudes and Motivation, Metacognition and Skills and Processes. Like 
many other writers in the field, they emphasiz.e the explicit promotion of the thinking 
process - the di�sition or inclination to think effectively - rather than the solution of 
problems themselves. Sanchez describes thinking as based on 'mental operations that, once 
internalised, can be ap lied as instruments, strategies, or tools in problem-solving, decision 
making and learning'. (1987: p413). 
De Bono's CoRT Programme teaches 'thinking tools' designed to cover the creative, the 
constructive and the critical aspects of thinking (de Bono, 1991). In the TASC model 
(Wallace and Adams, 1993) thinking strategies are referred to as Tools for Effective 
Thinking. In both these programmes it is the appropriate selection and effective 
monitoring of the choice of thinking tool for a particular problem that is important. When 
acquired skills are internalised to the extent that they become •automatised,' and used in 
novel situations different from the ones in which they were learned, transfer is said to 
have taken place. (Perkins and Salomon, 1989). This, together with metacognition, is one 
of the most crucial aspects in the teaching of thinking. No matter how much the emphases 
on various aspects of thinking differ, however, there is general consensus as to the value 
of teaching thinking. In emerging democratic societies such as our own, teaching people 
to become critical thinkers will become increasingly important as a goal in education. 
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In South Africa, faced with the crisis in education, there is a growing demand for the 
teaching of critical thinking (Nepi Curriculum Report, 1992: p7). For the purpose of this 
dissertation where the emphasis is on a cross-curricular approach in the primary school, 
the three aspects that will be considered are: creative thinking, critical thinking and 
problem-solving. 
2.2.2 Creative thiukine: 
•creative Thinking' is thinking patterned in a way that tends to lead to creative results'
(Perkins, 1985). Young children should be given opportunities to become 'creative 
producers'. Perkins goes on to say that 'thinking is an interesting mix of strategies, skills 
and attitudinal factors,' which are not encouraged in most classrooms. In fact he notes that 
'schooling in general works against the creative pattern of thinking' (Perkins, 1985: p60). 
When teaching for creativity De Bono (1976) places the emphasis on encouraging young 
children to think more widely and adventurously. They learn to consider alternatives, 
look at the same situation in different ways, extend options and explore ideas for their own 
sake, purely for the enjoyment of playing with possibilities. Barbara Z. Presseisen put it 
this way: 
Creative thinking is using basic thinking processes to develop 
or invent novel, aesthetic, constructive ideas or products, 
related to perceptlli as well as concepts, and stressing the 
intuitive aspects of thinking as much as the rational. (1985: 
p43). 
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Brainstorming and malting Mindmaps (Wallace and Adams, 1993) are two tools for 
cre.ative thinking which primary school children can practise when they are required to
generate a large number of new and unusual ideas or solutions for a given problem. 
2.2.3 Critical Thinkin� 
Critical thinking is usually defined as the use of basic thought processes to analyze 
arguments and generate insight into particular meanings and interpretatiom, or as 
Presseisen says: 
to develop cohesive, logical reasoning patterns and 
understand assumptions and biases underlying particular 
positions. (1985: p45). 
Critical thinking, according to Ennis, can also be defined as: 
reasonable, reflective thinking that is focused on deciding 
what to believe or do. (1985: p54). 
The ability to think critically should, therefore, be considered a 'life-skill' in teaching for 
democratic citizenship as all choices, decisions and actions are affected by it. Teachers, 
according to Ennis, should 'try to get students to define terms, be specific about actions, 
make precise comparisons, and use accurate descriptors' if they are to encourage careful 
thinking. In a Thinking Skills model such as TASC (Wallace and Adams, 1993), these 
aspects are termed basic thinking skills, while Feuerstein (1980) lists them as cognitive 
functions occurring in either the 'input', 'elaboration' or 'output' phase of the mental act. 
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However, it is well to bear in mind that 'we cannot expect to teach critical thinking in an 
uncritical way'. (Riding and Powell, 1993: p222). These authors argue that students cannot 
be expected to become critically aware when no critical awareness is modelled by the 
teacher or in the course being taught. 
Lipman et aJ, in the Philosophy for Children course, try to cultivate both creative and 
critical thinking in children: 
Logical thinking can be encouraged by means of creative 
activity, and conversely, creativity can be fostered with the 
development of logical ability. (1980: p79). 
The notion of critical thinking is endorsed by Richard Paul who also views it from a 
philosophical perspective. He advocates giving children the opportunity in school: 
to reflect upon questions in mutually supportive dialogical 
settings. (1987: pl29). 
This indicates a special kind of learning environment or climate in the classroom when one 
is teaching for thinking. Swartz (1987) suggests that teachers who have a good 
understanding of the rationale behind the 'teaching for thinking movement' can decide for 
themselves, according to their subject domains, 'what skills, competencies, attitudes, 
dispositions and activities go into making good critical thinking'. He maintains that 
classroom instruction can be restructmed by creative teachers to teach thinking skills by 
infusing them into the subject matter. 
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2.2.4 Problem solvin� 
History demonstrates that human survival and progress is a matter of how well we cope 
with, and adapt to and control a changing environment. It is argued therefore, that problem 
solving has an important role to play in providing children with similar challenges and 
opportunities in schools (Fisher, 1987: p14). Problem-solving activities nurture curiosity, 
develop confidence in making decisions and provide practice in using children's basic 
knowledge concepts and skills in practical and relevant tasks. Wallace and Adams (1993) 
argue for a curriculum that is relevant, building in learners confidence and abilities to face 
real world situations. In their T ASC (Thinking Actively in a Social Context) framework, 
a problem-solving model is included. This can be adapted by teachers to suit the age and 
requirements of the learners. 
Teaching the language of thinking is an important aspect for elementary school children 
(Costa & Marz.a.no, 1987). By teachers modelling thinking through the language they use 
in the classroom, the thinking of their pupils can be enhanced. This can take the fonn of 
'thinking out loud' or describing the thinking processes that allow one to take charge of 
the world for oneself. Encouraging children to think through and reflect on their thinking 
processes, is referred to by Whimbey (1985) as 'talk aloud problem-solving'. If according 
to Popper 'all organisms are constantly day and night engaged in problem-solving all 
organisms are constantly day and night engaged in problem-solving then schools should 
help children with this (1972: p42)'. Many practical problem-solving projects embarked 
upon by classroom teachers and which serve as examples, are described by Fisher. (1987: 
p16-20). Problem-posing and learning to ask the right questions are as important as 
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generating solutions and should be explicitly taught as one of the steps in the problem-
solving process. This is reiterated by Williams & Sternberg ( 1993) who include this aspect 
of thinking as one of the seven most essential lessons to teach in order for a child to reach 
his/her full potential. 
2.3 Why teach thinkin2? 
Having considered briefly the nature of creative and critical thinking and problem-solving, 
we need to ask the following: 
why thinking should be taught 
why there is an emphasis on cognitive skills in education 
and whether thinking can in fact be taught at all. 
In order to address these thoughts, it is important to consider some of the modern 
psychological theories about the nature of intelligence and learning which inform the 
'teaching for thinking' movement. Where there is scepticism about whether thinking can 
be taught, it is usually because of the underlying perspective adopted on these two issues. 
2.3.I Approaches to the nature of intelli�ence 
A clear appraisal of how people in various disciplines have viewed intelligence is given by 
Sternberg in his book 'Metaphors of Mind' (1990). This work also gives an historical 
overview of theories of intelligence and how they are informed by underlying 'metaphors'. 
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The main shift in emphasis seems to be from the view of intelligence as something static 
(as evidenced in the psychometric paradigm that has dominated education for most of this 
century) (Wallace and Adams: p19) to the more recent information-processing theories that 
see thought as the result of multiple intelligences, and learning as dynamic processes, 
strategies and problem-solving abilities that can be taught and improved throughout life. 
Wallace and Adams emphasise a 'developmental theory of intelligence' that is 'related to 
real life and that deliberately and consciously embraces the concept that all human life is 
growing and progressing': 
All learners can become more able learners; the capacity for 
thinking is not static and unchangeable. (1993: p22). 
This view is congruent with that of Feuerstein (1980) who argues that the 'human 
organism is open to modifiability at all ages and stages of development'. He believes that 
changes in intelligence are both possible and desirable. 
Piaget was sceptical about the teaching of intelligence because he believed that functions 
and competencies emerge at certain ages and in a fixed sequence. Sociological theorists 
would be critical of Piaget's view that intelligence moves 'from the inside outwards' 
(Sternberg, 1990) and that we first learn what needs to be done by and for ourselves, and 
that we later externalize it. This is not to deny, however, the strong influence of Piaget's 
theories on the cuniculum in providing a more child-centred approach, discovery methods 
and active learning through experiences provided in the classroom. The constructivist 
approach to maths is currently influencing mathematics teaching in South African schools 
where the processes and self discovery on the part of the learner are more important than 
the direct instruction of set algorithmic steps. 
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Vygotsky argues contrary to Piaget's theory. He suggests that we learn first from seeing 
what other people do, usually in social settings, and then internaliz.e it. Both Vygotsky and 
Feuerstein emphasiz.e the role of socialization processes in the development of thinking. 
(Sternberg, 1990: pxv). 
It is significant in this review. therefore that we understand the theories of cognitive 
development that lead to the view that intelligence (and therefore thinking) can be 
improved, because it is exactly these protagonists who are actively involved in developing 
programmes for the teaching of Thinking Skills. Sternberg (1990), Wallace and Adams 
(1993) and Howard Gardner (1983) provide alternatives to the static theories emanating 
from the psychometric paradigm. What people mean by intelligence and intelligent 
behaviour is very important in any discussion of the teaching of thinking. There seems to 
be a core of factors that are common in the literature covering different approaches to our 
understanding of intelligence, and it is on these common factors that this study focuses. 
The common core factors according to Sternberg et al (1981) include: 
2.3.2 
some kind of problem-solving factor 
some kind of verbal ability factor and 
some kind of social competence and a strong motivational component. 
Recent theories about learning 
Following on from a discussion of intelligence, it is relevant to look at theories of learning 
and how they are related to the teaching of Thinking Skills in the curriculum. Views of 
learning have changed from those of the behaviourists who argue that when certain 
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environmental conditions occur, learning will take place independently of any conscious, 
human involvement (Ashman and Conway, 1993: p33) - to those describing learning in 
terms of the thought processes that occur within our brains. This latter view takes more 
account of the role of the learner in the educational process and has become known as the 
cognitive or information-processing approach to learning. 
Wallace and Adams acknowledge the influence of Borkowski's theory of intelligence and 
the key issue of metacognition in learners' thinking (Borkowski, 1985), as well as 
Sternberg's development of strategies for 'learning how to learn' and synthesise the 
position thus: 
One can begin to find a coalescence of theory from which to 
derive new concepts of how children and adults best learn 
and therefore how educators should teach in order to bring 
about more efficient learning. (1993: p22). 
Important concepts in modem theories of learning relevant to Thinking Skills programmes 
are: 
Metacognition (Flavell, 1979; Borkowski, 1985) 
Strategy Instruction (Muthkrishna and Borkowski, 1990) 
Self-regulated Learning and Motivation (Zimmerman and Schunk, 1989) 
Modelling (Bandura, 1977) 
Transfer (Perkins and Salomon, 1988) and 
Mediation (Feuerstein, 1980; Vygots.ky 1978) 
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2.3.2.1 Metaco2oition 
An understanding of metacognitive processes is becoming increasingly important in 
te.aching and learning. These are 'the self-monitoring processes that learners need to
acquire if they are to become autonomous and independent learners, able to reflect upon, 
take control of and manage their own lives and learning more efficiently' (Wallace and 
Adams, 1993: p26). Metacognition can be described as the deliberate and conscious control 
of one's own thoughts and actions. Washington quotes Flavell' s definition of metacognition 
as 'one's knowledge concerning one's own cognitive processes and products or anything 
related to them. '(1987: p24). 
Mathfield ( 1992; p 11) describes it as 'deliberate reflection on the steps involved in a given 
cognitive strategy'. He stresses this as a vital component of the learning process and 
deserving of specific consideration in the design of Thinking Skills programmes. 
Metacognitive awareness, according to most writers on the subject, should be stressed in 
any problem-solving activity and progress towards a goal should be monitored. Bondy 
(1987) refers to metacognition as 'thinking about thinking' and maintains that providing 
children with metacognitive strategies would be of more value than factual information and 
content in a rapidly changing world. This is a significant issue in this dissertation as it 
implies that educators need to change the emphasis on content in their teaching to 
emphasis on the process of learning. 
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2.3.2.2 Strate&)' instruction 
Research shows that the direct, explicit teaching of thinking strategies such as rehearsal, 
organisation, paraphrasing and summarising helps to develop 'active learners, involved in 
meaningful, planful and reflective processing' (Muthukrishna and Borkowski, 1990). It is 
suggested that this involves the use of feedback, modelling and teacher-guided student 
practice where teachers help the learners to generalise the strategies to new situations. 
2.3.2.3 Self-re�ulated Jearnini 
Theories of self-regulated learning are discussed in Zimmerman and Schunk (1989).
Zimmerman describes students as 'self-regulated' according to the degree that they are 
'metacognitively, motivationally and behaviourally active participants in their own learning 
process' (1989: p4). It is important in 'any Thinking Skills programme that pupils believe 
that learning is not something that happens to them, but something that happens by them. 
It is suggested that students must become actively engaged at all levels, both covert and 
overt, for learning to take place. 
Pupils learn best when they can select their own environment,;;, and set their own goals � 
standards for self-evaluation. 
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2.3.2.4 Modelling 
The modelling of thinking behaviour by the teacher is a powerful way of influencing 
learning (Wallace and Adams, 1993: p23; Costa and Marzano, 1987; Gallimore and 
Tharp, 1991). Bandura (1971) stresses this aspect (the teacher's modelling) as well as the 
importance of the learner's belief in himself (self-efficacy) and having a positive self 
concept as important factors in the learning process. The teacher, as model, provides the 
learner with vital information which he/she can internalise. (The negative impact of poor 
or misdirected modelling is also significant in the classroom). 
2.3.2.5 Transfer 
· Sternberg (in Baron and Sternberg, 1987: p258) and Adams (1989) suggest that transfer
is the fundamental issue or primary goal, in the teaching of thinking. Adams states that:
if the processes don't transfer, they cannot even be called 
thinking. (1989: p30). 
Salomon and Perkins ( 1989) describe transfer as 'the extent that a new circumstance calls 
on a complex of procedures overlapping a complex that was previously well exercised'. 
Perkins (1992) describes it as 'learning something in one situation and then applying it in 
another,significantly different one'. Strategies for maximising transfer in thinking skills 
programmes are suggested by Sternberg (1987) and Perkins and Salomon (1988: p22-32). 
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2.3.2.6 Mediation 
Social interaction in any learning situation is considered to be crucial according to 
Vygotsky (Bruner, 1985) and Feuerstein (1980). An understanding of the world is not 
developed from experience alone, but from the quality of interaction and verbali7.ation 
between a learner and a mediator, be it parent, teacher or more capable peer. Thus the 
ideas of peer-group interaction, collaborative learning and mediation must be fundamental 
concepts in the methodology of any Thinking Skills programme. The social context in 
which learning takes place is also of prime importance: 
2.3.3 
All learning needs to be embedded in a context that is 
culturally relevant and which takes cognizance of culrural 
values, expectations, norms, experiences and customs 
(Wallace and Adams, 1993). 
Summacy of reasons for teachin� thin.kin� 
A consideration of the above concepts is necessary in order to view thinking skills 
programmes against the theoretical background of our knowledge about how children best 
think and learn. To answer the question 'Why teach thinking?' and to justify the teaching 
of thinking in the school curriculum, the following points will serve as a summary. 
Firstly, society is changing so fast that we need to bring teaching in line with modern 
theories of cognitive development and learning in order to equip pupils with the skills to 
be able to adapt to and cope with its ever-increasing demands. Children's ability to become 
independent learners and autonomous thinkers must be developed. 
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Secondly, we now have the tools with which to teach thinking. These have been developed 
as practical techniques in a whole range of programmes based on modem theories of 
intellectual growth. Nickerson's reasons for teaching children to think, (in Baron and 
Sternberg, 1987) are more philosophical and extend far beyond the classroom. He claims 
that being a good thinker makes one more successful and makes one a better citizen. In 
addition, he adds that 'in a democracy, citizens have an obligation to think deeply about 
significant issues' and suggests that being a competent thinker contributes to one's 
psychological well-being. The final reason Nickerson gives for teaching thinking is as 
follows: 
because thinking is at the heart of what it means to be human 
- and to fail to develop one's potential (in this area) is to
preclude the full expression of one's humanity. (1987: p31).
The TASC ( Thinking Actively in a Social Context) model (Wallace and Ada.ms, 
1993) derives from a synthesis of the afore-mentioned theories of intelligence and 
learning and is used as the framework for the introduction of Thinking Skills in a 
local curriculum development initiative which is the focus of this study. 
2.4 The South African context 
In the South African context wbere the majority of children have been educationally 
disadvantaged by the apartheid system (Skuy, Mentis, N
k
we, Amott and Hickson, 1990), 
the teaching of Thinking Skills provides a means of redressing some of the most urgent 
problems in education. There is an obvious need to release latent potential and to empower 
previously disempowered learners (Botha & Cilliers, 1993). Any curriculum initiative 
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must aim to improve cognitive functioning if more independent and efficient thinking is 
to be fostered (De Bono, 1976; Costa, 1985; Nickerson, et al, 1985). This need is 
emphasised when learners are required to learn in their second language. Curriculum 
development programmes which combine the teaching of thinking skills and language - or 
include thinking skills in the L2 curriculum, are supported by Puhl, (1991) and Botha and 
Cilliers (1993). Research on the effectiveness of these and of the TASC Project, may 
contribute in some measure to improvements in both learning and teaching in our schools. 
2.4.1 Chan,�ini: views of teachin� 
Having looked at the various arguments in the literature as to why thinking should be 
taught, and at the ways in which our knowledge of how children learn has developed, we 
can complete the picture which sketches the background to this study hy looking at new 
perspectives about methodology. Firstly, characteristics of 'traditional teaching' and the 
'traditional school' (Davidoff and van den Berg, 1990: p24-25) will be described. This 
scenario becomes part of 'the research problem' and what is termed ·the disabling 
curriculum'. Thereafter, the kinds of changes necessary for more 'progressive' teaching 
to occur, will be considered (Bennett, in Davidoff and van den Berg, 1990). Such changes 
are the goal of the T ASC project, which, however small, could le.ad to a more 'enabling 
curriculum' in this country. 
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2.4.2 The disabling curriculum : methodology 
Noticeable changes in educational practice are hard to identify because classrooms and 
schooling around the world seem to have stayed very much the same over a long period 
of time. Despite new knowledge about intelligence, learning and teaching, classrooms 
remain disabling environments for most pupils, and teachers continue to teach in the way 
that they were taught. 
2.4.2.1 Memorisation and rote-learning: The teacher as dispenser of knowled2C 
Schrag (1987) documents the 'prevalence and stability' of certain dominant teacher 
behaviours that have become known as the 'recitation script'. Teaching, despite recent 
psychological and educational theories, has changed little over the last century in this 
respect ( Adams, 1994 in press). Hoekter and Ahl brand ( 1969) quoted in Schrag, found that 
teachers talked between two thirds and three quarters of the time and this major activity 
was asking and reacting to questions that called for factual answers from students. 
David Perkins emphasizes how little we see of �sound methods' in the classroom, 
suggesting that teachers easily follow the 'trivial pursuit' model of teaching without 
realising it: 
A doggedly knowledge-orientated approach has become 
especially plain only in light of recent research in cognitive 
science. (1992: p31). 
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Adams confirms that little has changed over the years by documenting the evidence of the 
'recitation' as contrasted with the socratic pattern of verbal interaction in the majority of 
classrooms around the world: 
Schooling is an end in itself, imparting all the knowledge 
(and occasionally skills) that the learner is ever going to 
need. The teacher must know all the answers; no enquiry or 
use of references is encouraged. Pupils cannot know 
anything about a topic until it has been taught in school, i.e. 
everyday experiences do not count. Activity is non­
collaborative; pupils are passive and have the expectation of 
having something done to them ... (1994 in press). 
Gallimore and Tharp suggest that this is very much the order of the day in many 
classrooms of the world and 'the predominant experience of most American school 
children' (1990: p175). 
Bruner (1966) argued that we should teach a subject, not to produce 'little living libraries' 
on that subject, but rather to 'get a student to think' and to take pan in the process of 
thinking. 
2.4.2.2 Pupil passivity 
Descriptions of children as passive learners, with little interaction between them and the 
teachers are well documented in educational research (Goodlad, 1984; Tharp and 
Gallimore, 1988 and Bennett in Davidoff and van den Berg, 1990). In South African 
schools where the majority of children are learning in a second language there is much rote 
learning on the part of pupils (Mossom 1989), with little opportunity for pupils to play an 
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active role. With the lack of resources such as libraries and laboratories, teachers cannot 
easily employ discovery techniques. 
2.4.2.3 No inte&IJltion of subject matter: lack of 'scaffoldin�• / lack of relevance 
Wallace and Adams (1993) question 'whether teachers always understand the conceptual 
maps they are mediating; whether they have a clear conception of the primary and 
subsequent levels of conceptualisation within the subject area they are teaching.' If there 
is inadequate 'scaffolding' provided by the teacher, the higher level concepts cannot be 
understood, leading to confusion and demotivation on the part of the learners. Where the 
emphasis is on separate subject matter and not on holistically planned, integrated content, 
learning may wel  become a meaningless exercise. Titls is particularly the case if the 
subject matter has no connection with the Jived experiences of the children. Where material 
is not presented in a meaningful context or way, Ausubel ( 1985) points out that rote 
learning by constant rehearsal is the only sensible way to cope. 
Much has been learned about teaching and learning from the socio-historic theory of 
Vygotsky. His notion of the 'zone of proximal development' is a key concept which is 
defined as: 
the distance between the actual developmental 1evel as 
determined by individual problem-solving and the level of 
potential development as determined through problem-solving 
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable 
peers. (1978). 
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This is significant when considering the lack of social interaction in most classrooms and 
the irrelevance of much that is being taught. 
Hedegaard in Moll (1990) describes the importance of Vygotsky's notion of the zone of 
proximal development as a basis for instruction: 
The teacher's role is to direct action within school activity in 
a manner appropriate to the child's present level of 
development, the cultural and social context, and the 
teacher's theories of what central subject matter is. (p350). 
Gallimore and ThaJp emphasise in their definition of teaching that: 
teaching can be said to occur when assistance is offered at 
points in the zpd at which performance requires assistance. 
(1988: p41). 
2.4.2.4 Competitive classroom climate I little co-operative Iearnin� 
Davidoff and van den Berg ( 1990) note how most South African schools 'encourage 
competition and individualistic behaviour rather than co-operation and colle<:tive activity'. 
Yet the enhancement of learning through group work and collaborative learning with one's 
peers is well documented in educational research (Slavin, 1980; Barnes and Todd, 1977; 
Johnson and Johnson, 1987) Schmuck and Schmuck comments as follows: 
Many classrooms are constrained environments where 
students do not feel free to touch one another 
psychologically; empathy is almost non-existent and the 
teacher does over 80 % of the talking. Students who know 
what is expected of them and who are involved and close to
their peers in pursuing educational goals are more satisfied 
than students in traditional classrooms. ( 1988: p31). 
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Perkins (1992) claims that there is a notion in education of ability influencing achievement 
rather than acknowledging the place of effort. This works against one of the important 
tennets of more 'progressive' teaching and 'person-centred' learning highlighted by 
Davidoff and van den Berg (1990: p25-26) and based on Bennett's and Carl Rogers' 
theories. 
2.4.2.5 Teachers do not encourage independent thinking 
The prevalence of a non-favourable atmosphere in classrooms emphasising the reproduction 
of existing knowledge would have strongly negative effects on both the cognitive 
development of children and the development of independence and autonomous thinking 
and self esteem. This is the case particularly in our country where the effects of the policy 
of separate education departments based on race have been markedly disabling (Skuy, 
Mentis, Nkwe, Amott and Hickson, 1990; Christie, 1993). What is documented by Isaksen 
as happening in Brazil, cited in Alencar (1993), parallels the situation in South Africa: that 
schools appear to be spending most time, energy and resources to provide for low level 
thinking and recall through lecture and recitation methodology only. Further research 
which analysed text books found that most exercises and questions require reproduction of 
infonnation rather than a search for new information, the use of imagination, divergent 
thinking or the application of higher level cognitive processes. 
The educational setting in most schools is characterised by obedience and passivity and the 
prevalence of the traditional view of teaching with its emphasis on the transmission of 
knowledge and assimilation of the infonnation by the students. Many educational settings 
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do not pay attention to affect and motivation, cultivating in learners characteristics of 
independence, self confidence, persistence and flexibility. These and other characteristics 
such as courage to express divergent ideas and points of view are not reinforced in the 
classroom and one can assume that techniques and methods for producing new ideas and 
higher order thinking are not amongst the repertoire of skills of most classroom teachers. 
2.4.2.6 Examinations-driven system of education 
Mossom (1989) documents the reliance on rote-memorisation of facts in primary schools 
in this country for the purposes of passing examinations. Over emphasis of norm­
referenced evaluation (within fonnal exam and control test systems) tends, due to the 
'"washback effect', to influence teachers to rely on the "safety" of content-based teaching 
(Stenhouse, 1975). In South Africa, because assessment policies are centrally prescribed 
there is a tendency towards teacher-centredness, convergent questioning and formal 
classroom arrangement (Orpen, 1987). 
King and van den Berg suggest that what happens in schools is thus largely driven by the 
exam system: 
One of the enduring criticisms of the South African school 
curriculum is that it is "too academic". The argument is that 
the universities dominate school curriculum development by 
majority membership of the Joint Matriculation Board, which 
in turn dominates the school-leaving examination and so ha.s 
a pervasive impact on what happens within schools. (1991: 
p14). 
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2.4.2.7 Physical environment 
Another disabling feature of the majority of schools in this country is the physical 
environment. In South Africa we have factors even more basic in the hierarchy of 
children's needs to the actual classroom setting that affect the quality of education. These 
are the physical and psychological conditions of many pupils who do not even have the 
basics of food, shelter and security. The learning climate in our country has been eroded 
by adverse social and political factors. Most educational structures that facilitate learning 
and teaching, such as parent and community involvement, have broken down and there is 
often little co-operation between home and school. The curriculum has been essentially 
non-participatory and undemocratic (King and Van Den Berg, 1991; Nepi Report,1992; 
Christie, 1993). With the inequalities of apartheid schooling, the majority of classrooms 
lack even the most basic equipment and teaching aids. These factors all adversely affect 
the quality of teaching. 
2.4.2.8 Poorly qJJalified teachers: lack of professional develQPment 
Research (Botha, 1986) cited in Botha & Cilliers, 1993, indicates that teaching practice in 
South Africa is often of a low standard because the majority of teachers are under­
qualified. More than 80% of black teachers, according to this research, only have Std 8. 
Educationists in other parts of the world are not only viewing teachers' professional 
development as a career-long process (Holly and Mcloughlin, 1989, cited in Kelchtermans 
and Vandenberghe, 1994), but also as a major factor in an effort to improve schools. By 
contrast, in South Africa, there is inadequate INSET and few opportunities for teachers to 
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upgrade their skills and qualifications. There must needs be an urgent thrust in this area 
in order to improve teachers' practice: 
Any serious attempt to effect changes in the national 
curriculum requires a national programme of in-service 
support for teachers. (Nepi Curriculum Report, 1992). 
This research study focuses on the professional development of teachers through training 
in Thinking Skills. Mathfield (1992: pl 14) argues that 'the teacher should be at the centre 
""'-: ._:--:,, ' -- -
of curriculum development'. It has become increasingly recognised in the literature that 
teachers themselves, can be researchers and through involvement in school-based 
curriculum development contribute to our understanding of what needs to change in the 
classroom (Patterson, et al, eds, 1993; Stenhouse, 1975; Walker, 1990). 
· But for change to occur teachers will have to take on a new role: they themselves need to
be 'competent and independent learners who have a personal and accessible repertoire of
such skills' (Wallace, 1988). Nisbet (in Maclure and Davies. 1991) has this to say:
We cannot expect to teach thinking if the teachers themselves 
are not thinking. (pl84). 
A two way process seems to be emerging: the development of teachers' professional 
knowledge in order for them to contribute to curriculum development, and the introduction 
of teaching for thinking in the curriculum as justified in recent educational research 
(Nickerson, Perkins and Smith, 1985; Sternberg, 1985a; Ada.ms,1989; Nisbet,1993; 
Wallace and Adams, 1993). Christie (1993) stresses the imponance of the curriculum in 
developing forms of thinking and approaches to inte11ectual activity in the South African 
context of 'pervasive curriculum inequality. ' 
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What this research aims to suggest is that there are frameworks for the teaching of 
Thinking Skills that can be drawn upon in order to develop teachers' professional 
knowledge and to improve teaching and learning. These can be adapted to the varying 
contexts in this country to meet the demands for a more democratic, participatory, 
relevant, 'thinking' curriculum. 
2.4.3 Summacy of the disabling curriculum 
In summary then, the 'disabling' curriculum encompasses the lack of concern for self­
regulation in learners, the lack of promotion of individual autonomy as one of the roles of 
education (Enslin, 1994: p24) and the Jack of conditions that favour learning i.e. very few 
classrooms that encourage enquiry/discovery learning in a collaborative, growth-promoting 
climate. According to Wallace and Adams, (1993) an 'inert' curriculum is one which is 
static and without the power of action; one which is overloaded with content, which 
encourages passivity and conformity, ignores individual differences and provides subject 
matter that is irrelevant to the learner. Teaching in South African schools is characterised 
by authoritarian attitudes to discipline, a reliance on textbooks, memorisation of factual 
information and a teacher-centred pedagogy (Orpen, 1987). 
2.5 Pointers to change 
From where, then, do we derive new principles for teaching? 
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Gallimore and Tharp suggest that: 
if we are to build a theory of teaching, evidence must come 
from elsewhere than schools. The most effective teaching 
occurs in other settings of socialization. (1991). 
Much can be learned about teaching and learning by observing for example, child-rearing 
situations or employees in training-situations that these authors call 'non-schooled' settings. 
It is from reaching-learning situations such as these, they argue, that principles for re­
thinking education can be derived. Schrag corroborates this when claiming that the social 
structure in schools is not compatible with tasks that require genuine problem-solving 
(1987: p483). The two main reasons for this are that 'peer-collaboration' and 'the need 
to access more information than one can carry in one's head' are denied in most schools, 
either because of the problem of controlling large classes, or because of regimentation of 
time-tabling and restriction of movement. In other words, the way schools are organised, 
limiting pupils to a classroom base in which there is little social interaction, works against 
effective teaching and learning. 
How then can teachers best learn to teach? How can we get away from the reproductive 
effects of schooling, or break the cycle of teachers teaching the way they were taught? If 
we know about more effective teaching-learning interaction, why doesn't teaching and 
why don't teachers change? 
It is argued in the literature (Perkins,1992: p13) that, given appropriate frameworks within 
which teachers can develop their professional knowledge, changes in pedagogy can occur. 
Specific techniques and methods (such as fostering metacognitive awareness, modelling and 
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mediation described in paragraph 2.3.2 above) are common to most Thinking Skills 
programmes. The adoption in the curriculum, therefore, of an appropriate 'thinking' 




!l}ere.fore better scbQols (Coles,1993: p336; Botha and Cilliers, 1993; Nisbet, 1993; 
Wallace and Adams, 1993; Puhl, 1991: p31). 
The two central concepts are thus teachers' notions about the curriculum and themselves 
� c�an��-�gents, and the inevitabµicy of, and necessity for change, in the light of modern 
theories of teaching and learning and rapid advances in modem society. 
Perkins, commenting on the need for wide-scale innovation in education, argues 
as follows: 
A large part of the challenge rests in helping teachers to 
develop new knowledge and skills and helping educational 
institutions to change in fundamental ways that make room 
for thoughtful teaching and learning. (1992: p204). 
It is appropriate at this point, therefore, to consider the range of programmes available for 
curriculum initiatives within the 'Thinking Skills' paradigm that could contribute to 
educational reform. 
2.6 Programmes, methods and awroaches 
If the introduction of Thinking Skills into the curriculum is a means of improving teaching 
and learning as is argued in this study, then curriculum developers, administrators and 
teachers need to have some knowledge of available frameworks, programmes and 
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materials. The various approaches and methods should be understood and evaluated against 
relevant criteria (Sternberg, I 983) before a programme is selected for use in a school. By 
being aware of the advantages and disadvantages of the different programmes and their 
underlying assumptions, one is in a better position to evaluate and justify one's own 
preferred approach. Ideally, the practical implementation of any intellectual skills training 
programme should be theoretically justifiable and congruent with the aims for teachers, 
pupils and the curriculum of the particular educational setting in question. Let us now 
consider the three broad categories of Thinking Skills programmes available. Examples of 
programmes within an approach and comments on them will be given. 
2. 7 Agproaches to the teaching of thinking 
In the literature there are three possible approaches to the teaching of Thinking Skills:
the adjunct/ 'add-on'/ 'general' or 'skills' approach, where Thinking Skills are 
taught as a separate subject in the curriculum 
the infusion or 'immersion' model, where the Thinking Skills are applied within 
subject domains, and 
the integrated approach, where the Thinking Skills are made explicit in their own 
right as well as being bridged into the various subjects in the curriculum. This 
'mixed' model in a sense, is a combination of the adjunct and infusion approaches. 
While approaches differ, the goals of curricula on thinking all aim at teaching processes, 
whether these be termed 'macrological' or 'micrological' (Paul, 1984). The emphasis 
remains on the teaching of thinking strategies regardless of whether the materials are 
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'content free' (abstract), in nature or of a more 'subject specific' kind. There is also much 
commonality in the specific methods used to teach thinking despite controversial 
differences in approaches (Nisbet. 1993; Coles. 1993; Maclure, 1991). The goal of all 
these programmes is that the skills and processes transfer - i.e. that students are able to 
use skills taught in one form spontaneously in some other context or on some other 
occasion and/or in another form. (Salomon and Perkins, 1989; Adams, 1989; Maclure, 
1991). The effectiveness of a programme is therefore often evaluated according to whether 
it achieves transfer or not. 
2. 7. 1 The adjunct model
This involves the 'direct' teaching of Thinking SkiJls in the belief that thinking can be 
improved. Various components of thinking that are considered useful in both school and 
in life are identified and then explicitly taught. Activities and exercises illustrating general 
strategies for thinking are taught independently of the subject matter being covered in the 
normal curriculum. As Maclure states: 
2.7.1.1 
Thinking (under one title or another) thus becomes a subject 
in its own right. (1991: pxi). 
Project Odyssey 
Adams (1989) agrees with this 'skills approach' or 'direct method' and argues that 
Thinking Skills instruction should be introduced as a course in itself as a valuable 
complement to conventional teaching. Adams bases her view on schema theory, arguing 
that spontaneous transfer cannot occur unless thinking is developed unambiguously as a 
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schema in its own right. Adams describes Proje.c.t Intelligence or Odyssey as an example 
of the 'adjunct' approach. This is a project that was devised for the Republic of Venezuela 
at the request of their Minister of Education in conjunction with Harvard University and 
the Cambridge consulting firm of Bolt, Beranek and Newman. Its aim was to enhance 
thinking ability across the nation and thereby develop latent intellectual potential. It aims 
to teach mastery of spe.cific skills such as observation, comparison, classification and 
ordering. The materials are of an abstract nature, involving information and interpretations 
- two basic components, irrespective of domain or subject area. The lessons aim to develop
a set of processes, concepts, strategies and attitudes that suppon these two components. 
Mediated transfer is pursued as a primary goal with 'brute force' (Adams, 1989). An 
overview of Project Intelligence or Odyssey is given by Elena Wright (in Costa, 1985). 
The results of evaluation studies of Proje.ct Intelligence have been positive in terms of 
transfer of skills to problems quite different from those stressed in the course. (Adams, 
1989; Nickerson, Perkins and Smith, 1985). 
2.7.1.2 The CoRT programme 
Perhaps the best known example of a skills approach is the CoRT method of Dr Edward 
de Bono. This course teaches a set of 'tools' or techniques that aim to increase 
effectiveness and flexibility of learners' thinking in solving problems, making decisions, 
considering priorities and alternatives and other life skills. It involves exercises in critical, 
analytical and creative (lateral) thinking and aims to produce 'operacy' - or the skill of 
'doing' as opposed to 'knowing'. De Bono argues strongly in favour of his direct method 
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of teaching Thinking Skills as a separate subject in the curriculum, suggesting that 
traditional approaches do not transfer to real-life situations. He states that: 
unless processes are made explicit, there is no retention of a 
skill. (de Bono, in Maclure and Davies, 1991). 
He claims that the CoRT method is simple, practical and capable of being used by a .large 
number of teachers of varying backgrounds, cultures and aptitudes. Other advantages 
claimed for his direct method are that it is applicable to students of different ages and 
abilities, emphasises perceptual thinking and transfer to 'real-life' situations. He claims that 
it is 'robust' and will remain intact when passed from trainer to trainer, and that its 
'parallel' design allows for parts of the course to be used successfully, even if other parts 
are forgotten or misunderstood. He sees this as an advantage over courses with an 
'hierarchical design'. An evaluation of the effects of the CoRT-1 Thinking Skills 
Programme by Edwards and Baldauf (in Perkins, Lochhead and Bishop, 1987) on senior 
primary children showed positive attitudes to the usefulness of the materials, and 
significant positive shifts in IQ, creativity, and self-concept of the learners. Other 
researchers remain sceptical, however, suggesting that more research needs to be done to 
substantiate these claims (Maclure & Davies, 1991). 
In South Africa educationists, together with world leaders in the field of Thinking Skills 
teaching, have ta.ken aspects of de Bono's 'tool method' and adapted it for various 
contexts. In some cases it has been used as a separate Thinking Skills course (Botha and 
Cilliers, 1993) while others have adapted it for infusion into the L2 curriculum (Puhl, 
1991). 
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2. 7.1.3 Instrumental Enrichment 
The other well known 'direct-skills approach' programme is that of Feuerstein's 
'Instrumental Enrichment' (Feuerstein et al, 1980). Based on his theories of Structural 
Cognitive Modifiability and Mediated Leaming Experience (MLE) it comes closest 
according to Adams (1989: p35) to being described in the 'micrological', 'abstract' or 
'content-free' category (adjunct approach). Feuerstein (1980) lists cognitive deficiencies 
which impair school performance in many learners. It is well to recognise that his 
programme was designed panicularly for disadvantaged adolescents, differing very often 
culturally and linguisticaJly from the dominant ethos of the Israeli education system 
(Sharron, 1987). Based on a theory of intelligence as something dynamic and on a theory 
of learning where the quality of the mediation of a teacher is crucial to the learners' 
progress, his intervention programme concentrates on addressing the cognitive dysfunctions 
that most appear to hamper school success. 
This programme consists of a series of 'instruments' providing paper and pencil exercises 
for teaching skills such as organisation, categorisation, comparison, orientation, analysis 
and problem-solving. There is a great emphasis in the methodology on metacognition 
(made explicit in the teachers' manuals) and generalisation or 'bridging' to other subjects. 
Although this is the key to transfer in the I.E. programme (Adams, 1989), there are no 
specifically designed exercises to give practice in generalising the skills to other contexts. 
Suggestions for 'bridging' the skills across various subject domains and examples of real­
life contexts for practice are, however, given in the teacher training manuals. 
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lbis researcher, while acknowledging the abstract, 'content-free' nature of the paper and 
pencil exercises which place the I.E. programme in the 'skills-approach' category, takes 
the view that the theory and methodology well-applied, lend themselves suitably to an 
integrated style of Thinking Skills programme. The instruments are intended to be used as 
practice in thinking exercises, as a vehicle for developing the language of thinking 
(acquired through activities and by the modelling of the mediator) and as springboards for 
generalisation of the skills and processes into the broader school curriculum, specific 
subject domains and 'real-life' situations. It was designed to be an additional course in the 
curriculum and where the programme is adopted with no bridging it would remain purely 
in the 'skills approach' category. 
Instrumental Enrichment has been adapted on a fairly wide scale in South Africa for 
varying levels and institutions. These range from primary schools to tertiary technical and 
teacher-training institutions. I.E. has been used to supplement normal teaching in outreach 
programmes with primary schools in disadvantaged communities and with gifted 
adolescents (Cognitive Education Conference, December 1991: University of the 
Witwatersrand; Skuy, Mentis, Nkwe, Amott and Hickson, 1990). 
Because of similarities in the situation of the disadvantaged students in Israel for whom the 
I.E. intervention was devised, and the vast majority of South African students who do not
achieve their full potential in the education system offered in this country, Feuerstein's 
influence in the devising of Thinking Skills programmes in South Africa has heen very 
significant. The programme pays attention to the affective side of teaching for thinking 
it encourages the disposition to use the skills in appropriate ways. This is embodied in the 
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'Just a minute - let me think' motto for restraining impulsivity and warning against 
unthoughtful behaviour. Intrinsic motivation is provided by the challenge present in the 
exercises themselves. This programme requires fairly intensive training on the part of 
instructors if it is to be used with impact in improving teaching and learning. The 
methodology (MLE) is sound and can improve practice. There is the danger, however, of 
over-reliance on the part of teachers on the exercises to improve cognitive functioning with 
little attention given to metacognition and transfer. 
The Somerset Thinking Skills Programme (Blagg et al, 1988) and Oxfordshire County 
Council Programmes (1987) are also derived from Feuerstein's theory and Instrumental 
Enrichment materials and methodology, but have been adapted to the cultural and linguistic 
styles relevant to the United Kingdom. Francis Link (1991) outlines a broad framework 
of cognitive functions which underlie efficient thinking, learning and problem-solving 
based on Feuerstein's three phases of the mental act: input, elaboration and output. 
Feuerstein's instrumental Enrichment Programme has been more comprehensively 
evaluated than most programmes (Nickerson, Perkins and Smith, 1985; Maclure and 
Davies, 1991: p215) while Blagg's 1991 evaluation results, cited in Coles (1993: p342),
led him to be most optimistic about the effects of teaching Thinking Skills. 
In any decision to adopt a skills or direct approach to the teaching of thinking, there has, 
however, to be sound justification for it in terms, not only of its theory, content, socio­
cultural and ' real-world' relevance, but in terms of its greatest disadvantage: the need for 
curriculum time in an already overcrowded curriculum (Sternberg, 1983). 
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Other examples of the adjunct approach to teaching thinking are the IDEAL programme 
of Bransford and Stein (1984) and 'Dimensions of Thinking' by Marzarno et al (1988} 
cited in Maclure and Davies (1991). 
2.7.2 The infusion model 
This approach means embedding the teaching of thinking within the subjects as they are 
taught in the established curriculum. This appeals to many teachers, because it can be fitted 
into existing curriculum structures and it does not require any extra curriculum time. It 
does, however, mean radical changes in the presentation of materials and greater emphasis 
on thinking processes within specialist subject domains. This could be the adoption of a 
problem-solving approach to the existing knowledge base across the curriculum: for 
example teaching 'scientific thinking skills' in science, or teaching the skills of the 
historian in history rather than only the factual content. Methods would deliberately aim 
at improving reasoning, analysis, critical and creative thinking. The question here is 
whether the infusion model adopted would pay enough attention to the whole range of 
thinking across the curriculum when no set of ready-made tools is used. One might get 
infusion of Thinking Skills in language lessons if a programme like Lipman's 'Philosophy 
for Children' were chosen; or Thinking Skills through Logo in computer studies. But 
particular attention would have to be given to transfer as this does not occur 
automatically. One would also have to ask whether the infusion approach would: 
give sufficient identity to the teaching of thinking for it to 
resist dilution by the pressures of a crowded syllabus. 
(Coles: p339). 
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The main assumption in this approach is that the process of thinking is inseparable from 
content: i.e. that thinking is 'domain specific'. Whether the Thinking Skills are 
generalisable beyond the subject boundaries in which they occur is much contested. There 
are many expositions of this debate in the literature (Coles, 1993: p338-339; Sternberg; 
Baron and Sternberg, 1987: p254-255; Perkins and Salomon, 1989). 
Kornhaber and Gardner (1991: p168), basing their views on a theory of multiple 
intelligences, agree that the curriculum should be broadened to do justice to the wide range 
of pupils' talents and differences in thinking, but contend that 'Thinking Skills need a 
domain within which to be applied'. 
The Background Report by the Secretariat of the Centre for Educational. Research and 
Innovation, OECD, in Maclure and Davies (1991: p201-223) provides a comprehensive 
analysis of the infusion vs the skilJs approach. However, many writers make the point that 
thinking in a subject is not the same as thinking about a subject. 
Examples of 'infusion' strategies are problem-based teaching and learning (e.g. the 
Process-Based Instruction model: Ashman and Conway (1993); Drinan (1991) and Polya's 
(1957) heuristics in maths. The Cognitive Education through Science (CASE) programme 
(Adey, Shayer & Yates, 1989) is an example of the infusion of Thinking Skills in science. 
A variety of programmes aimed at teaching logic, reasoning and critical thinking in the 
humanities and the teaching of thinking through the use of computers and information 
technology are of the 'infusion' type. 
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2.7.2.1 Philosophy for Children 
Perhaps the best known and most comprehensively evaluated example of the infusion 
approach is that of Matthew Lipman's 'Philosophy for Children' programme: 
If what we want ultimately are thoughtful, inquisitive, 
imaginative, reasonable children, then thinking skills must be 
integrated into virtually every aspect of the elementary 
educational process. This in turn, would require that teachers 
be educated in such a way as to enable them to teach subject 
areas into which thinking skills have been integrated. 
(Lipman, Sharp, Oscanyan, 1980). 
This programme is relevant for the purposes of this dissertation, in so far as a part of it 
(Elfie, Pixie, Kio & Gus) is designed particularly for primary school children. Through 
specially written stories, young pupils are stimulated to discuss philosophical principles and 
procedures aimed at cultivating critical and creative thinking through reasoning and 
judgement in the normal language lesson. 
The programme necessitates a change in classroom climate where the children's discussions 
and contributions are valued and where the Thinking Skills are related to other disciplines 
and areas of study. This seems to make the deliberate attempt to teach for transfer which 
is considered so essential in the teaching of thinking (Adams, 1989, Salomon and Perkins, 
1989; Sternberg, in Baron and Sternberg, 1987: p258). The re.suits of extensive evaluations 
of this method suggest that many of the goals of the Thinking Skills movement can be 
attained by such an approach. These include not only improvement in cognitive areas, but 
in children's self-esteem, social skills and views of themselves as 'thinkers'. It has been 
suggested, however that this programme can be most successfully used where the 
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competence of teachers is high and with children who are most comfortable with the 
dominant middle cl.ass ethos of society. The emphasis on teaching thinking through 
language at the level of sophistication of Lipman's programme might be a problem where 
pupils are learning in a second language. The rationale for teaching thinking through 
language and improving language through the teaching of Thinking Skills, however, is 
particularly relevant in the South African context (Botha and Cilliers, 1993; Puhl, 1991). 
This will be discussed further under the integrated approach below. 
2.7.2.2 LQgQ 
Another commonly quoted example of an infusion-type programme is Papert's Logo 
(1980); This is a computer language for programming aimed at the overall improvement 
of children's thinking ability. But again, the question of whether the skills learnt in Logo 
transfer to other situations and contexts in the learners is .questionable, as transfer and 
metacognitive aspects are not deliberately planned for and built into the programme. 
The adoption of a problem-solving approach across the primary curriculum is a means of 
infusing the teaching of Thinking Skills into the existing curriculum and has been well 
justified and documented in a book edited by Robert Fisher (1987). It has particular 
relevance for this study, giving examples of successful implementation in language and 
writing classes, mathematics, computers, science and technology, in environmental studies 
and art. The mo�1 important aspect in all the examples given is the way that this approach, 
when adopted on a school-wide scale, seems to effect positive changes in teaching style, 
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teachers' attitudes and classroom practice in general. Leaming and motivation in the 
children are also enhanced (Fisher, 1987: p3,45,258-260). 
2.7.2.3 Project IMPACT 
This programme seeks to infuse the teaching of higher level Thinking Skills into 
mathematics and language in order to improve performance. Its underlying assumptions 
are that all children are capable of improving their thinking; that Thinking Skills can be 
taught and learned; that thinking is best introduced in a social context and that the 
Thinking Skills must be related to the curriculum. It was developed by S. Lee Winocur 
and is described in Costa ( 1985). Teachers are trained to understand the theoretical base 
for teaching criticaJ thinking; the methodology reinforces the social interaction required in 
the classroom and teachers are exposed to ten teaching behaviours. Materials are based on 
a 'universe of critical thinking skills' that directly affect reading comprehension and 
problem-solving in mathematics. Many of these aspects are common to programmes that 
fall in the 'direct' and 'integrated' approaches to the teaching of Thinking Skills. 
It is becoming increasingly recognised that it is not only the importance of particular skills 
and processes that is at the core of what it means to teach thinking, but that attitudes, 
motivation and the encouragement of particular thinking dispositions ( or the readiness 
to use the skills appropriately), are also of the utmost importance (Resnick, 1987; 
Nickerson, 1988; Paul, in Baron and Sternberg, 1987; Wallace and Adams, 1993; and 
Perkins, 1994 in his 'Rationale for the Architecture of a Thinking Course'). 
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Thus any Thinking Skills programme which is concerned merely with long check-lists of 
skills would not be justifiable or acceptable to teachers (Mathfield, 1992) and could well 
degenerate into yet another requirement of curriculum developers at the expense of true 
understanding on the part of teachers. That the various skills be 'ticked off' mechanistically 
as 'having been covered' should be guarded against at aJl costs. 
If our aim in introducing Thinking Skills in the curriculum is to improve teaching and 
learning as is argued in this study, then the methods used are as important as the strategies 
taught, for it is the methods that will produce change in the classroom. 
It is this researcher's view that an integrated approach or mixed model for the teaching of 
thinking, taking into account dispositions and attitudes, is a means of achieving desirable 
and justifiable pedagogical changes in educ.ation. A Thinking Skills framework that 
improves teaching and learning and that also aims at long-term restructuring of the 
curriculum is proposed by Wallace and Adams (1993) in the 'Thinking Actively in a Social 
Context' model and is the approach adopted in this research study. 
2. 7. 3 The integrated approach
A central theoretical issue surrounding the teaching of Thinking Skills (discussed in 3.2.2 
above) is that of context-specificity of skills and knowledge as opposed to 
'generalisability'. 
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The implications for the curriculum of this controversy are reflected in the policies of: 
Thinking Skills as separate courses, or 
development of thinking within conventional subject teaching. 
A synthesis of the two approaches, however, is feasible and in fact recommended by many 
writers who see this as a means of combining the best elements from the various 
programmes (Baron and Sternberg, 1987: p5; Glaser (1984); Ennis, 1985; Resnick, 1987). 
Any effort to teach thinking is unlikely to be as effective as 
it could be unless it combines these two approaches. 
(Nickerson 1988: p33-34). 
Examples of the integrated ap_proach 
2.7.3.1 Instrumental Enrichment / CASE pro�amme 
The adaption of Feuersteio's Instrumental Enrichment programme was referred to in 
3.2.1.3 above. The IE/CASE Programme (Skuy et al, 1990) was designed to counter the 
lack of specific bridging examples in the original I.E. Programme and the limitations in 
generality of transfer. The CASE (Creativity and Socio-emotional Development) 
programme aims at paying particular attention to self-concept and creative thinking by 
extending, modifying and complementing I.E. In addition to unique problem-solving 
approaches and attention given to feelings, the direct and explicit bridging of skills to 
academic subjects and to everyday life situations reflect the integrated nature of the 
approach. The pedagogy of the Thinking Skills movement with its emphasis on 
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metacogoition, group work and autonomous thinking on the part of the learners is very 
much a part of this programme. 
Designed for disadvantaged gifted adolescents learning in a second language, the 
I.E./CASE model has relevance for the majority of South Africans and could be adapted
for primary schools. 
2. 7.3.2 Keys to Thinkin& 
This is a programme written for Std 3, 4 and 5 (grades 5 through 7) South African 
children by a group of South African academics assisted by world leaders in the area of 
cognitive development, including Beatriz Capdevielle (Venezuela), Edward de Bono and 
David Perkins of Harvard University. Its aim is to effect thoughtful behaviour by 
'internalizing in the pupil essential dispositions for good thinking' (Van der Vyver, 1994). 
While it provides the pupil with a variety of thinking strategies or tools (skills approach) 
these can be infused in the L2 language curriculum. The materials can be used separately 
to teach Thin.king Skills but they are intended to improve understanding and learning in 
all subjects. The aim of the programme as stated in the preface of the teacher's guide is 
to: 
enhance planning, personal relationships, problem-solving, 
democratic decision-making, care for the environment and 
care for one another. (Van Der Vyver, 1994). 
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Keys to Thinking, promoted and published by the Upttrail Trust (Upgrading of Teaching, 
Training and Leaming) presents a teacher with a novel approach that takes into account 
what has been learnt about teaching thinking to date and so has a sound theoretical base. 
Its ·choreography' according to Perkins is more complex than is usually found in courses 
to teach thinking: 
We find ourselves working from a more complex and 
integrated model of "thoughtfulness" and "the good thinker". 
(1994). 
The programme aims at teaching both language and thinking, and incorporates strategies, 
dispositions, conceptual development, 'epistemic and auto-regulative' aspects as well as 
paying 5pecific attention to transfer (Perkins, 1994). Two-day training workshops are held 
to familiarise teachers with the rationale for the teaching of thinking and to instruct them 
in the use of materials. 
2.7.3.3 Intelligence Applied 
Intelligence Applied is an intellectual skills training programme based on Sternberg's 
lriarchic theory of human intelligence. Sternberg (1987) regards intelligence in three ways. 
Very simply put, they are as follows: 
the underlying mental processes that go on inside a person's head, and which 
conlribute to individual differences in intelligence 
the impact of the environment in shaping a person's intelligence and how a person 
thus functions in a real-world environment 
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the experiences of the individual and how he mediates between his internal and 
external worlds 
In his article 'Teaching Intelligence : The Application of Cognitive Psychology to the 
Improvement of Intellectual Skills', Sternberg summarises as follows: 
Intelligence is best me.a.sured when a task is either relatively 
novel or else is in the process of becoming automatic. In 
sum a theory of intelligence should specify how intelligence 
relates to the internal world of the individual, to the external 
world of the individual, and to experience. (1986: p196). 
The student text and the teacher's guide contain background information on views of 
inteUigence, why and how Thinking Skills and intelligence can be taught and on the 
triarchic theory that informs the programme. Practical and academic aspects of inteUigence 
are built into the materials. The programme is, however, limited to secondary and higher 
levels with no materials available, as yet, for primary schools. 
2. 7.3.4 The T ASC CThinkin� Actively m a Social Context) 
framework 
The fourth example of an integrated approach is the T ASC model of Wallace and Adams 
(1993). This is designed as 'a framework which teachers can use to develop their own 
Thinking Skills courses which are relevant to the age and background of the learners in 
their care' (p6). It is based on current research in the fields of intelligence, children's 
learning, teaching methodologies and the teaching of Thinking Skills. It outlines aims for 
teachers, for pupils and for the curriculum. It therefore presents a framework for 11chool-
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based curriculum development which aims to improve teaching and learning in such a way 
as to lead to incremental changes in schools and long-term restructuring of the curriculum. 
The TASC model is presented in three 'tiers' which outline 
a core of Basic Thinking Skills 
some Tools for Effective Thinking and 
a Problem-Solving Model 
These are taught separately ('direct' approach) using real-life examples and then integrated 
across the curriculum. Materials being developed consist of a Starter Kit (Evans and 
Wallace, 1994 in press) for teachers and pupils comprising ten modules of Basic Thinking 
Skills and Tools. Each module comprises two 'stress-free' activities and two lessons 
applicable to the curriculum. Activities using the Problem Solving Wheel are included. The 
environment is used as a theme for lessons overlapping some content subjects in the 
primary and lower secondary schooJ. The T ASC framework outlines its teaching 
methodology as follows: 
The Ten TASC Teaching Principles 
Adopt a model of the problem-solving process and explicitly teach this 
Identify a set of Basic Skills and Thinking Tools and give training in 
these 
Develop a vocabulary to suit the learner 
Give ample practice in both the skills and the strategies 
Give attention to the motivational aspects of problem-solving 
The progression of teaching is from modelling by the teacher to guided 
activity by the learner, and eventually autonomous action by the learner 
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Every effort must be made to enable the learner to transfer Basic Skills and 
Thinking Tools to new contexts 
The emphasis is on co-operative learning in small groups 
Teachers should encourage pupils' self-monitoring and self-evaluation 
Students should be encouraged to develop their metacognitive knowledge 
In adopting an integrated model certain characteristics of the skills approach would be 
adopted (i.e. identifying a set of basic thinking 'tools' and teaching these explicitly). Their 
relevance to other subjects in the curriculum could then be negotiated with subject teachers 
on a whole-school basis. Nisbet and Shuc.ksmith (1986) clarify 'skills' as similar to
'procedures,' and 'strategies' as combinations of skills that are more generalizable. If 
teachers and students are taught to recognise which skills and strategies are most relevant 
and applicable within specific subject domains and are given opportunities to practise these 
across a number of areas and to think about their thinking, then according to Coles, 'a 
cross-fertilization between discrete programmes and the traditional disciplines' could be 
achieved and thinking programmes could 'act as a catalyst to influence the pedagogy and 
curriculum of the whole school': 
And if teaching thinking is regarded as an educational ideal 
which must take into account character traits, dispositions 
and habits of mind as well as particular skilJs, it should not 
then become undervalued as just another skills area. Rather, 
a skills, dispositions and attitudes conception of teaching 
thinking construes it as a fundamental ideal and a movement 
for educational reform which should inform the entire range 
of educational activities and affairs. (Coles, 1993: p338). 
Such an educational ideal is reflected in the approach adopted in this research project and 
is an example of how the skills and infusion approaches can be integrated. 
2.8 Methods common to all am,roaches 
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The literature on Thinking Skills seems to suggest that specific techniques and methods are 
common across approaches. Most of these require a change of role for the teacher which 
has been implied throughout this review. The following list serves as a summary: 
Co-operative learning in small groups (Palinscar and Brown,1984; de Bono, 1973; 
Pennefather, 1992; Wallace and Adams, 1993; Whimbey and Lochhead, 1984) 
Modelling (Adams and Wallace, 1993; Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; Skuy et al, 
1990: p29) 
Mediation (Vygotsky, 1978) Criteria for Mediated Leaming Experiences, 
(Feuerstein's 1980; Skuy et al, 1990) 
Metacognition and self-monitoring (Wallace and Adams, 1993; Skuy et al, 1990 -
metacognition and 'meta-emotion'; Keys to Thinking - the idea of a 'thinking 
coach'; and Muthukrishna and Borkowski, (1990 ... ) 'working models' 
Questioning techniques: towards a more Socratic or 'dialogical' method (Paul, 
1984); Project FACE- 'forms of questions', Maclure and Davies: p140; Williams 
and Sternberg, 1993) 
Attention to attitudes and motivation and the self-esteem of the learners (TASC, 
I.E./CASE and Keys to Thinking)
Encouraging reflection and teaching for transfer (Salomon and Perkins, 1989; 
Sternberg, 1983; TASC). This is particularly so in integrated approaches which 
build practice of the Thinking Skills into subjects across the curriculum. 
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2.9 Conclusion. 
This chapter has dealt with the theory and methodology of the 'teaching for thinking' 
movement as a means of contributing to better teaching and a more enabling cwriculum. 
The different approaches, programmes and methods used in the teaching of Thinking Skills 
have been reviewed in the light of their relevance to the South African context and to 
primary schools in particular. 
Having considered some of the principles that would enhance teachers' competencies and 
develop their professional knowledge, the question of how to engage teachers in the 
suggested changes is crucial. The exposure of teachers to the "'Thinking Actively in a 
Social Context' framework (Wallace and Adams, 1993) in a series of centralised 
workshops and school-based activities is the focus of this dissertation, and could provide 
a model for local curriculum development. The project described in this study gives 
teachers the opportunity to put theory to work in order to improve practice. Issues 
relating to school i>ased curriculum development, therefore, will be reviewed in the 7 
chapter which deals with the research design and methodology. 
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CHAPTER3 
SCHOOL BASED CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: RESEARCH DESIGN 
AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
The literature on the theory and rationale of the 'teaching for thinking' movement, its 
approaches, methods and programmes was reviewed in Chapter Two in order to justify the 
introduction of Thinking Skills in a curriculum innovation on which this research was 
based. The study focused on teachers' responses to a series of Workshops and school visits 
which are described in Chapter Four. These formed the structure of a networking initiative 
between representatives of the five education departments in the Kwazulu-Natal region 
which are currently being amalgamated. The TASC project (3.3.1) promotes a school 
based curriculum initiative which aims at training teachers to use the 'basic thinking skills' 
and 'tools' of Wallace and Adams' (1993) model with its accompanying methodology. 
It is critical to evaluate to what extent this school-based approach is effective in meeting 
some of the professional needs identified by teacher-participants in the frrst Workshop 
(Chapter Four I Comparison grid: Appendix 2), and the problems of schooling in general 
as outlined in 2.4.2 above. 
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3 .1.1 School-based curriculum development 
Given the problems in education and the need to revitalise the curriculum, teachers it 
would seem, must be central to any reform process (Stenhouse, 1975; Elliott, 1990; 
Mathfield, 1992). The question of how centralised or decentralised curriculum decision­
making should be (Nepi Curriculum Report, 1992) is outside the scope of this dissertation. 
However, if teachers are going to be more than simply implementers of a curriculum 
dispensed from above. ways must be sought to involve them in a process whereby they can 
contribute from their funds of practical knowledge, to improvements in schools and 
schooling. If we are 'to replace an undemocratic, coercive, ineffective and irrelevant 
education system with a democratic, participatory and relevant one' (Yusi Khanyele in 
King and Van Den Berg, 1991: p24) then school based curriculum development must be 
an option. 
3.1.2 Teachers at the centre of refonn 
Very often teachers' theories about their work exist at a tacit level (Elliott, 1990; Johnston, 
1990) and are never expressed because there is so little time for deliberation and interaction 
within the profession. The 'teacher as researcher' movement (Stenhouse, 1975; Elliott, 
1990) was particularly strong in the U.K. and Australia in the 70's and 80's. Here models 
of school-based, teacher-initiated curriculum development evolved which were less 
prescriptive than the objectives models of Tyler (1949), for example (in Marsh and 
Stafford, 1988) which had dominated curriculum planning. Decision-making became more 
participatory and inclusive and teachers became involved in researching problems that 
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affected teaching and learning in their classrooms. Structures were created whereby they 
could provide solutions and bring about change: they could contribute to curriculum 
development. Although the majority of teachers in the South African context may not have 
the confidence and expertise to see themselves as contributors to change, opportunities can 
and must be provided. Many of our teachers do have a strong social awareness and 
understanding of political issues than can be built on despite the negative impact of a 
coercive system on their creative and critical thinking. Training in Thinking Skills as 
discussed in 2.3.3 above would contribute to the development of professional knowledge 
and autonomous thin.king in teachers which in tum could lead to small incremental but 
ultimately real changes in the long tenn structuring of the curriculum (Wallace and Adams, 
1993). Being part of a team working with a qualified co-ordinator, 'could become a source 
of pride and enhance the growth of a teacher's self-image'. (Sabar, 1985). The extent to 
which the workshops held during the TASC project contributed in this way, is of interest 
here and will be evaluated in Chapter Five. 
3.1.3 The advantages of school based curriculum development 
School based curriculum development which involves teachers in a better understanding of 
their practice through self reflection and collaborative efforts such as this research srudy, 
can provide the mechanisms for attempting new strategies and promoting curriculum 
change. The advantages of SBCD are summarised as follows: 
it provides a means of responding to the contextual needs of pupils, teachers and 
communities in a way that centralised structures cannot 
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it is a means of promoting professional growth, interest and competence of teachers 
by reflecting on prohlems and concerns and contributing to solutions 
it enables teachers to experience team-work and be part of the process of 
democratic and co-operative planning and decision-making 
it enables teachers to work with outside facilitators and researchers in academic 
institutions or through teacher organisations in joint projects and workshops 
it enables schools to be 'self-renewing institutions' 
and it encourages the autonomy of schools. 
(Sabar, 1985). 
The 'Thinking Actively in a Social Context' framework was considered an appropriate 
vehicle for school based curriculum development in the light of its aims for the teacher and 
its teaching methodology (see paragraph 2.7.3.4) which are congruent with many of the 
above. 
3.1.4 SBCD -a contested field
However. SBCD is still a contested field and its meaning varies from country to country 
depending on the political, social and cultural context in which it operates. The 
understanding would also vary according to how centralised or decentralised educational 
structures in a country are, or how autonomous the schools. Prideaux (1993) suggests 
that SBCD in Australia in the late 80's and early 1990's became a form of organising or 
'managing' teachers and schools indirectly rather t.han a genuine devolution of curriculum 
authority to schools. While we in South Africa are urged to move towards more 
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'grassroots' participation and decision-making (Nepi Report on Curriculum: 1992), it is 
interesting to note moves towards more centralised structures in the U.K. and other 
developed countries. What is argued about SBCD, however, in these countries - despite 
moves towards more centralised control - may well apply to the local situation: 
In the 1990's there is still a role for teachers as active 
curriculum developers. The role involves not only 
deconstructing and transforming curriculum at a school level, 
but also working beyond the school to analyze the locus of 
control of curriculum and participate in activities aimed at 
wider curriculum and educational reform. (Prideaux, 1993: 
pl76). 
3 .1. 5 Justification for school based curriculum development despite 
limiting factors 
In Chapter Two the situation in schools in South Africa was discussed. Practice is 
dominated by teachers who perceive themselves as implementers of a rigid syllabus. The 
education system has aimed at imposing structures to control outcomes and schooling. 
Teacher autonomy has been severely restricted and most teachers work in 'authoritarian and 
bureaucratic education departments which largely exclude them from curriculum decision­
making' (Nepi Curriculum Report: p24). On improving teaching and learning practices the 
report states: 
There can be little doubt that teaching and learning practices 
in South African schools need revitalising . . . Since 
curriculum renewaJ is unlikely without the involvement and 
empowerment of teachers, changes in curriculum policy need 
to include measures to increase teacher participation in 
curriculum development and to improve classroom practices. 
(p24). 
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It is in this context that a school-based approach was adopted in this study despite the 
following limiting factors: 
low levels of teacher autonomy, morale and professionalism in a volatile education 
situation (Walker, 1990; Johnston, 1990; Montero-Sieburth, 1992) 
that change is threatening, both personally and professionally: a sense of security 
is required for self-evaluation (Wallace and Adams, 1993) 
narrow focus on classrooms and schools without considering broader issues 
possible absence of good leadership 
financial and time constraints 
With reference to the last point, Raubenheimer states: 
School-based activities are time-consuming and resource­
intensive, which means that greater staffing and financial 
resources are needed to sustain project activities. 
(1992/1993). 
Marsh (1988) and Brady (1987) emphasise the role of the principal in creating satisfying 
and conducive working and organisational climates in order for SBCD to be effective. 
3.2 SBCD: the TASC framework as a vehicle for chan&e 
Despite the crisis in education in our country, it is this researcher's view that there is 
definitely a place for SBCD in the South African context as everyone begins to learn what 
it means to live in a democratic society. Not only at the national level, but at schools level, 
too, more participatory structures have to be found to address the problems in education 
and curriculum development. TASC provides the kind of structures and processes within 
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which meaningfuJ teaching and learning can occur. Notwithstanding the limit.at.ions of 
SBCD, our greatest investment should be in our teachers. Flanagan (I 992) warns 
facilitators/teacher educators, however, of attempting to intervene with programmes that 
aim to be transformational without 'engaging critically and actively with the pedagogical 
understanding with which teachers have been inculcated' (p43). This researcher has had to
bear in mind constantly the differing contexts and backgrounds of her subjects in this 
study, drawn as they were from five, racially segregated education departments. (See 
Mathfield (1994) Network Committee Report - page 7 - explaining the composition of 
participants in the TASC project). Collaborative projects such as the one focused on here, 
serve to bring teachers together to reflect on their practice and so provide a mechanism for 
heightening awareness in participants of their potential to become agents of change. 
Having discussed the school-based nature of this research study, it is important to justify 
the use of the workshop approach in the curriculum initiative undertaken. 
3.2. l The Worksho_p approach in the TASC project 
The method of working with teachers in centrally organised workshops, followed by 
school-visits and whole school involvement, will be described in Chapter Four of this 
study. At this point it is necessary, however, to consider briefly, the term 'workshop' and 
its meaning for the purposes of this dissertation. The project under discussion was initiated 
by an inter-departmental committee which supported the principle of networking as a 
facilitating structure for the transition to a unified education system. The workshops in this 
study, therefore, provided a networking forum which aimed to foster understanding 
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between teachers who had never before shared professionalJy across racial barriers, and to 
introduce them to new educational concepts. 
3 .2 .2 Workshoo methodolo&Y 
The key elements of the workshops were similar to those described by Von Hirschfeld and 
Downs (1992) for ·bringing about change through understanding' (p28). They were 
considered by the researcher as an 'activity setting' (Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; Adams, 
1994) which would provide assistance in a number of forms underpinned by the Vygotskian 
notion of the zone of proximal development. They were conducted in the T ASC way based 
on Wallace and Adams' (1993) ten teaching principles: teachers were encouraged to 
respond to each other's needs and to work and learn collaboratively in small groups. New 
ideas were modelled for them and opportunities provided for practice. Monitoring and self­
evaluation of the thinking strategies were encouraged and time given for reflection. These 
are very different teacher-training strategies from those employed in most INSET 
workshops which do not 'involve the teacher actively in the process' (Davidoff and van 
den Berg, 1990: p4). 
The role of the workshop as an effective change strategy, 
when implemented in a prescriptive manner, needs serious 
reconsideration. Without consideration of contextual issues, 
it has limited viability for producing change in teaching 
practice. Inset practitioners need to reflect upon the view of 
change and style of workshops they are adopting, especially 
as workshops have dominated Inset practices in South Africa. 
(Raubenheimer, 1992/93: p70). 
A perceived disadvantage of the workshop approach is that it is conducted away from the 
reality of the classroom. In the case of this project it was advantageous for participants 
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to gather at a centralised venue for the input, experiential and reflective part of the process, 
while the follow-up school visits facilitated implementation in practice (see Chapter Four). 
Staff workshops 'on site' were also held. 
In the sense t.hat the workshops were aimed at training teachers in teaching Thinking Skills 
across the curriculum which were new to them, the researcher's observation and assistance 
with the transfer of skills and strategies to the classroom was similar to the 'peer coaching' 
concept of Showers (1983), who indicated this as an essential characteristic of an effective 
training/staff development programme. 
3.2.3 Summar_y of workshop ap_proach and the SBCD movement 
In reviewing the literature on staff development workshops the following points, in addition 
to those embraced in the TASC methodology and the notion of 'activity settings', serve to 
summarise desired goals: 
clearly defined goals and objectives based on assessed needs 
follow-ups and co-teaching 
exposure to theory 
demonstration 
modelling, followed by practice and then feedback from knowledgeable 
persons on perfonnance 
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The importance of collegial discussion following training was also felt to be important 
(Washington, 1987; Showers, Joyce and Bennett, 1987) and this was facilitated in the 
T ASC project at the workshops and school visits. 
School based theorists and proponents of a process approach to curriculum development 
place the teacher at the centre of educational reform. The school-based curriculum design 
movement has come to be articulated as 'action research' and it is an action research design 
which has been chosen for this research study. 
3.3 The research design and methodology 
The review so far has included a brief background to the Thinking Skills movement. What 
thinking is and why we should teach it have been discussed as well as recent theories of 
intelligence and theories of learning. The relevance of these to the South African context 
has been considered: what is happening in schools and, more importantly, how teachers 
are teaching. The pros and cons of school based curriculum development were evaluated 
and the workshop was considered as a means of effectively training teachers to teach 
Thinking Skills. The choice of intervening with the 'Thinking Actively in a Social 
Context' -TASC-framework (Wallace and Adams, 1993) was explained briefly. TASC was 
viewed as a means of empowering teachers to become agents of change in their schools. 
The background to the research project will now be explained. 
3. 3 .1 Background to the study
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Factors influencing the design and methods used in this research project have been referred 
to in the preceding review. It is important now to sketch the background to the study and 
how the opportunity for the research arose. The project which is the focus of the research 
was initiated because of the circumstances peculiar to the education crisis in South Africa 
at trus particular time in the country's history. The TASC project was one of a number of 
initiatives of the Inter-Departmental Network Committee of the KwaZulu-Natal region. It 
aimed to begin the process of co-operation between the historically separate education 
departments segregated politically on the grounds of race under the apartheid system. In 
anticipation of the transition to democracy during the period of protracted negotiation 
towards a political settlement prior to the 1994 April election, most educationists predicted 
a unitary system of education to be one of the first realities of the new dispensation. This 
committee pledged: 
to strive for a unitary and equitable education structure that 
caters for the educational needs of all pupils in the province 
of Natal. (Minutes JIC Meeting, September 1992: see 
Appendix). 
Efforts towards this end began, and ways were sought to start 'networking' between 
professionals in the five previously separate education departments who had had very little 
contact with each other. 
The education departments which planned to work together were: 
The Department of Education and Training (referred to as the DET) 
The Kwazulu Education Department (Black Education); 
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The Department of Education and Culture which consisted of: The House of 
Delegates (Indian Education) The House of Representatives (Coloured) and The 
Natal Education Depanment (NED) - responsible for the education of Whites in the 
region. 
Various networking projects were outlined, one of which was the TASC Project. 
The TASC Project: Thinkini: Actively in a Social Context 
This was to be a collaborative venture involving the University of Natal's Curriculum 
Development Unit, the former Natal Education Department and the Environmental 
Education Initiative. It was felt that common ground could be explored by using two new 
aspects of curriculum beretofore unexploited in schools: the teaching of Thinking Skills and 
environmental education. The latter would provide commonality in as much as 
environmental themes overlap subjects in all five Departments, the most obvious being 
Geography, History, Science and Health, with the further overlap of Agricultural Science 
as prescribed in DET and KwaZulu schools. Language lessons could also be used to teach 
Jbinking Skills with environmental themes as the subject for discussion. English is the 
medium of instruction in all five Departments from Std 3 upwards. It is, however, a 
second language to the majority of children in the region. Intervening with a Jbinking 
Skills approach would be appropriate across all Departments. Previous efforts at 
introducing a skills-based approach in NED schools are documented by Mathfield (1992), 
and a problem-solving approach based on constructivist theory is being piloted in NED 
primary schools. A similar approach based on Polya's heuristics (1957) has been 
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introduced in maths in Indian Schools. The explicit teaching of Thinking Skills in the 
primary curriculum would, however, be new to all teachers. 
The TASC model of Wallace and Adams, (1993) was chosen for the project for a number 
of reasons: 
its sound theoretical underpinnings in terms of teaching, learning and the 
curriculum 
its relevance to the local context arising as it did out of research done by the 
authors largely in KwaZulu schools (Adams and Wallace, 1988). 
The model was identified by Mathfield in his research into the problems related to the 
teaching of Thinking Skills (1992) as having the potential to effect significant change in 
education generally, for improving teacher-training and for curriculum development 
(Mathfield, 1992: p124). Particularly important for the purposes of the Networking 
Initiative were the TASC model's emphasis on relevance (i.e. the explicit teaching of 
thinking processes, strategies and problem-solving in a 'real-world' context that would 
be culturally meaningful to all pupils. The stress on motivational and attitudinal aspects, 
aimed at enhancing self-esteem, co-operative learning and autonomous thinking were also 
important advantages. 
It was this search for common threads of interest with which all the teachers could identify 
that created the structures for the TASC project and which determined many aspects of the 
design. 
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3.3.2 Statement of the problem and reasons for the research 
The problems in education in general and in South Africa in particular were discussed in 
Chapter Two, and were referred to as 'disabling', not only for teachers and learners, but 
in the broadest sense, for the curriculum as a whole. Two factors influenced the subject 
and design of the study: the previous interests and experience of the researcher in practice 
and the course work which counted for 50% of the degree. 
3. 3 .2.1 Personal experience of prohlems
The most noticeable factors observed in the researcher's own experience were the 
predominance of the transmission mode of education, rote-learning and syllabuses 
overloaded with content at the expense of relevant learning experiences for most pupils. 
The researcher had previously been involved in a curriculum initiative which introduced 
Thinking Skills as a component of an enrichment programme for very able pupils at a 
multi-racial, but largely white, private school in Johannesburg. Instrumental Enrichment 
(Feuerstein, 1988) was used as the springboard for this, as well as being used by the 
researcher in her capacity as a remedial teacher to address cognitive deficiencies in learning 
disabled children who were withdrawn for special classes. The researcher helped in 
developing a Thinking Skills programme for an outreach project for a disadvantaged urban 
community in the Transvaal. More recently, and on a smaller scale, a problem-solving 
approach was introduced to pupils in a remote farm school in Southern Natal where the 
researcher now resides. The responses of both teachers and pupils involved in each of these 
projects seemed significant at the time in terms of less passivity, more enthusiasm, 
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increased individual effort, co-operation and improved self-confidence in communication. 
The Inter-DepartmentaJ Network Committee's project, using the TASC framework 
proposed by the Curriculum Development Unit of the University of Natal, therefore, 
provided the researcher with an opportunity to apply academic research discipline to 
investigate the effectiveness of introducing teachers and learners to Thinking Skills in a 
controlled study. It would also address problems arising from recent research into the 
teaching of Thinking Skills (Mathfield, 1992) that cou1d contribute to the body of research 
aimed at improving educational practice. Both the aims of the prc�ject in providing the 
opportwrity for teachers to develop their professional knowledge collaboratively across 
previously imposed racial barriers, and the aims of the T ASC framework, were particularly 
relevant to and congruent with the researcher's own personal responses to the social 
problems of apartheid South Africa in general and to the needs witnessed in schools during 
her years of practice in education. 
3.3.2.2 Understanding through course work
The literature studied in the course work on the theory and practice of curriculum 
development, particularly that of the curriculum reform movement of the 70's and 80's 
(Elliott, 1990; Marsh, 1988), led to the following exciting insight: the curriculum 
innovations in which the researcher had been involved in practice had followed typical 
patterns described in theory as 'problem-solving cycles' or 'action research spirals' (Marsh 
and Stafford, 1988). The researcher at the time, however, was unaware of the relationship 
of practice to theory. The recognition that 'ordinary teaching' could be articulated in 
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educational research literature as theory, was very exciting. The T ASC project thus 
provided the opportunity for engaging in action research with the knowledge and 
understanding of how this research method can help teachers to articulate their 'personal 
practical knowledge' (Elbaz, cited in Johnston, 1990) and so to improve practice and 
contribute to curriculum decision-making. It was a justifiable way of attempting to link 
practice to theory. 
The way in which the sites and subjects for the project were chosen is described below. 
3.3.3 Sites and suhiects-
3.3.3.1 Choice of schools
For the T ASC project it was decided by the Network Committee that one school from each 
of the five Departments would participate by sending, on average, three teachers each to 
a central venue in Pietermaritzburg. Firstly, schools were chosen on the strength of their 
proximity to the city centre. This would facilitate ease of attendance by teachers who would 
be required to participate in four workshops over an eight month period, partly during 
school hours. Reciprocally, the facilitator/lecturer/researcher would visit the pilot schools 
during the weeks in between the main workshops to help the T ASC delegates with the 
implementation of the Thinking Skills in the classrooms and to facilitate discussion of the 
T ASC curriculum innovation between the workshop delegates and their fellow staff 
members. For the researcher, therefore, the proximity of the schools to the city was also 
an important factor. 
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Secondly, schools were chosen on the recommendation of the Inspectors of each 
department as those which were most likely to co-operate fully and to sustain interest over 
the period of the project. This presupposed a degree of interest and motivation on the part 
of each school principal in being involved. The schools were as follows: 
School A - Department of Education and Training. This is a large, urban black primary 
school in a relatively good socio-economic area, bordering on a very poor squatter area, 
disrupted by violence. The pupils are all Zulu speaking but English is the medium of 
instruction from Std 3 onwards. The enrolment stands at 1019 pupils (SSA-Std 5). The 
staff consists of the principal and 23 teachers. Classes are therefore very large. 
School B - House of Delegates. Most of the pupils are Indian. A small number of black 
children were admitted when the model C option was implemented. The first language (and 
language of instruction) is English. There are approximately 500 pupils and a staff of 24 
including the principal. 
School C - House of Representatives. This school was originally intended for so-called 
Coloured children. When the model C option was introduced schools were allowed to 
decide on their own admissions policies with the result that a large number of black, Zulu 
speaking children now attend this school. The medium of instruction is English from class 
one. The school is conveniently situated in the city's central business district but draws 
from those in the poor socio-economic bracket. The school is under pressure to admit ever­
increasing numbers of children whose parents work in the city. 
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School D - Natal Education Department. This is a 'white' model C school in a wealthy, 
English speaking area. A very small number of children of other race groups has been 
admitted to date. It has an enrolment of 842 pupils. There is a principal, two deputies, 28 
class teachers and 4 staff members who do not have classes. 
School E - K wazulu Education Department. This school is situated 30km outside the city 
in a very poor rural area. Many parents are unemployed and the region has been badly 
affected by political violence. Numbers stand at 534 pupils and 18 staff members, 
including the principal. English is the medium of instruction from Std 3 upwards, but all 
the children are Zulu speaking. Very little English is spoken in the community. There is 
no electricity or running water. 
3.3.3.2 Selection of subiects
The TASC project aimed to ftnd areas of commonality between teachers who had no 
experience of inter-racial professional contact. As the environment was to provide a 
common theme overlapping syllabuses (3 .3. I above), teachers were invited who taught any 
of the following subjects: Geography, Science, Health or Agricultural Science. They were 
to be senior primary teachers (Std 3 - 5) so that English would be the medium of 
instruction common to all. Selection of teachers, therefore, was dictated by the need to 
have commonality of subject matter and language. In this way the Thinking Skills would 
not impinge on normal teaching time as these could be infused into content subject lessons. 
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[In retrospect, it was felt that these criteria were not in fact the best for the purpose of 
training teachers in Thinking Skills. The language teachers would have found it ea�ier to 
incorporate the skills into their lessons than specialist subject teachers who only saw the 
pupils twice a week (see interviews, appendices and later discussion on limitations and 
difficulties). Neither were motivation on the part of any teachers interested in curriculum 
development or leadership qualities considered as criteria in selecting the subjects.] 
Eighteen teachers representing five different departments were enrolled for the T ASC 
project and became the subjects for the research study: 
School A two Standard 4 class teachers, one Standard 5 






one Standard 5 Science teacher, one Standard 5 
Geography teacher one Standard 5 Health and 
English teacher and one Class 2 teacher 
one Standard 5 Geography subject specialist and 
one Standard 5 Science subject specialist 
one Standard 3 class teacher, one Standard 4 
class teacher and one Class 2 teacher 
one Standard 2 class teacher, one Standard 3 
class teacher one Standard 5 Science teacher, 
one Standard 4 Health and Science teacher and 
one Class 2 (SSB) teacher 
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As it happened some schools did send Junior Primary teachers: these individuals expressed 
an interest in Thinking Skills and a personal desire to be involved in the project for their 
own professional growth. These teachers formed a stable group which, apart from one 
teacher who was transferred early in the year and who was replaced, did not change. 
Attendance was 100% from 16 teachers with only two teachers missing one of the main 
workshops each. 
3.3.3.3 Access and ethics 
The problems of access and ethics in school-based research are discussed by Burgess ( 1985: 
pl 96) and some of the problems outlined made the researcher aware of her privileged 
position in this particular study. Firstly, much of the groundwork had been done in that 
the schools chosen were made aware at the first introductory talk, (4.1.1 below) of the 
nature and scope of the project. A research role was already negotiated and only had to be 
clarified. However, the researcher felt it important that the participants should not at any 
stage feel that their activities were secondary to the research. In fact it was an explicit 
intention that the researcher's work would be as unobtrusive as possib1e. It was clearly 
explained to delegates at the first workshop that the observation in the classrooms by the 
researcher was to get a feel of the special social and cultural context of the teachers' and 
children's worlds and to gain an understanding of the varying levels of the children's 
language competencies across the Departments. It was thus hoped that the teachers were 
not threatened by the presence of the researcher, as the purpose of the observation from 
this point of view was not to assess their teaching, but for the researcher to gain 
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under�1anding that would be of mutual benefit when the Thinking Skills were introduced 
and feedback given at subsequent workshops. 
Thus access to the classrooms was established by view of the fact that the schools were 
participating in a joint venture with the researcher. They had been identified as 'innovative' 
schools and were Jooking forward to the contact, which eschewed the problems which 
could easily have hampered access. Secondly, the teachers were aware of the need for help 
with the introduction of the TASC problem-solving approach which was new to them. The 
focus, while aiming in the long term to effect change in practice, was on successful 
implementation. The researcher did not feel, therefore, that the research was 'subversive' 
Burgess, 1985: p197). The principals of schools and their respective staff members were 
prepared for the researcher's presence as either 'observer' or 'participant' or 
teacher/facilitator for the project. 
Whereas the access was unhindered, the ethics were sometimes personaUy questionable to 
the researcher who did use the observation sessions in the early stages to evaluate the 
teachers' methods, despite different reasons being given for her presence. On some 
occasions she did feel uncomfortable morally/ethically, for so doing. However, the 
establishment of good field relations was of crucial importance in this study. The 
researcher consciously nurtured feelings of trust and confidence between herself and 
subjects. This was strengthened by the methodology of the TASC framework (3.2.2 above) 
as practised and experienced by the delegates. 
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3.3.4 Intervening with a Thinking Skills approach: lhe hypothesis 
The overall strategy or framework for the research began to emerge at the planning stage. 
The aim was to train primary school teachers in Thinking Skills based on the T ASC model 
using TASC teaching methods. The Workshops would expose them to the theory 
undeipimtlng the 'teaching for thinking' movement, and the school visits would facilitate 
practical implementation of the Thinking SkiJls and processes. 
The researcher hypothesised that, by intervening with Thinking Skills based on the T ASC 
framework and methodology, teachers would stan reflecting on their present teaching 
methods and perceive that changes could be made that would improve their practice. 
Implementing small changes in their classrooms could in turn have a ripple effect within 
their schools. 
She hoped by means of the research to test whether the impact of the workshops with the 
theoretical input, the modelling of lessons, the collaborative group work, co-operative 
planning and reflection, would effect any positive changes in the way the teachers taught. 
If the Workshops were then followed by school visits which offered carefully planned 
activities based on optimal teaching/learning experiences mediated by the researcher, then 
a strong possibility would exist that teachers would be influenced towards a positive 
response. These activities would include the fol owing: 
staff lecrures and workshops 
modelling by the researcher of Tilinking Skills lessons in the classroom 
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guided practice by the teachers (as learners) of the new ideas: i.e. implementing the 
Thinking Skills in lessons with the researcher present to encourage and give 
feedback 
This kind of intervention, with critical reflection, could lead to autonomous action by 
participants and changes in practice. 
The research would investigate these changes in the light of the problems existing in 
classrooms as described by participants and the 'disabling' factors mentioned in 2.4.2
above. 
It was felt that teachers would grow professionally during the course of the project and that 
their perceptions of themselves as change-agents could shift to the extent that they would 
feel able to influence the curriculum in some way. Their understandings of teaching and 
learning, given input on recent educational theory and opportunities to put theory into 
practice, should to the researcher's mind, be enhanced and thus lead to improvements in 
practice. 
An investigation of teachers' responses to the workshops on Thinking Skills would seek 
evidence that these hypotheses were to some extent true. 
As the investigation focused on teachers' professional development it would involve on­
going interaction with subjects over a long period. Qualitative research methods rather than 
quantitative ones, therefore, were envisaged. 
3.3.5 Choice of design and method 
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The design and methods chosen for the research were largely influenced hy the above­
mentioned pre-determined structures of the T ASC project, which were arranged by the 
Network Committee prior to the start of the Workshops. The researcher was asked to take 
responsibility for the introduction of the T ASC model to the teachers by presenting at the 
Workshops and following these up with visits to each school as a form of school based 
curriculum development. The project was to be on-going over a period of eight months and 
was interactive in nature. It necessitated establishing relationships with the principals of the 
schools and with the teachers, as well as nurturing these relationships in order to do the 
follow-up work in the schools effectively. 
A quanticative study could have been undertaken by pre-test, post-test methods measuring 
the effectiveness of the Thinking Skills instruction on groups of children in the pilot 
schools. However, the researcher's main interests were in teachers' professional growth and 
development. She believed that energy and effort should be invested in the long term 
development of the teachers' skills, rather than in any short-term gains as measured on the 
children. In addition the aims of the project might he threatened by the idea that the 
researcher was 'testing' the effectiveness of the teachers. This was felt to be a particularly 
sensitive issue given the social and political conditions in the country. Also, the researcher 
was 'white' and would be entering schools of other race groups where, in some cases, this 
could be threatening for teachers. With these considerations in mind, and with the desire 
to nurture and foster good relations with her subjects on an on-going basis, the researcher 
felt very strongly that the research should be qualitative in nature. 
3. 3. 6 Qualitative vs quantitative methods
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Research is traditionally characterised as being 'objective', implying that it should be 
reliable, valid, generalizahle and credible. The 'classical' scientific approach to research 
lays great emphasis on quantitative data, for example, by classifying and measuring 
behaviour of objects under study in a positivistic way. This implies that an investigation 
has an hypothesis, which is testable and replicable, which provides an explanation and is 
generalizable. The research style is highly formalized, systematic and controlled with 
definite stages of action (Pollard and Tann, 1987: p23). While this methodology has always 
been applied to the natural sciences, views differ as to its suitability for social inquiry. 
Positivists think that social science should base its methods on the model of the natural 
sciences while those who think it should not, are called humanists or anti-positivists 
(Mouton and Marais, 1988). This alternative form of sociological research emerged as a 
result of the view that narrow positivism fails to address the subjective perceptions of the 
people who are the subjects of study. This research is concerned with the opinions and 
perceptions of the teachers participating in the project, and so 'ethnographic' methods were 
deemed the most suitable. These enable one to do research in the natural setting of the 
subjects being studied (in this case, teachers in their classrooms). In this way one can 
arrive at some kind of understanding of the social context which influences the perspectives 
and actions of the subjects, having described and analyzed one's observations and 
interactions with them. Ethnographic research methodology is also referred to as 
'interpretive' or 'qualitative'. The techniques of participant observation and interviewing, 
characteristic of qualitative methods, were considered appropriate for the purposes of this 
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study. This style of investigation is also referred to as 'field research' where the aim is: 
not to explain human behaviour in terms of universal1y valid 
laws or generalizations, but rather to understand and interpret 
meanings and intentions that underlie everyday human action. 
(Mouton, 1988). 
3.3.6.1 Advantages of a gyalitative .ww:oach 
In this project a number of cases are studied in depth in order to gain a view of the whole 
situation which would be considered valid by the participants. Considering the nature of 
the project's aims and the structures set up for it, the following factors influenced the 
choice of a qualitative approach: 
The researcher required a flexible approach within which to work, rather than a 
formal, linear progression of research stages. The interactive, participatory nature 
of the project demanded this. 
The researcher wanted to gain an understanding of the teachers' worlds and the 
factors influencing their practice which meant dealing with values and 
subjectivity. 
In the review of school based curriculum development (3. 1.1 above) action research was 
considered as an approach within the qualitative or interpretive paradigm which aims to 
bridge the gap between the generation of theory and actuaJ practice (Winter, 1987). 
Seeking as it does to improve and understand practice through the direct action and 
involvement of practitioners, it was seen to be particularly relevant to this research project. 
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3. 3. 7 Action-research: Case-study and school-based curriculum development.
The aims of this study have been stated as follows: 
to provide an opportunity for teachers to share and exchange ideas about their own 
teaching situations 
for teachers to articulate some of the problems faced in their classrooms and to 
consider ways of improving teaching and learning in order to avoid the reproductive 
effect� of schooling 
to develop teachers' professional knowledge by exposure to recent research in 
cognitive education 
to teach Thinking Skills as a means of changing passive learning habits to active 
involvement, self-regulation and autonomous thinking on the part of pupils 
and in the long term to encourage teachers to contribute to curriculum development 
An action research approach was therefore felt to be appropriate for an educational study 
of this nature. 
3.3.7.l What is action research ? 
Carr and Kemmis describe action research as follows: 
Action research is a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by 
participants in social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice 
of their own practices. their understanding of these practices, and the 
siruations in which the practices are carried out. (1986: p162). 
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Hopkins (1985) quotes an earlier description: 
It is most rationally empowering when undertaken hy 
participants collaboratively, though it is often undertaken by 
individuals, and sometimes in co-operation with 'outsiders'. 
In education, action-research has been employed in school­
based curriculum development, professional development, 
school improvement programs, and systems planning and 
policy development. (p32). 
Many aspects mentioned here are relevant to this study. The T ASC project was 
participatory and collahorative in nature. The teachers involved in the project came together 
from starkly different social situatioru. They went to school and were trained under 
different circumstances with different educational provision due to the racially based 
allocation of resources under the apartheid regime. Their understanding of their practices 
will have been differently influenced ideologically, and their situations in which they 
practise are equally dissimilar. For these reasons, the opportunity to work together 
collaboratively within an action-research framework was particularly enriching for 
participants and for the researcher. 
The Workshops provided the opportunity to engage in self-reflective enquiry in all the 
above-mentioned areas while the introduction of the T ASC theoretical model provided the 
basis of discussion for the clarification of educational goals. The training in, and practical 
implementation of Thinking Skills and a Problem-Solving Approach across the curriculum 
provided teachers with the opportunity to reflect on their current methods of teaching. The 
school visits, cla.moom observations, and feedbacks at workshops followed closely the 
original Lewinian notion of action research where the researcher was actively engaged in 
the process of planning, acting, observing and reflecting. The project in fact provided the 
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opportunity for each participant to reflect on and address problems in his/her own 
educational setting. The method of intervention could be said to be based on principles 
leading: 
gradually to independence, equality and co-operation. 
(Lewin, in Hopkins, 1985: p33). 
The extent to which this did or did not happen is discussed in Chapter Four. In so much 
as action research aims to improve practice and the understanding of practice by 
teachers, as well as involving them in an attempt to improve their own teaching situation, 
(Carr and Kemmis, 1986: p165) this model was particularly suitable for this study. 
As a school based curriculum innovation the research project also followed the action 
research models (with variations and modifications) described by Kemmis and McTaggart 
(1981), John Elliott (1981) and Dave Ebbutt (1983) illustrated graphically for comparison 
purposes in Hopkins, 1985 ( pp.33-39). While each of these models differ in description 
and emphasis, they all describe a spiral of action or series of successive cycles. These 
involve fact-finding and general ideas about an existing problem, planning for intervention, 
action, feed-back of information, monitoring and reflection - in a continuous repeatable 
process. 
In as far as the aims of this research project are concerned for the teachers and for the 
curriculum, Kemmis' definition of action research justifies it as an appropriate approach: 
Action research is trying out an idea in practice with a view 
to improving or changing something, trying to have a real 
effect on the situation. (Kemmis, 1988). 
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Given the description of the problems in education (as documented in Chapter Two: 2.4.2) 
the action research design was one way of investigating the relationship between practice 
and theory. The findings would hopefuJiy contribute to the wider body of research in 
education. 
3.3.7.2 Pros of an action research ,wproach 
An action research design seemed particularly appropriate in investigating school based 
curriculum development for the following reasons: 
The methodology of action research rejects positivist notions of rationality, 
objectivity and truth which suggest that individuals cannot control the 'reality' of 
lheir own situations. It provides a means by which a researcher can interpret 
'reality' from the point of view of those acting in the situation under study. In this 
case it enabled the researcher to gain an understanding of her subjects' worlds and 
the reality of life in each classroom situation. 
It is collaborative and participatory in nature and allows teachers (in this case) to
work with outside facilitators to reflect on their practice, and to generate new 
knowledge and understanding about their work. It allows them to discuss factors 
constraining their educational goals and to contribute towards solutions. In this 
sense it can be described as 'emancipatory' (Stenhouse, 1983; Carr and Kemmis, 
1986; Walker, 1990). It is thus empowering to individuals and can lead to
improvements and changes in practice. Participants learn to be self-critical in their 
reflection on the process in which they are involved. 
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It provides a flexible framework when working with people over long periods of 
time. This allows one to adjust and revise plans, research procedures etc, as one 
goes along in a way that quantitative research methods do not. 
The action research design is one way of investigating the relationship between 
theory and practice which is particularly relevant in a curriculum development 
project of this nature. 
3.3.7.3 Limitations of action research 
The action research approach has been criticized hy some writers for concentrating 
on practical classroom ideas, 'while wider, structural factors are accepted as 
unproblematic' (Whitty, cited in Pollard and Tann, 1987: p25). 
The importance of seeing action research in the context of wider social and political 
issues is discussed by WaJker (1990) and its limitations in this regard are 
highlighted. 
There is also the criticism that ' action research is always biased because it involves 
the researcher in analyzing his/her own practice' (Carr and Kemmis, 1986: p192). 
Interpretations are by nature subjective because they are based on values and 
interests as the objects of inquiry, rather than merely on observed behaviours. 
Nevertheless action research, coming within the qualitative approach would still, 
like positivism, aim in its methodology to describe social reality in a neutral and 
disinterested way. This study was based on the perceptions and responses of 
teachers in a participatory and interactive project. In order to justify the approach 
chosen, cognisance was taken of the criteria suggested by Carr and Kemmis (1986) 
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to ensure that the methodology stands up to the criticisms of more traditional 
research and meets their quite stringent requirements for 'an educational science'. 
In this study, the researcher was aware of the limitations of the approach as 'action­
researcb' on the level of herself as an ·outsider' or 'university facilitator' being the 
organiser and presenter at the Workshops. While the opportunities for 'critical self­
reflection' were created, the teachers participating in the project did not themselves 
determine the process, or the choice of Thinking Skills as subject for investigation 
and innovation. 
Another limitation of action research is that it is very expensive. There is a great 
investment of time, energy and financial resources in just a few people who may 
ef ect very small changes on an individual level without effecting change on a 
broader scale. 
Action research can be prescriptive (Hopkins, 1985). The concern is expressed that 
action research models are prescriptive because of the tight specification of process 
{p40). Hopkins argues that the steps and cycles may 'inhibit independent action' of 
teachers, but in the view of this researcher there is plenty of scope for individual 
interpretation and adaptation of the action research design within any of the given 
models or frameworks. Different aspects of the action research process can be 
emphasised according to the purposes of the practitioners involved, and freedom of 
action should therefore not necessarily be constrained in any way. 
Another concern about action-research is that it may impinge on teaching time or 
•disrupt the teaching commitment' (Hopkins, 1985). It is argued that the adoption
of a new teaching strategy may be less ef ective than the ones used before. The 
implication is that this would be unethical. _This criticism is rejected here, however, 
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because the teachers involved in research would he consciously trying to improve 
both their professional knowledge and the learning experiences of their children. 
A criticism to be taken seriously is that action research lacks methodological rigour 
and validity. Traditional researchers suggest that methods used may not be 
sufficiently rigorous when done by practitioners in the classroom. Action-research 
is sometimes undertaken: 
to cover up a lack of knowledge or a willingness to submit 
one's ideas to the test of hard evidence. (Nisbet, 1980: p6). 
In considering such arguments against action research, Hopkins spells out certain criteria 
for classroom research by teachers (Hopkins, 1985: p41) which if satisfied, validate and 
legitimize this approach. The validity of action research would rest on criteria such as truth 
and accuracy of statements, authentic insights and prudent decisions (Kemmis in Keeves, 
1988: p46). 
Furthermore, the notion of 'case study' is often used as a format for action-research 
inquiry. This is important as it enables it to 'claim kinship' with anthropological and 
ethnographic research methods which are established traditions in social science. (Elliot, 
1978: a, p356). 
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3.3.8 'Case study' as a format for action research in this dissenation 
3.3 .8.1 Features of the case study 
Narrative, descriptive style 
The methods used in action research are those which 'tell a story' (Elliot, 1978). This 
author suggests that the 'story' told is called a 'case-study' where the manner of 
explanation is naturalistic rather than formalistic. The TASC project enabled participants 
(teachers and this researcher) to get to know each other over a period of eight months. 
Concrete, rich descriptions of relationships and interactions with rubjects at each school 
are recorded in Chapter Four. The method whereby a series of cases is described in depth, 
therefore, forms the case study design. 
Emphasis on process 
Millar (1983) suggests that the central task of an educational case study is to investigate 
and to 'problernatise the taken-for-granted practices and rationale that sustain educational 
institutions.' The emphasis is on the process of the investigation and its concern with 'real' 
events, in a 'real' context and in 'real time' (Millar, 1983). In the case of the T ASC 
project the interest was in the perceptions of the participants themselves, recorded in their 
own language. The aim was to better understand their views and to take account of all 
perspectives in the situation. The researcher and the teachers hecame bound up in a 
collaborative, participatory venture which afforded both of them the opportunity to reflect 




The following methodological principles were kept in mind during the study: 
to attempt to portray and present accurately the 'anatomy' of the case (Millar, 
1983) as clearly and honestly as possible 
to be aware of the constantly changing dynamics of the main issues being 
researched. 
Millar (1983) calls this 'progressive focusing.' The interactive nature of the contacts 
between researcher and participants would constantly throw up new issues or questions 
which could be probed by interviews or in group discussions at subsequent meetings. This 
kind of cumulative understanding gained over the comse of the project as a whole was seen 
to be a great advantage of the case study method. However, some problems associated with 
it are also acknowledged. 
3.3.8.2 Some problems related to the case study 
While interaction with people helps to give a clearer concept of the important issues, there 
are also uncertainties. It is often difficult to set and arrange times over a long period. Also, 
the case study by nature does not enable one to generalise but it does help to dispel 
misunderstandings about important issues. 
As with most qualitative research the issues of subjectivity, rigour and validity can be 
problematic. With a case study the research style is not as systematic and controlled as in 
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a quantitative approach because one is dealing with the subjective perceptions of the people 
who are the subjects (and 'objects') of study. 
The main problems outlined by Millar (1983) are those of tending to make coherent what 
could in fact be conflicts and contradictions obsexved in the field ('false coherence'). He 
warns against presenting a 'glib and manipulative document' and gives ways of guarding 
against distortion of evidence. These problems associated with case study research have 
already been discussed under the limitations of action research and qualitative methods 
(3.3. 7 .3 ahove). 
3.3.8.3 Summazy of reasons for choice of desi�n 
The reasons for choosing an action-research case-study design arose because of the nature 
of the educational initiative described as the T ASC project. The researcher's role in the 
project as a curriculum developer meant interacting with participants over a nine month 
period. In these circumstances an interactive design was viewed as one which would 
'increase the responsiveness of the researcher to the problems, issues and work conditions 
of the subject/s' (WaJker, 1985). 
An action research design using the case study approach is legitimate as· an ethnographic 
form of research. This was felt to be most suited to an investigation aimed at studying the 
responses of teachers to a curriculum innovation requiring them to put new theories to 
work in the traditional classroom. Obsexvations of bow this was managed would necessarily 
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be done after each new input at the workshops, and the chosen approach was therefore 
deemed the most suitable. 
It has been the privilege of this researcher to glimpse from the inside as a participant 
observer during this study, something of the reality and compJexity of the educational 
practices and circumstances of fellow teachers in the South African situation. The various 
methods and techniques employed for collecting the data will now be described. These 
included the keeping of a research diary (field notes), participant obseniation, focused 
group discussions, interviews and questionnaires. 
3.3.9 Data collection techniques 
3.3.9.1 Field notes: 
During the course of the study the researcher kept a diary recording all actions and 
interactions with co-ordinators, participating teachers, the principals and staffs of the five 
schools and university colleagues where these were involved with the T ASC project. The 
field notes recorded the content of lecrures, workshops and classroom lessons as well as 
any significant observations, tentative interpretations and questions about what had 
transpired soon after each contact. The researcher reflected on the quality of the data, 
making notes of any strong emotions, positive or negative, or uneasy feelings that may 
have arisen during the contact with subjects. On returning from school visits the positive 
and negative aspects of the interaction were discussed with university colleagues. 
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3.3.9.2 Field notes and participant observation / advantages and limitations 
One of the project's aims was to provide opportunities for net-working between teachers 
of the racially segregated education departments. The central workshops created this chance 
for the teachers. The researcher, as the 'facilitator' and presenter of the workshops was in 
a position to 'set up' contacts with participants on an individual basis. This enabled her to
visit each school, observe in the classrooms of each teacher, to model Thinking Skills 
lessons for the participant� where requested and to interview individual teachers on the 
implementation of the new ideas. The interviewing provided data for reflection and 
feedback in the action-research cycle. The presence of the researcher as field-worker and 
participant observer was justified and expected in each of the five participating schools. A 
relationship of trust and co-operation was gradually built up through the regular contact 
with each of the subjects. This was made possible by the pre-determined structure of the 
project which was scheduled to run for most of the academic year. The participants knew 
what the commitment was from their side, and understood the researcher's intentions for 
the project and for her own rese.arch. These were outlined at the first workshop. These 
were important factors in being able to observe in the classrooms and so provide a rich 
account of the different social contexts of each school. 
3.3.9.3 Details of time svent in the field. 
Six hours of actual teaching were observed in each of three pilot schools over a period of 
two days. School C only had two teachers participating on the project and these teachers 
were observed for a double period lesson each. In School D the researcher spent a morning 
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moving between three teachers' classes. Each setting was very different. The locations, 
economic background of the pupils, racial mix of children and home languages spoken all 
differed significantly in each context. On some occasions, the researcher as observer, 
simply assumed an unobtrusive role in the classroom, 'looked at, listened to and recorded' 
the teaching and learning activities that went on (Van der Bergh, 1988). In other classes, 
the researcher felt free to join in some of the activities. She asked questions when 
appropriate and in some cases was requested to give relevant suggestions. Tea was either 
provided in the classrooms or was enjoyed in the staff room. Some of the context,; were 
culturally unfamiliar to the researcher - as described in Chapter Four - the case study. 
3.3.9.4 Use of the tape-recorder/ observation schedules 
In some classes whole lessons were tape-recorded, while in others data was recorded on 
an observation schedule drawn up for the purposes of the research with specific questions 
in mind. Care was taken to conduct the note-taking in a way that was 'congruent with the 
context of the research setting under scrutiny' (Van der Bergh, 1988). The methods of 
recording also changed during the course of the observation period as the researcher 
became aware of what worked easily, and what did not. The main object, however, was 
to accumulate 'rich details' about each setting, about the 'feel' of the school, available 
resources and facilities, the pupils and teachers, the conversations held as well as the 
'feelings and hunches' experienced as an observer (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). 
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3.3.9.5 Flexibility 
The flexibility of being able to arrange access at mutually agreeable times for the field 
work was a great advantage. Even though the historical first democratic election in the 
country held in April, fell in the middle of the term's programme, and disrupted school 
activities quite significantly in some Departments, the researcher was still able to re­
negotiate times and fulfil obligations. Where tension undoubtedly existed at that time, the 
flexibility of field work as a method of research proved an advantage over other possible 
methods, which might have been difficult in the given circumstances. 
An anticipated difficulty of the role of observer in many of the classrooms was the 
'whiteness' of the researcher. If one considers the politics in education in the apartheid 
regime, most white visitors to black schools would have been inspectors. Teachers could 
therefore have been defensive and resentful, or felt that they were being judgementally 
observed. Black, Coloured and Indian pupils would rarely have had white visitors to their 
schools, let alone in their classes. The researcher was aware, therefore, of the effects of 
her presence in these schools as a factor that could obscure the reality� especially when 
compared with her presence in School D where she would be regarded simply as 'another 
teacher'. 
3.3.9.6 Limited scale of the sample 
Another limitation felt in this regard was one which Giddens (1989) mentions in the 
Chapter 'Working with Sociology: Methods of Research'. Only small groups can be 
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studied at a time. In this case, the research focused on onJy five schools, with a limited 
number of subjects. The time and energy invested was significant, yet the realisation is 
strong that very few teachers and pupils would benefit from it. However, th.is kind of field 
work does allow a researcher to come to grips with some of the complexity of education, 
schools and schooling and to gain valuable insight into factors militating against better 
teaching and learning as described in Chapter Two. Though limited in scale, the case study 
does contribute to an understanding of social reality within the whole body of educational 
research. 
In this study the complementary technique of focused group discussions at the Workshops 
together with descriptions of follow-up interviews with individual subjects further 
contributed to the data base. Group discussions, questionnaires and semi-structured 
interviews were also used as adjuncts to participant observation thus 'bringing into play 
a number of data gathering methods'. (Bryman, 1988). 
3.3.9.7 Focused il"OJW discussions and intetyiews
Both these techniques were used in the research as they are interactive. Conducted in 
personal contact situations, they can more flexibly probe the perceptions, thoughts and 
attitudes of subjects than the more formal survey or questionnaire. Another reason for 
choosing these methods was that they did not require written responses and interpretations, 
which could have inhibited some of the teachers for whom English is a second language. 
Meanings and understandings could thus be negotiated and clarified. 
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Focused group discussions 
At the first Workshop participants worked in their school groups and were asked to respond 
to questions about problems in education, in teaching, and in their classrooms. They were 
asked to identify particular needs and expectations for themselves, for their pupils and for 
the curriculum. The teachers worked collaboratively and reported back the findings of the 
group. This information 1mpplied the researcher with a clearer understanding of the 
different situational contexts from which each school came. A useful analysis comparing 
perceptions across education Departments was done. This was similar to the 'situational 
analysis' and 'goals' which form the first two stages of Skilbeck's school based curriculum 
development model cited in Gordon (1981). These focused interviews (Merton and 
Kendall, in Hustler, cassidy and Cuff, 1986: pl09) were used at all the following 
workshops and became part of the research design. (The composition of the groups 
changed after the first Workshop, and was subsequently a deliberate mix of participants: 
one representative from each school formed a group.) Thus themes emerging from the 
interaction with the teachers on school visits and at the Workshops formed the focus of 
subsequent interview questions. 
3.3.9.8 Interviews 
The semi-structured interview used in groups (Bryman, 1988) was followed by individual 
interviews with each subject (McKernan, 1991). All interviewees were asked a basic set 
of questions relevant to the research investigation, but other issues were sometimes raised 
during these interviews, occurring naturally in the discussion. This was seen to be an 
advantage over the structured interview where little deviation occurs. Richer material is 
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provided while not being as time-consuming as the 'rambling' of the unstructured 
interview (Bryman, 1988: p46). The latter, however, was used with school principals 
who thus had the freedom to raise issues and questions of importance and relevance to 
themselves as school heads, instead of being resnicted to issues of interest to the 
rese.archer. 







I male, 2 females (not taped, but notes taken during interviews; 
Phase Two) 
1 male (taped interview: Phase One); 1 female (telephone interview 
- as she had to get back to a young family: Phase One)
2 male teachers (taped: interviewed individually during Phase One; 
a combined, taped interview in Phase Three) 
3 female teachers (all taped) Teacher One in Phase One; others in 
Phase Three 
1 male, 2 female teachers (all taped during Phase Three) 
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All tape-recorded interviews were fully transcribed. All principals except that of School 
B were interviewed ('informal conversation type' or 'in-depth inteiview' (Schurink, 1988: 
p139) either on the occasion of the school visits or in the case of School Don two separate 
occasions. The tape-recorder was not used during these interviews. (These contacts were 
particularly important for establishing ralationships of trust, seeing that the researcher was 
to be in and out of their schools during the course of the year). Interviewing at least two 
teachers from the same school offered an opportunity for triangulation in that data from 
both respondents could be compared and analyzed for plausibility (Kelchtermans and 
Vandenherghe, 1994) while also giving complementary data about the school context. 
Being able to interview some teachers soon after the first Workshop helped with planning 
and adapting (first action research cycle) while later inteJViews meant that teachers had had 
time to implement the Thinking SkiJls, reflect on difficulties, adapt with feed-back and try 
again. The fact that subjects were asked similar questions during group discussions as well, 
meant that they were aware of important aspects of the methodology and were able to give 
infonned responses by Phase Three. The flexibility of the research design was thus an 
advantage. 
3.3.9.9 Questionnaires 
An open-ended questionnaire (Hopkins, 1980) was administered to the teachers at the 
second centralised Workshop. It could also be described as a 'group administered 
questiomiaire' (McKeman, 1991: p127). 
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As the project was a school based curriculum development initiative, the researcher needed 
to gain some idea of the participants' notions of 'curriculum' and their perception of 
themselves as 'change-agents.' The first group discussion had already addressed their 
expectations of TASC for the curriculum and for themselves, so a questionnaire was 
devised for the second workshop to assess briefly the following: 
what the word 'curriculum' meant to them 
whether they felt able to influence the curriculum and if they felt they were, how 
this could be done 
how they would like to see the curriculum change 
This was anticipated to be a quick, easy way of obtaining the information, which it was, 
but the researcher regretted having used this method for various reasons: 
the teachers immediately felt threatened and self-conscious (especially those who 
were not English- speaking and who did not feel confident in writing and spelling) 
the exercise was contrary to the flavour and interactive rapport that bad been 
established. 
The researcher, in fact, felt guilty of 'testing' her subjects in what to them was an 
unexpected move. 
However, the responses did reveal significant insights into the attitudes and feelings of the 
teachers towards schooling. The issue was not probed any further by means of interviews 
but was merely used to help the researcher know what emphasis to place on the role of the 
teacher in curriculum development when preparing subsequent presentations of TASC. 
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A mailed •opinionnaire' (Oppenheim, in Hopkins, 1980) was sent to participants after 
the final Work.shop in August, and was used to asses the impact of the project as a whole. 
It took the form of a personal letter enclosing a hand-out requested by participants at the 
last Workshop. It simply invited a response to the project and gave the teachers an 
opportunity to reflect on their practice (as part of the action research spiral) after the 
impetus of continued contact was over. It was open-ended with no prompts or questions: 
it invited subjects to respond by returning the 'letter' or telephoning if they so wished. 
There was little guarantee that teachers would respond, and no follow-up phone-cans were 
made. The response is recorded in Chapter Four, Phase Four. 
3.3.10 Triangulation 
Triangulation may be defined as the use of two or more methods of data collection in the 
study of some aspect of human behaviour (Cohen and Manion, 1989: p269). McKernan 
(1991) refers to this as 'methodological triangulation' (p 193). The use of field notes, 
participant observation and interviewing would constitute triangulation in this study as the 
combination of these techniques enabled the researcher to see the project from different 
models or perspectives. 
In addition, observers at the Workshops (usually one or two members of the Inter­
Departmental Network Committee who were also subject advisers) recorded their 
impressions for reports on the project in local publications. These observers were asked to
give their comments. Examples of such reports are included in Appendix 8. 
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The tape-recorded interviews with their transcriptions were made available to a university 
colleague for verification of accuracy (transparency). 
Obtaining a number of perspectives, in this way, from various actors within the research 
setting would serve as triangulation, according to contemporary action-researchers 
(McKernan, 1991: p189). 
3.3.11 Analysis of data 
Field notes recorded actions, interactions, observations and impressions gained both during 
the Workshops and at each school. Significant interpretations were made while in the field 
by marking these as 'observer's comments' [O.C.). (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992). In this 
way relevant points were recorded which were vitally imponant in the action research 
planning cycles. Feedback could be individualised and given at each new contact with a 
subject or group of subjects. Tiris was a mode of analysis that was concurrent with on­
going data collection based on reflecting while in the field (Bogdan and Bilden, 1992) and 
was written up at each Phase of the project. For example the Comparison Grid was drawn 
up immediately after the first Workshop. This analysis then infonned all preparations and 
adaptions for each school visit. A retrospective analysis of the action research cycles and 
spirals was done at the end of the project to illustrate the interactions and developments 
from the points of view of both the researcher and her subjects. These were designed to 
be used as overhead transparencies to represent a possible model for school based 
curriculum development. Forward planners, time-order frames and grids were used to 
clarify the processes and chronological interactions that took place. 
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3.3.12 Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter reviewed the literature on school based cuniculum development in order to 
present a perspective within which the TASC project could be considered as a framework 
for initiating change in schools and schooling. Reasons for choosing Workshops as the 
mechanism or vehicle for presenting the Thinking Skills and T ASC methodology to 
teachers were given. The pattem of Workshops held in a central venue, followed by staff 
workshops or lectures 'on site' at each participating school was described as the format for 
this school based curriculum initiative. The background to the study was sketched and the 
reasons for the research given. 
It was felt that qualitative methods would be best suited tD the research investigation, 
dealing as it does with the perceptions and subjective responses of teachers to the 
introduction of Thinking Skills in the classroom. An action-research/case-study design was 
chosen as the framework within which the research would he conducted and data col1ected. 
This was influenced by the interactive nature of the TASC project as a form of reflective 
inquiry (McKernan, 1991). The researcher was to be involved with her subjects over a 
period of eight to nine months. 
The data collection techniques to be employed were described, considering the advantages 
and limitations of each. These included the use of participant observation, semi-structured 
interviews, focused group discussions, questionnaires and extensive field notes providing 
a rich description of the educational settings under investigation. Methods of triangulation 
were also described. 
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Because the research study focuses on teachers' perceptions about schooling and their own 
part in it, the chosen design and methodology outlined above is considered justifiable. 
By learning the perspectives of the participants, qualitative 
research illuminates the inner dynamics of situations -
dynamics that are often invisible to the outsider. (Bogden and 
Bilden, 1992: p97). 
The researcher's concern was always that the process be more important than the product 
and that attention be paid to the knowledge gained by the articulation of teachers' tacit 
theories arising out of reflection on their practice in their particular natural settings. It is 
this that the study hopes to describe in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TASC PROJECT: CONCURRENT ANALYSIS OF 
IMPRESSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
On the fo1Jowing page a time-order frame illustrates the contacts and interactions between 
researcher and subjects. 
In addition, a 'forward planner' can be found at the beginning of each of the four phases 
of the project. These serve both as advance organisers and as summaries, and allow the 
reader to see at a glance how each section of Chapter Four was ana1yzed. 
(Pupil from School E fetching water from a hand pump 



























19 Nov 1993 
TIME•ORDER FRAME OF CONTACTS AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN RESEARCHER AND SUBJECTS 
TASC PROJECT 
PHASE ONE PHASE TWO PHASE THREE PHASE FOUR 
Thinking skills 
. 
Workshop 1 Staff Classroom Workshop Observation Observation 
Work- Staff Workshop Workshop -
08:30 -15:30 Wo�shop observation 2 Std 4 Maths Std 5 Eng 
shop J 13:00-14:30 4 
13:00- Std 2 Eng 12:30- 12:00- 12:30-
Std 3 Eng Std 4 R.E. 14:30 Std 3 Eng 15:30 15:30 15:30 
Std 4 Eng Interviews - Interviews -principal, Teachers 3 & 4 Std5 Eng 
Teachers 1 & 2' 
28 Jan 1994 17 Feb 11 March 16 March 26May 27May 8June 18 August 24 August 
Thinking Skills 
Workshop 1 Staff Interview Workshop Observations 09:00 -12:30 Work- - Workshop -
08:30 -15:30 Workshop 13:00 - 13:15 2 Std 5 Geog Interview shop 3 4
13:00- Teacher 1 12:30- Std 5 Science Teachers 2 & 3 12:00- 12:30-
14:30 15:30 Std 5 Health/Eng 15:30 15:30 
Staff Workshop 13:00 -14:00 
28 Ian 1994 15 Febr;uary 16 March 2June 8 June 24 August 
Thinking Skills 
Workshop 1 Staff Unstructured Workshop - Work- Observation Workshop -
08:30- 15:30 Lecture interview 2 shop 3 Std 5 Geog 4 
12:00- with 12:30- All proposed 12:00- Std 5 Science 12:30-
12:30 principal 15:30 visits cancelled 15:30 I 0:00 -12:30 15:30 
Interview Interview Interviews 
Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teachers I & 2 
a.nd principal 
28Jan 1994 9 Feb 10 Feb 16 March 8June 28 July 24 August 
Observation Interview with 
Workshop 1 Interview Std4 M Workshop - Work- principal Workshop Staff 
08:30-15:30 Teacher 1 Modelling of 2 shop 3 Observation 4 lecture 
Thinking 12:30- (Telephone contact 12:00 - Cl ii Thinking 12:30- 14:15-
Skills lesson 15:30 with Teacher 2 · 15:30 Skills 15:30 15:00 
to Std 4 X 18 May) Std 3 Eng 
(Teacher 1 's Interviews with 
class) Teachers 2 & 3 
09:00-12:30 

















PHASE ONE PHASETWO PHASE THREE PHASE FOUR 
� 
TASC Wocitshop 1 Staff Obse!"Yation Wocitshop 20 April- Visit cancelled Work- Interview with Observation and Work.shop Letter sent 
..J information 08:30-15:30 Workshop Std 2 Eng z (Election tension) shop 3 principal interview 4 .. inviting 
0 meeting 13:00- Std 3 Eng 12:30- 12:00- Observation Teachers 2 & 4 12:30- "reflection" 0 
14:30 Std 5 Eng 15:30 25 May -Visit cancelled 15:30 Taped lessons 09:00-12:00 15:30 
u SSBENG (Pay-day for teachers) 11:30-13:00 Ul 
09:00-10:00 Teachers I & 3 Staff Wocitshop 
3 June - Visit cancelled 12:30 - 13:30 
19 Nov 1993 28Jan 1994 8Feb 2March 16March 
(Stock-taking) 





This chapter descr1hes how the prc�ject came aoout and how it was conducted. The 
researcher documents how and when the data for the �iudy was coHected, and interprets 
it ho1istica11y within the framework of an action research design as descrihed in Chapter 
Three. The content of the first introductory lecture given to all participant� outlines the 
TASC theoretica1 framework. The de scription of how the project was implemented in Four 
Phases over a nine month period follows. Impressions gained during the case studies are 
recorded and data interpreted at each step. An ana1ysis of the issues central to the research 
question is attempted simultaneously in this chapter, rather than in a chapter of its own. 
Background to the project 
The preliminary discussions and choice of T ASC as a framework for the introduction of 
Thinking Skills in the primary cuniculum bad already heen confirmed by the Network 
Committee (See 3.3.I ahove and Appendix I) as one of their projects for 1994. It was to 
be a collaborative venture between a pilot school from each of the five then-existing 
Education Departments, and the Curriculum Development Unit of the University of Natal, 
who would train the teachers in Thinking Skills and their application, using the T ASC 
framework. 
4.1.1 First introductory lecture: The TASC CThinking Actively in a Social 
ContexC) framework - rationale. aims and the teaching principles 
The first introductory Jecture was heJd at the Natal College of Education on the 19 
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November 1993. Present were inspectors, su�ject advisers, principles and teachers from 
each of the five pilot schools. 
Belle Wallace outlined the theory and rationale of the 'Thinking Actively in a Social 
Context' model (referred to hereafter as TASC ). The issues of 'how teachers best teach' 
and 'how children best learn' were addressed in her presentation of the principles of the 
T ASC methodology, and of current theories of inteUigence, learning and motivation. The 
following synopsis is· given: 
Rationale 
The TASC framework is an eclectic one derived from a belief that people's thinking and 
potential to learn can be improved/increased with practice. The influence of theorists 
such as Sternberg, Vygotsky, Borkowski, Bandura and others was acknowledged as having 
been enormously significant in the development of the T ASC model (Wallace & Adams, 
1993). Children should be active participants in the learning process, not passive vessels 
to be filled with fact'i. Children (and adultli) learn better when they work collabomtively 
in sociaJ interaction with one another, while the context in which they work according 
to Wallace, must be taken into consideration. What they learn must be relevant and 
meaningful. 
Afnlli 
The aims of T ASC focus on pupil deve]opment, the skills of the teacher and on 
curriculum development (see Appendix 3) 
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Some of the aims for the pupil include: 
maximising the ability to make sense of and to )earn from experience O .e. to team
how to learn) 
giving constant attention to the self-concept of the learners so that they view 
themselves as capable, independent decision-makers and problem-solvers (WalJace 
and Adams, 1993: p9). 
For the teacher, the following are stressed: 
a change of role to that of facilitator of learning rather than merely dispenser of 
knowledge 
development of skills within an enquiry-based, information-processing paradigm 
skills would include the teaching and training of Thinking Skills and Problem­
Solving strategies; managing group work, co-operative planning and .sharing of 
goals 
The T ASC project would aim to effect long term re-srructuring of the curriculum through 
teachers making small, incremental changes in the pursuit of goals and visions: these relate 
to making the content of syl1abuses (and all learning) more relevant; relating learning to 
practical and real-world experiences; explicitly teaching basic problem-solving skills and 
strategies that transfer to issues in every day 1ife (WaUace and Adams, 1993: p12). 
The Ten T ASC Teaching Principles 
The Ten TASC Teaching Principles to which the participants in the project would be 
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expose<l were outlinetl as fo11ows: 
Adopt a model of the problem-solving process am] explicitly leach this 
Identify a set of �l}ecific Basic Thinking Skills anti Thinking Tools anti give 
trainfog in these 
Develop a vocahulary to suit the learner 
Give ample practice in both the Basic Skills and the Thinking Tools 
Give attention to the motivational aspecL� of proh1em-solving 
The progression or teaching is from mode11ing by the teacher to guided activity hy 
the learner, anti eventua11y autonomous action hy the learner 
Every effort must he made to enable the learner lo transfer Basic Skills and 
Thinking Tools to new contexts 
The emphasis is on co-operative learning in small groups 
Teachers should encourage pupils self-monitoring and self-evaluation 
Students should he encouraged to develop their metacognitive knowledge 
T ASC hacl heen chosen hy the Network Committee as a justifiable model for the teaching 
of Thinking Ski11s and one which could contribute to school hased curriculum development 
(Mathfieltl, 1992). The schools were congratulated for having heen chosen for the project. 
The meeting ended with the date of the fin.t TASC Workshop for teachers set for the 24th 
January 1994. The researcher who had completetl the first year of course work for the 
Masters Degree in Education (Curriculum Development - Thinking Skills & Problem­
Solving) was introduced as the University's representative appointed to run the Workshops 
and to he responsihle for the curriculum innovation on a school-based level in the five pilot 
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schools. 
The time-order frame of contacts and interactions between the researcher and subjects at 
the beginning of this Chapter gives an overview of the Four Phases of the TASC Project 





January, 1994 - mid-March, 1994 
Mid-March, 1994 - end of May, 1994 
June, 1994 - mid-August, 1994 
Mid-August - end of September, 1994 
Each Phase followed a set pattern and is recorded in the folJowing order: 
Description of the centralised Workshop attended by teachers representing each 
school. (A Workshop initiated each new phase). 
Description of the follow-up v isits to each school and the researcher's interaction 
with principals, other staff members and the TASC delegates. These contacts 
were through interviews, lectures, staff workshops or observation in the classroom 
Summary of observations,impressions and interpretations relating to each school 
Overa11 summary of the whole Phase. 
4.1.2 The centralised workshops 
These were held at the Natal Col1ege of Education in Pietermaritzburg. The venue was 
made available by the Natal Education Department and organised by the Inter-Departmental 
Network Committee for the Natal-KwaZulu region. 
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A member of this committee was present at each Workshop to welcome the delegates and 
to participate or observe proceedings. (This was a useful form of a·iangulation in the 
action-research design). The researcher presented each Workshop, assisted hy Be11e 
Wallace, author of TASC an<l Director of the Curriculum Development Unit of the 
University of N ata1, Pietermaritzburg. The length of the Workshops varied between three 
hours an<l five-an<l-a-half hours. 
Theorv into practice 
Certain aspects of the T ASC theoretical model were presented at each Work.shop followed 
by practical application of the Basic Thinking Skills or Tools for Effective Thinking 
that had heen introduced. This involved working in small hrroups, practising the new skills, 
sharing ideas an<l planning collahoratively. TASC was presented as a framework around 
which Thinking Skills programmes could be devised. The underlying assumptions, rationale 
an<l methodolo!,,,Y of T ASC were explained or revised on each occasion highlighting the 
influence of modern theories of teaching, learning and inteJligence on its development. 
Delegates were always reminded of the aims of T ASC: for teachers, for pupils and for the 
curriculum. 
Teachers, working in either subject or standard groups, would explore ways in which the 
Thinking Skills and Tools descrihe<l could be applied in their content subject� an<l with 
their cla�ses. Time tor reflection was an important part of each session. 
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4.1.3 Planning for school visits 
Although arrangements for school visits were not made at the Workshops, the delegates 
were told what the researcher's plans for these would be. The principals would be 
contacted for permission to visit each school; to observe in the classrooms generally; to 
speak to the staff about the TASC pr~ject; and to either teach or observe careful1y prepared 
Thinking Skills lessons. The researcher would facilitate discussion between the T ASC 
delegates and their co1leagues by arranging staff workshops at each school. The delegates 
thus had the opportunity of going hack to their classes, of trying out Thinking Ski11s and 
of being able to report on these to follow members of staff with the researcher facilitating 
the discussions. In this way the whole base of the curriculum initiative was broadened and 
awareness of the project devolved to non-delegates. 
The quality and degree of interaction between the researcher and each school obviously 
differed according to the context and administration of each school, but the overa11 pattern 
of centralised Workshop fo11owed hy school visits, continued in a cyclical way through-out 
the Four Phases. It is a description of the contents of the Workshops and the researcher's 
interactions with the participant4i in the context of their own school settings, that forms the 
content of this chapter. 
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4.2 PHASE I 
Workshop I - 24lh January 1994. 
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This was a 5 1/2 hour Workshop which was attended by the following people : 
The researcher and Be11e WalJace of the Curriculum Development Unit, University 
of Natal. 
Two Representatives from the Environmentdl Education Initiative. 
Two members of The Network Committee I Suhject Advisers m the Natal 
Education Department 
A Senior Lecturer from Umhumhulu Teachers' Training College. 
Seven teachers from a private girls' school, including the Headmistress. (This 
school was not one of the pilot schools, and did not attend further workshops.) 
18 Teachers from the five pilot schools 
9 Black Teachers (Kwa-Zulu and D.E.T.) 
2 Coloured Teachers (House of Representatives) 
4 Indian Teachers (House of Delegates) 
3 White Teachers (Natal Education Department - House of Assembly) 
4.2.1 WORKSHOP 1 : Session I 
Delegates were welcomed to the Workshop by the Chairman of the Network Committee. 
Fo.r many participants this was the first opportunity they had had of meeting professionaUy 
across colour Jines. With people segregated by law, teachers in South Africa have been 
restricted for the most part to teaching within their own culturally determined education 
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Departments. 
Group discussion: Four points to consider 
The Session staned with the participants working in their school groups. Each group was 
presented with a large sheet of newsprint, co)oured pens and four points for discussion. 
They were asked to consider and record in keywords (with a note-taker recording ideas) 





any probJems experienced rn the teaching of their 
panicu1ar subjects 
any help they needed (they were to state areas of 
need) 
their pen:epcions, at that point, of T ASC and what it 
was all ahout 
their expectations, as participants 
- for themse)vcs, as teachers
- for their pupils
- for the curriculum.
One member of each group was required to report back to the whole gathering. Each 
spokesperson gave one point. There was to be no repetition of points in the report-backs. 
These were aJJ recorded on the board as a refleccion of the participants' views as a group. 
(Each school's chart was, however, collected. The views were summarised and compared 
for the purposes of the rese3Tch. The Comparison Analysis Grids and summaries for each 
school can be found in Appendix 2). 
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4.2.1.1 Analysis of issues arising from the group discussion 
In analysing the problems in education as expressed at the workshops and as observed in 
the schools, it was inevitable that comparison.1o would be made a}ong racial lines in some 
instances: the sites and subjects for the project were drawn from five segregated education 
departments that have operated separately from one another for decades under apartheid 
structures. One of the aims of the project was to overcome racial divisions through inter­
action. Where contrastli are drawn on apparently racia1 lines, therefore, it is in the interests 
of ilJurninating the context of the research against the background of inherited historical 




The points arising from this first group discussion were important to the researcher as it 
gave her an idea of the problems perceived and felt by participants. It provided the facts 
for a 'situational analysis' along the lines of Skilbeck's SBCD model (Marsh, 1988) or 
Lawton's Cultural Analysis Model - (Gordon (ed), 1981) highhghting the fact that the 
social context of the teachers has to be taken into account - particularly in the South 
African situation where educational provision has been unequal and discriminatory and 
where the pohtical structures of apartheid society have created vast differences in the 
quality of teacher training and schooling. These factors have influenced the way the 
curriculum is perceived by different teachers, which is an important point in this study. 
The importance of understanding what has happened in the past cannot be underestimated 
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when planning curriculum changes for the future. This preliminary exercise helped prepare 
the researcher for what to expect when visiting the schools (e.g. no electricity in School 
E). From the point of view of the participants, it gave them the opportunity to share 
frustrations and hopes about their work with fellow-professionals and to identify needs. 
A problem common to all participants was that of children learning and communicating in 
a second language, but the degree to which this was prohlematic ranged from all children 
(in black schools to just a few, in white schools and increasing numbers in Coloured and 
Indian Schools, since the admissions policy changed with the Model C option). SIZE of 
classes was also a problem common to a11 except the private .school. Some of the problems 
identified were 
culturaJ differences between pupils 
lack of facilities/material resources/teaching aids and equipment 
differing abilities of children 
lack of relevance of subject matter/poor quality text books 
time-table constraints/lack of time 
parental expectations 
lack of parental involvement 
parental sensitivity to certain school topics (subjects) 
teaching loads 
expectations of superiors 
sense of isolation 
poor home backgrounds of many pupils 
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The participants were thus ab]e to listen to the main prohlems of each cultural group which 
gave insight into the <lifforences in educational provision an<l how these <lifferences have 
affected teaching and learning. An opportunity to expand on these prohlems would he 
given at each school workshop. 
It is worth noting here that during the report-hack on 'problems' there were feelings of 
acute embarrassment on the part of most white teachers (from the private school and the 
NED) at the realisation that they had to lo k for problems - compared with the teachers 
from the other education Departments who had so many to enumerate. 
2. HdD
The categories of 'help' required hy the teachers can he briefly summarised as follows 
help with the provision of apparatus, laboratories, lihr.rries, text books and teaching 
aids 
help with the up-grading of teaching skills : time-management, communication 
skills, more effective assessment, hetter questioning techniques, better classroom 
management. 
personal help : the need to develop self- confidence, self esteem, hetter 
communication skills 
need for more contact with others/ networking inservice training, sharing of ideas 
The extent to which any or some of these needs were met hy the T ASC project will be 
discussed in the final analysis in Chapter Five. At the planning r-.1age of the project it was 
valuable to understan<l what aspects of T ASC were likely to go furthe�t in meeting the 
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needs expressed here. 
3. and 4. Perceptions ,md Expectations
The third and fourth questions put to the groups tried to assess what the participants had 
understood of the first introductory 1ecture on TASC, and what they were hoping to gain 
from their participation in the project. 
Most of the teachers expressed a desire to find out more about the 'how· of teaching 
children to think. They anticipated learning 'new methods' for enabling chi]dren to be more 
active learners, and for becoming better facilitators of Jearning themselves. 
They were looking for something to empower them as teachers - to help them 'solve some 
probJems in education' . They hoped that the introduction of Thinking Skills in the 
curriculum would lead to more child-centred ]earning, greater motivation, creativity and 
independence on the part of the pupils, and to more relevance as far as the subject matter 
in the curriculum was concerned (see Comparison Grid - Appendix 2). 
The group discussion was important in the following ways: 
It gave the participants a taste of the kind of collaborative learning and sharing of 
ideas in sma11 groups that wou]d characterise a11 future Workshops (i.e. working 
within the T ASC methodological framework). 
It gave the researcher insight into the problems facing the teachers in their day-to­
day work, and of their understanding of, and exp&tations for the project. This was 
inva1uable a5 a starting point for a11 further planning. 
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It gave both participants and researcher a better understanding of the commona1ities 
and differences amongst themselves professionally and contextually. 
4.2.2 Workshop 1 Session 2 
In this part of the Work.shop the researcher, as presenter, used the overhead projector to 
e:xp1ain graphica11y the 'Three Tier' TASC mode] (see figure 1). Anyone using TASC as 
a framework for teaching Thinking Skins has outlined for them the following 
- The Basic Thinking Skills.
- The Tools for Effective Thinking and
- A Problem Solving Model
4.2.2.1 Basic Thinking SkilJs (See figure 2) 
There are four aspects that are important here 
knowledge components 
metacognitive aspects 
skills and processes and 
attitudes and motivation 
One of the main objectives in any Thinking SkilJs programme is to teach chi1dren to 'think 
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Throughout the Workshops the participants were encouraged to ask these types of questions 
after an activity or discussion 
How have we worked together ? 
What have we learned about ourselves ? 
What have we learned about our thinking ? 
Could we have done it different1y/in a better way? 
This attention to meta.cognition and to attitudes and motivation in the TASC mode] aims 
to encourage reflection and build self-esteem in the learners. Negotiating and clarifying 
meanings and working co-operatively in small groups is characteristic of the T ASC 
methodology. The modelling of this kind of thinking is one of the 10 important T ASC 
teaching principles. The '.knowledge' and 'skills and processes' a!i-pects include the 
acquisition of new concepts, labelling of objects. learning new vocabulary, noticing details, 
and comparing (looking for similarities and differences) when teaching new content. 
Thinking cannot occur in a vacuum and teachers were shown how to integrate the Basic 
Thinking Skills, with their normal teaching programmes. The theme of the environment 
was used as the focus or content upon which the skills would be superimposed. Another 
principle applied was that the Thinking SkilJs would be identified, made explicit and 
deliberately taught. Developing a vocabulary to suit the learner and teaching children how 
to ask questions appropriate to subject content, were ski11s the teachers were to learn during 
the course of the project. They would also be trained to encourage their pupils to monitor 




The Tools for Effective Thinking (See figure 3) 
These are outlined in the TASC model and were presente.d to the participants on overhead 
transparencies. 
There is no hierarchical order of teaching these skills and procedures but the authors of 
TASC (Wallace & Adams 1993 ) identify tl1e 'thinking tools' that are most useful and 
practical in school learning. To equip children and adults with a repertoire of different 
'thinking tools' is to help them become independent, autonomous thinkers. Thus in the 
Workshops the teachers were given practice in using the various Tools for Effective 
Thinking. That different types of thinking are demanded in different situations is also 
explained in the TASC model. The teachers were to be presented with real-life problem 
situations in order to practise the tools of Brainstorming (for divergent thinking), Other
Peoples' Views, Pros and Cons. Considering Consequences, etc. (See figure 4) 
4.2.2.3 The Problem Solving Wheel (See figure 5)
This was also presented., though not dealt with in detail at this stage. Teachers were shown 
simply, that Basic Thinking Skills or Thinking Tools, learnt separately, could then be 
utilized in any given problem-situation. Problem-solving thus demands flexibility in 
choosing the right kind of thinking for the task or situation at hand. 
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Practising the skills and thinkinl: tools 
For these group exercises the participant'i were asked to work with teachers from schooJs 
other than their own. 
4.2.2.4 Brainstorming : A tool for effective thinking 
This is a technique for encouraging divergent thinking and is used to generate a large 
number of ideas. The striving for a quantity of new and unusual ideas was encouraged in 
the following exercise 
'How many uses can you think of for a used coin?' 
Teachers were shown how to accept all ideas and to defer judgement. The roles of the 
note-taker (recorder) and spokesperson for each group were defined. A typical 'report­
back' session was then held, with one person from each group presenting three new ideas. 
It wa,;; done in the form of a listening game : everyone had to listen carefully in order to 
avoid repetition. 
4.2.2.5 Keywords; A basic thinking skill 
The ability to think and record in keywords Wd..li identified as an important skill in school, 
both for note-taking and for planning. A strategy for this was demonstrated in a 'telegram.­
style' exercise. Groups had to send the most economical telegram - without losing the 
important information of the message. This led to much Jaughter, debate and discussion 
as to which kinds of words constitute 'keywords'. 
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4.2.2.6 Making mind maps: A tool for effective l.hinkinc 
The theme of the environment was used to brainstorm or 'expJore a11 around an idea' 
(Wallace and Adams, 1993: Ch.6,p84). As the group gave ideas as to what constitutes our 
environment, the presenter demonstrated the recording of ideas by 'dumping' -jotting them 
down in random order. A class lesson was then model1ed. The 'mind dump' was then 
organised into a more structured 'mind-map'- using colours, numbers, boxes, circles and 
arrows, etc for grouping like ideas together. 
Mind-mapping was discussed as a means of organising information in a graphic way - in 
order to benefit the more 'visual learner.' Children in school are often exposed only to the 
linear, sequential, sentence-method of recording information. Mind-maps using colour, 
diagrams, drawings and keywords were demonstrated as an effective way to summarise and 
make sense of a mass of information in a graphically organised way. 
4.2.2.7 Knowing directions - or Orientation
Knowing Directions - or Orientation was identified as an important aspect of thinking and 
was the last skill to be presented at this Workshop. Various pencil and paper exercises were 
done requiring the ability to describe spatial relationships between viewer and certain 
objects from different perspectives. The importance of children establishing an internal 
reference system for left/right/front and back with regards to their own position in space 
and in relation to others is very important. Different exercises to develop awareness of this 
in pupils were demonstrated. Teachers were asked to discuss how this skill could be 
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infused into their normal teaching time. Map-work, grid references, planning routes from 
home to school and treasure-hunts were suggested ways of doing this in Geography and 
Language classes. 
4.2.2.8 Observation and comments on the skills session: 
The more verbally competent members of each group tended to dominate. The teachers 
who had experienced this kind of working before were insensitive to the 'newness' of it 
to others. The Mack teachers, especially, working in their second language, were less 
willing to contribute, faced with the confidence and dominance of the other teachers. The 
researcher as facilitator was acutely aware of a tendency to withdraw on the part of the 
black teachers and consciously worked with groups, encouraging acceptance of every small 
contritlution. 
4.2.3 WORKSHOP 1 
Session 3 
This session was devoted to the application of the above Thinking SkiUs to the syJlahus 
content and curriculum. Teachers of the same content subject� worked together e.g. groups 
of Geography teachers, Sc.ience teachers, Health teachers and Language teachers were 
formed. An environmental theme from the school syllabus was chosen and explored in 
mind-map style, and teachers then discussed ways in which the Thinking Skills could be 
brought into the lessom. Topics such as 'Forestry,' 'Plant"' and 'Weather' were discussed. 
The teachers were shown the vaJue of sharing the 1'.)'llatlus in this way with each other and 
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with their pupils. 
4.2.3.1 Observation and comments on session 3 
Again it was apparent how the competencies of the teachers differed within each group. 
The teachers from schoo]s B, C and D found this much easier than those from A and E -
where interviews with staff revealed that little collahorative p1anning is done. The teachers 
from the latter two schools, however, intimated that they 'learnt a lot' from their 
colleagues in this session. 
Reflectin2 on the Process 
The last half hour of this 5 1/2 hour Workshop was spent in reflecting on what had heen 
covered, how the groups had worked together and what bad been learned. The folJowing 
comments from the Black teachers were recorded 
'I enjoyed it' 
'It was very new to me' 
•we need more of it'
·1 liked the activities we were exposed to'
'I liked the fact that we could actually do the lessons' 
'It gave us skiJls we can use' 
'It created skills in ourselves. We need it more often.' 
The White te.achers' comments included 
'made us more sympathetic' 
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'it was enriching working with others and hearing what their needs are' 
Indian and Coloured teachers all requested that similar Workshops be conducted with all 
their staff members at their respective schools. 
4.2.4 Overa11 summary of observations. impressions and interpretations of the f'rrst 
centralised workshop 
This Workshop with it'i participatory approach and sma11 group discussions gave the 
researcher insight into the way the different cultural groups operated in interaction with 
each other. The white teachers tended to dominate, found it easier to adapt the Thinking 
Skills in flexible ways to their subject content - and assumed leadership roles in group 
discussions. This was disempowering for many of the black teachers who noticeably 
withdrew from contributing. There was a lack of sensitivity on the part of the white 
teachers to the reticence of others who were Jess fami1iar with the participatory, group­
work approach of the Workshop. There was much more humility and understanding 
demonslrated by the Coloured and Indian teachers. The group dynamics seemed to the 
researcher an interesting reflection of society as a whole -and demonstrated the social­
control of the heretofore dominant political group and how schooling has been used to this 
end in apartheid South Africa. There were undoubtedly tensions to be resolved - and this 
became an important aspect of the planning for the school visits. The researcher had to 
resolve the problem of establishing relationships of trust with the teachers from the other 
race groups who may have perceived her as threatening or lacking in understanding in the 
same way as it appeared they perceived the other white participants. 
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The data gathered from the focused 6>-rcmp discussion gave insight into the problems 
teachers experience in their everyday lives. Areas in which they perceived help to he 
required needed to be addressed in the course of the project and an efforL made to meet 
their expectations. 
4.3 PHASE I - follow-up visits to schools, classroom observations and interviews 
with teachers 
Introduction 
The first visit to each school was intended to : 
establish contact with the principal and staff on a whole-school hasis and to share 
with them the aims of the T ASC project and to start building up a relationship with 
them 
to consolidate with the T ASC delegates the work done at the Workshop and to 
facilitate a sharing of this with their fellow staff members 
to follow up by means of observation of lessons and semi-structured interviews on 
the success or failure of transfer of ski11s learnt at the Workshop to the classroom 
to give feedback on Thinking Skills lessons observed as a means of 'assisting 
performance' in the teachers' 'zones of proximal development' (see Chapter Two: 
2.3.2; Adams 1994; Tharp and Gallimore, 1988). 
(See Appendices 5 and 6 for Interview Questions asked in Phase One.) 
Questions were asked in order to: 
see if teachers had heen able to share with colleagues and if not to facilitate this 
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find out if they had tried out any of the skills 
and if so, to find out how easy/difficult this was 
find out what they looked forward to at the next Workshop 
4. 3. 1 First visit to School A
On the 17th February a Workshop was held at this school situated in a suburb just south 
of the city of Pietermaritzburg at the researcher's request. The aim was to report back to 
the principal and staff on what was covered at the Centralised Workshop. This was seen 
as a way of facilitating inter-collegial discourse between the TASC delegates and their 
fellow staff members so that the school staff as a whole would be aware of the introduction 
of Thinking Skills into the curriculum and of the T ASC principles and methodology. Nine 
Senior Primary staff members attended, including the principal. (The school has a staff of 
24 teachers and an enrolment of 1019 children. The area represent,; a black, suburban, low­
socio-economic class). Out of the absent teachers, 'some were at a Maths Course, some 
were taking the choir and some doing sports' . 
After introducing herself the researcher shared the aims of the project with the teachers, 
and initiated a discussion on why thinking should he taught. Some of the recommendations 
of the Nepi curriculum document were highlighted and the relevance of TASC as a means 
of addressing some of the problem.� in education was stressed. It was explained that T ASC 
was a framework for introducing Thinking Skills into the curriculum. 
•nrainstonning' was introduced as a technique or 'thinking tool' which could be used to
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generate a large number of ideas about a topic. This was done with the teachers in three 
groups or three and the 'topics' for brainstorming were the problems in e<lucation which 
were identified by their delegates to the centralised Workshop. These were 
·tack of resources in education'
'problems with classroom management' and 
'the children's hack grounds' 
This not only probed further and more specifically the general problems raised at 
Workshop I, but also 'put the teachers through' the hrainslonning process, using large 
pieces of newsprint and coloured pens to record the information. They were encouraged 
to use keywords only. A spokesperson from each group pinned the chart up and gave the 
report back to the 'class'. Thus a brainstorming session was again modelJed for the 
teachers. The repetition for the TASC delegates of this method of working was felt to he 
advantageous, as it was apparent that skiJls from the first Workshop bad not transferred. 
(The TASC delegates were asked during the discussion if they had had a chance to share 
their Workshop experiences with their colJeagues. They had not been able to do this. Their 
comments were that they had not done this because of 'lack of confidence' I 'not quite 
clear about T ASC so couJdn 't teJI others' and having '1itt1e time' . When a'>ked if they had 
practised or taught any of the Thinking Skills learnt with their classes, they replied that 
they had not). Observation in the classroom reveaJed that t eachers at this school a11 
attempted to use some kind of visual aids in their teaching even though they themselves 
have to buy any extras such as cardboard for charts, glue, prestick etc. 
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4.3.1.1 Analysis 
Jmpressions / Interpretations from field notes on this visit 
The staff were not very responsive at first. The teachers appeared subdued, almost as 
though they were suppressing feelings of resentment or impatience. Being closer to the 
city, these teachers would he more politically active and very aware of the glaring 
di�paritie.s between educational provision in white schools compared with their own. One 
had the impression that they were tired of talking about lhe problems they experience in 
their schools. However the 'brainstorming' session in small groups with the researcher 
moving between groups, acknowledging contributions and clarifying meanings resulted in 
a more relaxed aimosphere. The group report hacks (two given by non-TASC delegates) 
showed a greater willingness to participate and gave rich descriptions and a much deeper 
insight into the difficulties and grievances of the teachers in coping with limited resources, 
large class numbers, and the violence that has affected the children. ( Unfortunately these 
revelations are outside the scope of this dissertation.) 
From this first school visit it appeared that there was little carry-over from the centralised 
Workshop either of information to the staff or into the leaching. 
Many teachers were attending in-service courses run by their Department, or were 
voluntarHy attending courses at the local Teacher Training ColJege in the afternoons. 
Although there was evidence that they were trying out 'new skills' with their children 
('we're learning this at Indumiso'), the teachers in the classes observed still tended to 
dominate and do all the talking. Being an observer was necessary for the researcher at this 
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point, an<l her field notes served to confirm the picture of tbe 'disabling curricuJum' 
<lescribe<l in the literature survey of Chapter Two. Observed in terms of the TASC 
Teaching Princtples, most learning taking pJace was by repetition as a class ancl language 
was drilled and repeated. Not much attention was given to individual children and there 
were few opportunities for the pupils to express themselves or interact with one another. 
There was 1ittle evidence of written work being done - all lessons observed were wholly 
oral. Questions were intended to il1icit 'one right answer' and incorrect answers were not 
discussed. The children, however, were bright and responsive and one of the teachers 
commented that 'most of them have television sets in their homes'. Text books had to be 
shared between groups of two or three children. Teachers were appreciative of any positive 
comments made. As no Thinlcing SkilJ� lessons were being taught at this �1age observation 
of prepared lessons will be commented on in detail in Phase Two. 
4.3.2 First visit to School B 
The first visit to this school in an Indian suburb close to the city centre took place on 15th 
February. This school has a staff of 24 with an enrolment of approximately 500 children. 
All staff except for the principal were present. 
The meeting was held in one of the classrooms which was brightly decorated with wall 
charts an<l children's work. An overhead projector had been set up for the meeting. Again 
the reason for the meeting was to explain the TASC framework to the staff and to inform 
them of the aims of the project and to share with them what their colleagues had done at 
the first centralised Workshop. The researcher's role as presenter at the workshops was 
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exp1ained as one that would facilitate the imp1ementation of Thinking SkiJJs in the 
curriculum. She was to translate the theory of the model into practice and to help teachers 
to implement the skills and strategies in their cJasses. It was explained that the T ASC 
framework evolved out of modern theories of intelligence, teaching and learning, and was 
a way of arousing pupils from passivity, of improving motivation and of equipping them 
with problem-solving and leadership skills for the future. Some of the Basic Thinking 
Skills and Tools for Effective Thinking were outlined and the Problem-Solving Wheel 
briefly explained. 
Again a brainstorming session was modelled - the topics being those highlighted by the 
delegates from this school at the first Workshop. Four groups were formed and each group 
was given a problem in education to discuss. Most problems for teachers from this school 
were those relating to restraints on teaching in the curriculum. Irrelevant syllabuses, 
content over-load, time-tabling and the need for extension and remedial teaching in one 
class, as well as having to satisfy test and exam requirements were all seen as re�tricting. 
Some Thinking Skills activities were done in groups in the same way as at the main 
Workshop with the whole staff participating. The skills of comparing and seeing other 
points of view were discussed. The active involvement of all the teachers generated great 
enthusiasm. Many of them asked when the next meeting would be. 
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4.3.2. 1 Analysis 
Comments.impressions and interpretations of first school visit and interviews at School B 
The enthusiasm for the project was obvious here. The idea of bringing Thinking Ski11s into 
the curriculum was taken seriously by the staff as a whole. They wanted to take down the 
names and addresses of other schools invo]ved, and enquired about feedback from the other 
project schools. The recorded notes from the •brainstorm' on educational problems were 
interesting, in that two groups presented 'mindmaps' of their discussions in keywords -
as demonstrated at the centra]ised Workshop. The �pokesperson from each group (two of 
whom were TASC delegates) were eloquent and confident and commented on how much 
they had used the techniques of keywords, mindmapping and brainstorming since 
learning them at the main Workshop. The visual, as contrasted with a linear method of 
recording work, was discussed. These skil1s had been shared with the Junior Primary 
teachers and the librarian who had already started teaching the children 'new ways' of 
.researching thei.r projects. One of the J.P. teachers was so enthusiastic that she asked to 
join the project. Not only had these teachers shared with their colleagues the T ASC aims 
and principles at subject committee level, but they expressed the hope that senior members 
of staff would "come on board' when the .rese.archer addressed the staff at the school 
meeting. These teachers reported increased participation on the part of the children, 
incJuding shy ones. Teachers had used the Thinking Skills in subjects other than those 
mentioned at the Workshops, indicating the ease with which they were bridging the 
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Thinking Skills into the curriculum: 
We even used it (brainstorming) in a subject called Cultural 
Studies - which is very teacher-orientated - where you (the 
teacher) present the facts. We brai11SLormed The Election (Std 
5 level). All d1e children were involved. There's a difference 
now. The content comes from the children. It's not coming 
from the teacher any more. The children give you the 
starting point' (Quoted from transcribed interview with 
Teacher One: 15 February, 1994). 
The teachers reported that the children enjoyed taking the roles of note-taker/recorder and 
spokesperson and did it 'just as we did it at the Workshop.' 
The significance in terms of this research study is that the introduction of the first few 
Basic Thinking Skills and Tools for Effective Thinking were easily transferred by 
these teachers. The modelling of Thinking Skills lessons at the Workshops, in terms of 
transfer, seemed to have been succ.essful. The staff here were thinking of converting a 
reading period for each class to a 'c reative thinking' period; the Maths department had 
already introduced a problem-solving approach which was being trialled. These efforts 
indicated that the teachers at this particular school were both innovative and creative. A 
curriculum initiative such as that of TASC seemed to provide, in this case, just the kind 
of theoretical framework required to give cohesion to the staff's efforts. It appeared that 
attempts to effect changes in both teaching and learning and to promote autonomous 
thinking on the part of teachers (see TASC aims: Wallace and Adams, 1993) could be 
positive where a staff were motivated and planned together. The teachers at School B were 
demonstrating d1e ability to be 'change-agents' by implementing the skills directly and 
without waiting for any kind of departmental directive or go-ahead. The teachers in this 
school, judging by the work on classroom walls and the enthusiasm at the meeting, were 
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wen motivated and competent. 'Attitudes and teacher relationships' (Camphell, 1985: p.44) 
would thus he important factors in promoting school-based curriculum development in a 
primary school. When asked what they looked forward to at the next Workshop the replies 
were: 'more of this' / 'more Thinking Skills' / 'equipping us as teachers with Thinking 
Skills.' They also saw the introduction of Thinking Skills as a means of shifting from the 
traditional curriculum as described hy Bennett and Carl Rogers (cited in Davidoff and van 
den Berg, 1990, p24 and 25) to a more progressive one. This would see teachers as 
facilitators of ]earning rather than merely dispensers of knowledge: 
You are hasically a guiue, advising the pupils - a 
leader. (Quote from interview with Teacher One). 
4.3.3 First visit to School C 
This school wali visited on the 9th February two weeks after the first Workshop. The 
researcher was met by the principal and shared a cup of tea while discussing the TASC 
project. The content of the Workshop was discussed as well as the kinds of activities to 
which his two T ASC representatives had been exposed. This was a good opportunity to
gauge the principal's support for the project. While happy with the researcher's presence 
in the school, this man seemed preoccupied with the pressures of administration and did 
not appear to want to involve himself in the T ASC project in any way. 
This school caters for over 700 pupils and has 24 staff members including the principal. 
The medium of instruction in this school is English from 'day one' - i.e. from the first 
ye.ar of school - but for many children English is a second or even third language. 
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The principal indicated his frustration at constantly being pressurized to take more children. 
Traditiona1Jy a school for so-calJed 'coloured' pupils, this schoo] is situated very near the 
city centre. The demand for more places for black children had increased drarnaticaJiy with 
the recent changes in admissions policies across departments. This had put pressure on the 
principal to admit more pupils than the facilities could cope with. 
The talk to the staff had been planned along the lines mentioned above for a]] first visits. 
It was lunch time and the playground was a-buzz with noise and laughter. 
A formal presentation of T ASC did not seem suitable at this meeting - because of the short 
lunch break, the noise on the play ground and the fact that the teachers were eating their 
sandwiches, etc. The room was too bright for the overhead slides to show up - so the 
format was changed. The ability to be flexible in one's research procedure was one of the 
advantages of a qualitative research de!i'ign (3.3.6.1 above). lt was thus possible to adapt 
the meeting to suit the mood and conditions encountered here. In keeping with the casual, 
friendly atmosphere, informal questions were put to the staff. They were asked if they were 
aware of the Workshop attended by two of their col leagues, and of the fact that this school 
had been identified as a pilot school for the T ASC project. They were unaware of both 
these facts. This suggested that conditions were not con<lucive to sharing of information 
between staff members, and confirms the research suggesting that SBCD is facilir.ated when 
teams of teachers work with a co-ordinator from a central project (Sabar, 1985) rather 
than on their own. The researcher called on the TASC delegates to share their perceptions 
of the project so far with their colleagues. They described the Basic Thinking Skills 
presented at the Workshops and how they had tried them in their classes. The staff were 
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asked to think of any other types of thinking 'used' in everyday ]ife - and they came up 
with the fo11owing : 'making decisions', 'planning' and 'organising'. The necessity to 
compare in order to choose or make decisions was then discussed, and the comparison 
activities of the W ork:shop introduced. The researcher then grouped the staff and introduced 
'brainstorming' as a technique for generating a large number of ideas. The 'Problems in 
Education' headings were distributed as before. The 'rules' for brain�tornring were listed: 
to generate a large number of ideas 
to su�pend judgement 
to accept all ideas 
to have a lime limit 
A spokesperson from each group gave the report hack on 
Lack of material resources and teaching aids 
Problems in the c1assroorns 
Problems of language 
As with the other schools, this fleshing out and in-depth exploration with aJI the teachers 
of the problems faced in the classroom gave the researcher further insight into how 
education has been affected by apartheid policies - and the effect these have had on the 
teachers themselves. The views expressed, however, were not as important for the purposes 
of this study as the process of exposing the staff to the Thinking Skills and strategies in an 
experiential way. Nevertheless the opportunity for teachers to verbalise problems in their 
everyday Jives helped the researcher to better understand tbe context of the school and the 
factors that most seem to affect teaching and learning. It also served to 'bring the teachers 
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in' on the project in a participatory and interactive way. 
4.3.3. 1 Analysis 
Impressions and interpretations of first visit to school C - Phase one 
General 
The atmosphere at School C was lively and busy and the researcher was greeted cheerfully 
by most pupils she passed. Humour on the part of the staff seemed to be used Lo deal with 
most problems. In answer to the researcher's comment thal the children 'sound happy' the 
reply was, 'Yes they're happy - ignorance is bliss ! ' - followed by laughter. During the 
discussion on language, problems of pronunciation, spelling and grammar were mentioned. 
When asked if English was a second language to the majority of pupils a teacher quipped: 
It's more like a 3rd, 4th or 5th language to most!' (laugh). 
One had the feeling that some teachers were concerned and motivated but that there were 
many who were resigned to the increasing pressures and would continue simply to 'make 
the most of a bad job'. Reference was made to some incumbents as 'burnt out teachers 
over 60 who would never change' whereas it was felt that there were 'young, enthusiastic 
ones out there who are unemployed.' 
The TASC delegates 
The two teachers who had attended the TASC Workshop had not 'had the opportunity' to 
share anything with their colleagues - but ' had spoken to the principal.' They had both 
tried the Thinking Skills in group situations in their classes and commented that some of 
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the exercises 'helped with vocabulary'. The method of accepting all pupils' ideas in a 
brainstorming lesson and withholding judgment till discussion time - 'helped the weak 
children' - 'They liked that'. Though lack.ing in confidence, it seemed that there was a 
genuine desire on the part of these teachers to improve their practice 
We need more input and practice ourselves first. Maybe we 
can have a Saturday Workshop (instead of a lunch time) 
when we can spend longer. Also get other schools from the 
House of Reps (Coloured Schools) - J'm sure I could get 
twenty to thirty people.' (Interview with Teacher 2). 
The desire to 'network' and have contact with other professionals was one of the needs 
expressed at the first Workshop by these teachers and it was re-iterated here. They had 
attempted to introduce the Thinking Sk.ills in their content subjects, 'even in Science· - and 
found that e1iciting ideas from the children helped them recognise those with cognitive 
deficiencies: 
'When we brainstormed weights and measures one child even wrote down "desk" - but we 
accepted it - we didn't judge it wrong.' There was a certain empathy with the children 
revealed here. The fact that 'brainstorming• is more appropriately used in creative thinking 
situations did not really matter. These teachers had used it to allow children to express 
what they knew about a subject without fear of ridicule or failure. 
This indicated a positive shift in terms of the teachers' methodology - from the 'teacher 
teJJs' syndrome to more participation on the part of the pupiJs. In terms of TASC's aims 
for the pupils it would seem that the teachers were paying attention to the enhancement of 
self-esteem in the learners. 
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4_3.4 First visi to School D 
First school visil - observation, interviews and the modelling of Thinkin� Skills lessons. 
Situated in a white� high socio-economic area close to the city centre, this school has an 
enrolment of 842 children. There is a principal and two deputies as well as 4 staff members 
who are non-class teachers. There are 28 class teachers. The staff of this school had 
previously invited the researcher (before the start of the T ASC Project) to address them on 
implementing a Thinking Skills/Enrichment programme at senior primary level. 
Some of Lhe Std 5 teachers and the teacher in charge of the media centre had already begun 
incorporating Thinking Skills into their time�tahles. The first school visit therefore was 
different in nature from the visit'i to the other schools_ An interview with the principal was 
held on 8 February to discuss the T ASC project in the light of what was already being 
done in the area of Thinking Skj)]s at the school. A semi-structured interview with one of 
the project teachers was also held to follow up on the group discussions of the January 
Workshop. 
These interviews revealed 
They were aware of Lhe skills-based approach and were already incorporating some 
Thinking Skills in their teaching. They did not have any particular model to follow 
and there was little coherence in the attempt. 
An outside educational consultant was running study skills courses with all the 
senior primary cJasses in mindmapping and research skills applied to project work. 
She was also helping with 'bridging' classes for second-language children. 
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This school hacl one accelerated class of approximately 33 children and three mixed 
ability classes at both St<l 4 and Std 5 levels. This meant that 'the alrea<ly goo<l 
thinkers could forge ahead'. 
The 'problems of language an<l communication' mentionetl at the main Workshop 
on]y affected 'one or two children per class' who were learning in their second 
language. 
The T ASC delegates from this school were aware, for the first time, as a result of 
the centralised TASC Workshop, of the privileges of white education an<l its 
provision compared with the vast ancl critical problems facing schools, teachers an<l 
pupils in the other education Departments. 
There were no 'problems' in terms of classroom management, lack of resources, 
or poor hackground of children as mentioned hy the other schools. The only 
problem was that of increasing costs to parents for extras such as excursions, etc. 
Demonstration lessons 
In the period between the first two centralised Workshops the researcher was invited to 
teach some Thinking Skills lessons at this school. This was seen as an opportunity to give 
input on the metacognitive aspects of teaching for thinking and to demonstrate te.aching for 
transfer - two aspects often neglected in Thinking Skills programmes and which contribute 
to durability (Mathfield, 1992). Lessons were given on 16th and 23rd February with two 
other teachers from the staff observing. This could be termed 'peer coaching' as <lescribed 
by Washington (1987), or 'modelling' in terms of social learning theory (Bandura, 1977; 
Bell-Gredler, 1986). Aspects of the TASC methodology which appeared absent in the 
1essons observed were emphasised. Divergent thinking lessons were demonstrated to a Std 
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4 dass emphasising thinking processes, acknowledging group co-operation and acceptance 
of others. Time was made for reflection on the thinking process (metacogn1tion). 
Discussion of other areas where this kind of thinking would he relevant was encouraged 
and examples elicited from the children. The teachers were shown how to devise lessons 
that would give more (and varied) practice in the same skills, but in different contexts 
(teaching for transfer). 
4.3.4.1 Ana1ysis 
Impressions and intemretation: phase one - school D 
The TASC teachers at this school were extremely competent and organised with journals 
and weekly schedules (shown to the researcher) outlining 'skilJs and processes' appJied 
across the curriculum in a thematic approach. There were no constraints in the curriculum 
as to what or how they should teach. They were very flexible as far as the time-tabJe is 
concerned. They were autonomous in their actions and had the full confidence of their 
principal and department heads. 
The attitude of the teacher interviewed to the admission of pupils of other cuJturn1/language 
groups was in the opinion of the researcher 'assimilationist' (Christie, 1990). There was 
a lack of generosity and understanding with regards the new pupils - who 'caused 
problems' because of cultural differences: 
Some children just won't talk and this can be construed as 
rudeness. 
the greeting etiquette is not understood. 
they have a different sense of time, cnming to school late, 
etc. 
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When asked if cultural differences cou1d not be 'mediated' within the TASC framework 
and methodology, the researcher sensed in the interviewee a sense of 'impatience' m 
having to �])end extra time (in Maths for example) with a specific child: 
the rest of the class became very frustrated. 
As far a'i the impJementation of the Basic Thinking Skills and Tools for Effective 
Thinking covered at the first Workshop were concerned, these appeared to have been 
successfully transferred with the mo<leHing of the skills a significant factor. 
In a Reading Study last week we did keywords. They really 
struggled to summarize, so I <lid the "telegram strategy" you 
did with us - and it was lovely, it worked really well. 
It appeared that the strategy was important. This teacher had aJso appJied brainstorming 
and mindmapping to the topic 'Air Pollution' in Science. She suggested that synthesising 
from keywords in order to 'reconstruct' a paragraph could also be taught a1ong with 
sequencing and listening s]cjlls. This teacher wali beginning to identify important basic 
thinking s]cjlls herself. She demonstrated the ease with which the skills could be infused 
into the content : 'the only difference now is that you've made us aware of what we're 
doing and why'. 
It was thus apparent that SchooJ D teachers would not have difficulty applying the Thinking 
Skills in the curriculum. Help would be needed in the application of the ten T ASC teaching 
principles : the met.acognitive aspects and teaching for transfer. Indeed, for the researcher 
these aspect� were more important than the actual skills. The situation could arise here 
where the Basic Thinking Skills and Tools might be incorporated as 'content' and 'ticked 
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off' on a checkJist of skills to he taught without the 'process' heing adequately mediate<!. 
In observing 10 the classroom · group work· was done in the sens.e that each group was 
given a different problem to solve - but children were still working individually. The idea 
of co-operative or coJJahorative learning was not put into practice. The teacher in fact had 
commented that ·group work can't be done too often. The children fool around'. The 
competitiveness of the children and 'the first to finish· being acknowledged were promine nt 
characteristics of the classes ob served. Thus many aspects contrary to what ha..-; been termed 
enab1ing (Chapter Two) were prevalent. 
The approach taken for the schoo] visits to Schoo] D was different because of the stage in 
the teaching of Thinking Skills that this school had reached. However, it is felt that a full 
staff Workshop near the beginning of the year would have been va]uab]e in giving greater 
clarity and cohesion to the T ASC curriculum initiative. Yet this was delayed until Phase 
Four which, in retrospect, was a mistake in terms of a school based approach. It is felt that 
the contact and interaction with the teacher interviewed, the rrincipal and two teachen; who 
observed the modelled lessons was not sufficient to intluence or inform the whole staff. 
Although they would be aware of the intervention of the TASC co-ordinator it is possible 
that the researcher as facilitator at a full staff meeting earlier in the project would have 
given more impetus and cohesion to the teaching of Thinking Sk:i11s at this school. 
4.3 .5 First visit to School E : Staff workshop and classroom obsenration 
This school is situated about 35 kms out of the city in rural Kwa-Zulu/Nata1 and 
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administered by the Kwa-Zulu Education Department. Many of the parents are subsistence 
farmers, lahourers on neighbouring agricultural estates or unemployed. Over-looking the 
Valley of a Thousand Hilts, there is no industrial infrastructure and few job opportunities. 
The school does not have electricity and the only water available is from a hand-pump in 
the middle of the school courtyard. (See photograph on page 134). 
The school was visited on the 8th February. On requesting an opportunity to address the 
staff on the T ASC Project, the researcher was invited by the principa1 to spend a morning 
at the school. An hour and a half was set aside at the end of the morning session for the 
staff meeting. The researcher had the opportunity for in-depth discussion with the principa1 
regarding the school, the rnmmunity, staffing and pupil numbers. This school has 18 staff 
members including the principal. The enrolment now stands at 534 children whereas three 
years ago it was 1500. Numbers have been dramatically affected by the violence in the 
area. Many families have left the area or are keeping their children out of school. 
School E : staff workshop 
As with schools A, B and C the aim of this staff Workshop was to hring the 'non­
attending' teachers into the T ASC project by briefly informing them about the Thinking 
Skills Workshops. As a pilot school they .all had the opportunity to be involved, to benefit 
from the interaction with T ASC colleagues and to learn the what and why of teaching for 
thinking. They had the opportunity of developing skins based on the T ASC methodology 
which aims to improve teaching and learning and which is underpinned by sound 
educational theory. A graphic handout of the TASC model -the Problem-Solving WheeJ, 
the Tools foe Effective Thinking and the Basic Thinking Skills - and its aims for the 
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teacher, for the pupil and for the curriculum was given to each teacher. (There was no 
electricity in the school and therefore no overhead projector). Teachers took turns in 
reading a few key points from the hand-out. Reasons for specifically teaching Thinking 
were discussed - the main ones being to promote independence and problem-solving skills 
in the learner, to encourage active participation and inquiry and to make learning relevant 
to the everyday lives of the pupils. Some Basic Thinking Skills were explained, like the 
need to 'compare' when making choices or decisions. The Problem-Solving Wheel was 
looked at and the skills elaborated for some of the stages - e.g. 'gathering information' 
about a problem. The group 'brainstormed' all the different 'sources of information'. 
'Genera ting ideas' was discussed as another way of describing 'brainstorming'. A Zulu 
word meaning 'to activate the brain' was suggested for this. The enthusiasm for the 
technique of contributing a great quantity of ideas about a topic - without judgment and in 
a co-operative learning climate was evident. This was put into practice when groups formed 
to 'brninstorm' some problems in education. The topics were those arising from the 
centralised Workshop. Again the lack: of even basic material resources was stressed (and 
clearly evident in that there were no pictures or charts up on any of the senior-primary 
classroom walls). These children had very few exercise hooks 'because the parent� wil1 
never buy them - one of the reasons is starvation' (quote from one of the teachers). Text 
hooks given out were often those 'not used by anyone else any more' and the principal 
commented that they'd •he lucky to get their text books by August.' The problem of 
English as medium of instruction (from STD 3) in this totally Zulu-speaking environment 
was also reiterated here 
The main difficulty is that the children are not working in 
their own language. 
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These children never hear English spoken except by their teachers. They are also taught 
Afrikaans. The lack of relevance in the curriculum is a major issue. 
Teachers described their own education as 'inferior': 
an education system that was implanted for bJacks. 
The vote of than.ks at the end of the visit was given by one of the T ASC delegates. Her 
feedback on the first Workshop was extremely positive. She felt so enthusiastic and 
motivated that she 'wished her class was right there so she could go in and teach them 
immediately'. There was a tremendous warmth and enthusiasm on the part of the staff who 
were clearly keen to update their own skills and knowledge. 
Comments made by the researcher in her field notes at the time expressed concern that the 
teachers felt that provision of material resources was the answer to their teaching problems. 
The teachers viewed the children as having nothing to offer - or to bring to the clas�Toom. 
The pupils, coming from a poor environment, were dismissed as ignorant, with nothing 
to contribute. The teachers, therefore, felt that the burden of trying to teach them anything 
was extremely onerous. This was especially so without 'pictures, magazines and books'. 
On the 2nd March the researcher spent four hours as participant observer in two junior 
primary and three senior primary classes. The aim for the purposes of the research was to 
gain insight into, and an understanding of, the way the teachers were teaching. It was also 
important to understand the social context in order to plan further work with these teachers. 
In the junior primary dasses the teachers had made number charts with old calendars, and 
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had stuck pictures onto brown butchers' paper for visual aids. Teaching in the children's 
mother tongue, the interaction, questioning and personal involvement with the children was 
much better than in the higher classes. Here the most noticeable characteristic of teaching 
and learning was the emphasis on oral repetition of words. The children were constantly 
drilled in vocabulary and language structures at the expense of understanding and coherence 
of subject matter. The teacher was always in control - expending huge amounts of energy 
which appeared completely misdirected. There was very little teacher-pupil interaction in 
the higher classes. Most questions were directed at the whole class. Questions were such 
that they only demanded a 'yes' or 'no' for answers. Most answers were given in unison. 
Mistakes or wrong answers were simply ignored or dismissed - and were never used as a 
springboard for further explanation or discussion. In terms of the T ASC teaching principles 
and the criteria for more 'progressive' methods (Davidoff and van den Berg, 1990) 
teaching and learning at this school were 'traditional' in the most negative sense. 
4.3.5.1 Analysis 
Impressions and interpretation of observations - school E 
What was revealed about this educational setting was the sense of isolation : teaching and 
learning appeared to be happening in a vacuum. There was no community or parental 
involvement; the teachers had little contact with other schools and few opportunities for 
professional development. The fact that the observer's presence was of such significance 
that the visits became 'occasions' (borne out by a teacher's comments that the children 
were so excited when they saw the car') seemed to suggest that any departure. 
from the routine was a welcome break and that very few outsiders ever visited here. 
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Teaching appeared to be something that 'was done' to children in a mechanical way. A 
particular style of teaching was evident : the children were not seen as individuals and were 
seldom referred to by name. When the staff were attending the meeting, the children sat 
silently in their classes but with no books out to read or to write in. The principal's role 
seemed to be that of a 'warden.' Order and obedience prevailed and the quietness was only 
broken when a class had singing or recitation of poems learnt by heart and said in unison. 
It was then that the children were most vibrant. The resonance and energy of the voices 
suggested that these activities were a welcome release from having to cope all day with 
listening to content subject<; taught in what was vfrtually a foreign language. Good 
relationships with the principal and staff were established. 
4_J_6 Overall summary and conclusions of PHASE ONE 
The descriptions of the researcher's contact with each school in the first two months of the 
project are an important part of Lhis analysis in the sense that they contextualise the 
situations from which the project teachers came. An understanding of the differences in the 
physical environment and background of the teachers was gained, as well as insight into 
the disparities in educational resources, materials, equipment and facilities which exist 
across the five education Departments. These inevitably affect the motivation, perceptions 
and altitudes of teachers and are of great importance when trying to understand factors 
which either promote or militate against school based cuniculum development which is the 
focus of the study. 
In terms of the research design Phase One was exploratory. It was equivalent to the 
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'reconnaissance' or 'fact-finding' part of the Action Research Cycle (Davidoff and van den 
Berg, 1990: p37). It gave a sense of how the project would proceed once all the schools 
had been visited and a11 initial contacts had been made. The researcher at this stage had 
started implementing the 'general plan'i (Kemmis and Elliot models illustrated in Walker, 
-···-- �·� - -
1985: pl84-185)l_This was to train teachers in Thinking Skills as a means of improving 
teaching and learning while familiarising herself with the contexts in which these skills 
were to be transferred. How to structure the next centralised Workshop for Phase Two was 
largely dictated by these findings. 
The researcher had to ask at this stage: 
whether the theoretical understanding gained at the first Workshop and the practical 
training undergone were sufficient for the Thinking Skills to be successfully 
implemented 
whether teachers were able to share these skills with colleagues in order to broaden 
the base of the curriculum innovation 
whether there were significant constraints or difficulties impeding implementation, 
and if so what these were and how they could be overcome 
4_3.6.1 Analysis in terms uf practical implementation and SBCD 
Implementation of Thinking Skills 
School B had gone right ahead with implementation of Thinking Skills and had sought 
ways of hridging the skiJls into the curriculum. They saw TASC as adding to curriculum 
change already under way. Scho l C teachers, though lacking in confidence, had made a 
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tentative start and were supporting each other. They were very keen for more input. School 
A was still to be convinced of the value of the T ASC approach and had made no attempt 
tu implement any of the skiJls. School E was enthusiastic about the contact with other 
teachers and saw the TASC project as a means of 'updating' their skills and developing 
professional knowledge. They had not tried out the skills in practice. School D appeared 
to be complacent about the project and saw it as an optional extra. These teachers were 
confident about their teaching abiJity and happy with the curriculum as it is. The Th.inking 
Skills were assimilated as part of what was already being done. 
A new curriculum initiative was easily implemented where the staff involved were highly 
motivated and had leadership qualities, with a certain amount of autonomy within school 
�tructures. Where the need for change in methodology was not perceived as a priority - and 
where there were other profound difficulties in schools - such an initiation would not be 
taken up with any determination on a school-based level. 
Sharing of new skills with colleagues 
School B teachers discussed TASC at subject committee level. They also gave a talk to 
their junior primary teachers and included the librarian. None of the teachers from the 
other schools had shared TASC with their colleagues by the end of Phase One. School C 
teachers would have liked to, but were not actively encouraged by the principal. 
Consh·aints and difficulties 
The main difficulties with imp]emencing the skills at this 
stage were as follows 
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School B found that 'the syllabus' and the 'time factor' were constraints. ·we must satisfy 
the requirements for exams and tests'. The subject specialist teachers (health and science) 
could not easily fit in Thinking Skills when t.aking classes only two periods a week each. 
School D also thought that the preparation of Thinking Skills lessons would be time­
consuming. 
School C felt they needed 'more input and practice first.' They felt that the principal did 
not actively support them. 
Schools A and E seemed to be without the power of action: they lacked understanding and 
confidence and appeared dependent on more direction from outside sources. 
Pupi ! responses 
l n terms of teaching and learning, where lessons had been tried. the factor to emerge most
strongly was the response of the pupils. The participatory mode of organisation embodied 
in T ASC methodology seemed to encourage children to contribute more to lessons. 
Significantly, lessons were not tried in the �chools where the tmnsmission mode of reaching 
was most strongly entrenched. 
Preparation for Phase Two 
The 'general plan' could now, in terms of the action-research design, be revised. There 
was a need for the Workshops to be conducted on more participatory lines. Less confident 
teachers needed more opportunity to contribute and lo communicate within small groups. 
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They needed to be acknowledged for every small effort, to learn from their more 
competent peers and to receive more input. They needed to experience and practise 
Thinking Skills in relevant and meaningful contexts (T ASC teaching principles, Wallace 
and Adams, 1993; means of assisting performance: Tharp and Gallimore, 1988). 
End of Phase One 
(See overleaf fi>r forward planner for Phase Two) 
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4.4 PHASE TWO 
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Second Centralised Workshop held at Natal College of Education on 16 March 1994. 
Introduction 
This three-hour Workshop consisted of group discussions in which the teachers shared their 
attempts at implementing the Thinking Skills and reported on the children's reactions and 
any difficulties experienced. They filled in a questionnaire on the meaning of 'curriculum' 
and whether they, as teachers, thought they could influence it in any way. The researcher 
reported back on the school visits and reminded delegates of the skills practised in the first 
workshop. Two new skills were introduced which were then contextualised and put into 
practice in reaJ-life situations. Ways of bridging these skills into the curriculum were 
demonstrated. 
4-4_ 1 WORKSHOP 2
Session one 
Group discussion / reflection 
The first session of this workshop provided an opportunity for the teachers to reflect on 
their practice. This is an important aspect of action research (Carr and Kemmis, 1986; 
Davidoff and van den Berg, 1990). It took the form of small group discussions where 
teachers shared with one another the lessons attempted since they had last met. They were 
to describe (1) what skills were taught in what subjects, (2) the children·s reactions, and 
(3) any problems encountered with implementation.
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The following are examples of Thinking Skills lessons attempted and reported on by the 
teachers: 
In English 
Use of key words and brainstorming to generate ideas for paragraph writing. 
Antonyms/Synonyms - recorded in mindmap style and elicited from the children. 
English oral - report-backs from group brainstorming, after idea generation: 'Your 
house is on fire. What can you do'? 
Paragraph planning - 'Dumping' of ideas and then organising them. Topic: 
'Saturday morning' 
In Geography 
Why do people Jive in certain areas? 
Orientation/Knowing Directions - Children described positions of objects in 
relation to themselves. 
Treasure hunt - following and giving directions. 
In Guidance 
'Manners' - hrainstonned ideas: 








key words relating to the parts of a plant (in diagram form/ labelling) 
At this stage all attempts were acknowledged and teachers congratulated on their efforts. 
Those who had not tried were encouraged by seeing that it did not mean any drastic change 
in content, but rather adaptation of regular content to accommodate the new approach. 
Comments on children's reactions to these lessons were as follows: 
'Th.e ideas came from the children'. 
'They brought about the concept. It was deductive'. 
' ... increase in vocabulary ... ' 
'Meaningful learning took place'. 
'Children found out, instead of the teacher just telling them'. 
'Homework was better because the children enjoyed the lesson'. 
·. . . more participation ... '
'Jt encouraged children to express themselves·. 
'Children gave many ideas th.at l didn't expect th.em to have'. 
More risk-taking - they were interested in giving their ideas'. 
'Th.ey enjoyed these thinking skills words. Th.ey see the words up and it helps'. 
'They ask for more topics to brainstorm'. 
'The atmosphere was pleasant hecause they were free to talk'.
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Comments from the teachers on 'Prohlems associated with the Thinking Skills' were as 
follows: 
'There are many passive learners and poor spellers; their pronunciation is poor. 
They are ixmr at expressing themselves in English' . 
'Some children have misconceptions and can't focus on the topic'. 
' . . . big classes - very difficult to reach each child•. 
'We're working against the time-table'. 
·some would hide and not speak'.
'it's time-consuming'. 
' What would the parent'i see in the books'? 
'We have set ohjectives, so there is a restraint here' (covering the syllabus). 
This exercise was vaJuable as it demonstrated a numher of shifts in perceptions on the part 
of lhe participants, as teachers and as learners.
Sharing ideas in small groups was a way of encouraging active learning. In a Vygotskian 
sense the teachers who had not attempted to implement lhe Thinking Skills could lea.m 
from their more capable peers. They acquired ideas for hridging the skills into the different 
subjects by listening to one anolher's reports. 
The reflection on the children's responses ( quoted above) indicated increased motivation 
and. enjoyment and more pupil-centred learning and active panicipation. The teachers 
seemed to have allowed more to come from the children, although the problems of 
passivity and shyness were also mentioned under 'difficulties'. 
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On the whole, the main 'problems' with the Thinking Skills as far as the teachers were 
concerned were the children's difficulties in understanding English and of expressing 
themselves in English where this is a second language. Time constraints were a problem. 
The Thinking Skills impinged upon teaching time for subject teachers, and on preparation 
time where there were no photo-copying facilities. A concern was expressed as to what 
would he reflected in the children's books. 
The researcher noted increased confidence on the part of participants when giving their 
report-backs. 
This 'gathering of information' from the group discussions served as a means of monitoring 
what had happened since the implementation of the plan to teach Thinking Skills. This 
step, together with the reflection. could be said to coincide with the third and fourth stages 
of the action research cycle as described by Davidoff and van den Berg (1990: p40-46). 
4.4. L l Administering a questionnaire 
After the group discussion, the teachers were asked to fill in a questionnaire on what 'the 
curriculum' means to them. They were asked if they felt able to 'influence' the curriculum 
in any way, and, if so, how they could do this. They were asked to say how they would 
like to see the curriculum change. These questions aimed at probing teachers' perceptions 
of themselves as change-agent-.; - an important aspect to the researcher - in school-based 
curriculum development. If a curriculum innovation such as the TASC project was to be 
effective, the self-concept and professional confidence of the teachers would play a vital 
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role. What was revealed by the questionnaire, however, was not taken any further (for 
example in follow-up interviews) but simply gave the researcher a clearer understanding 
of teachers' views on the curriculum in general, and how they perceived themselves in 
relation to it. 
The administering of Che questionnaire was a departure from the planned approach for the 
workshops, and did not fit in with the atmosphere of cooperative learning that was taking 
place. It was sensed that the teachers felt threatened - as though they were being tested -
and that the questionnaire would somehow 'show lhern up'. 111e re-searcher regretted 
having used this research technique as the feelings of trust that had developed between her 
and the teachers were threatened. The teachers could not see the relevance of the questions 
to the teaching of Thinking Skills and this activity was not on the agenda for the 
Workshop. 
4.4.2 Session 2 
Two new Thinking Skills introduced 
Comparing and Other Points of View were the two new skills to be introduced at this 
Workshop. 
4.4.2.1 Comparison 
A number of comparison activities were introduced. The first was a 'matching game' 
where each person was given a card with a coloured symbol on it. Participams moved 
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round, looking at one another's cards until they found a partner whose symbols matched 
their own in colour, shape and size. 
In this way, criteria by which comparisons are made were discussed. Worksheets from the 
Somerset Thinking Skills Programme (B1agg et al, 1988) were completed, which further 
illustrated the comparison of ohjects along a number of different dimensions. Comparing 
two seemingly identical pictures was another activity. Candidates learnt that to compare 
involves looking for similarities and differences, and noticing what things have in common. 
The rntionale for teaching comparison as a Basic Thinking Skill was explained. In life one 
compares every time one makes a choice or makes a decision. The difference between 
description and comparison was illustrated. 




Deciding which of two cars to huy ( criteria for comparison were cost / 
comfort/ speed / re-sale value / hoot-space, etc.) 
Deciding which of two holiday venues to choose. Criteria decided upon here 
were cost/ distance/ weather/ activities oftered etc. 
Comparing two career options. In order to decide on a career the various 
options would have to be compared. 
In each case the group decided on criteria. Once the teachers had practised the skills 
themselves in real-life situations, examples of children's work were shown on the overhead 
projector. These illustrated how comparison activities had been done in exercises relevant 
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to young children and how they could be built into regular schooJ subject'\. The Venn 
diagram was used for simple comparisons and a 'grid' for comparing across a number of 
dimensions. 
4.4.2.2. Other People's Views 
This skill was illustrated in a role-play where volunteers 'acted' the parts of various family 
members in a discussion of te1evision viewing in their home. The viewpoints on preferred 
programmes and viewing times were given by grandmother, grandfather, mother, father, 
ten-year-old daughter and six-year-old son. By acting out this scenario, a recognition of 
different viewpoints was illustrated. 
According to Williams& Sternberg (1993), the ability to see another's point of view is one 
of the seven essential lessons one can teach a person in order for them to reach their full 
potential - and is therefore one of lhe essential thinking skills to be included in any 
Thinking Skills programme. Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment programme inc1udes this 
skill in the 'Orientation-in-Space' Instrument, while De Bono (Cort programme) and 
Wallace and Adams (TASC) consider this an essential thinking 'tool' called, respectively, 
'OPV' and 'Other People's Views'. 
Other suggested scenarios were to consider 'rain' from the points of view of children at 
a party, mother on washday and a farmer during the drought; or to consider 'party noise' 
to a party-goer, on the one hand, and a neighbour trying to sleep, on the other. 
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Teachers were then asked to think of ways to 'bridge' this particular skill into the 
curriculum. Some suggestions were: 
[n English 
Considering viewpoints of different characters in a novel; 
Taking a well-known folk tale and telling it from a different point of view; 
Taking poems on 'war' written from the points of view of a soldier, a victim, the 
enemy, etc. 
In Current Affairs 
Controversial issues seen from opposing viewpoints. 
In History 
4.4.3. 
Historical events/bat tles described from different points of view. 
Overall summary of WORKSHOP 2 and arrangements for next school 
visit 
The workshop ended with the researcher encouraging teachers to devise lessons for their 
classes. incorporai ng the Thinking Skills learnt so far. Par ticipants were requested to 
prepare one Thinking Skills lesson each, specifically for observation by the researcher. 
This would give teachers an opportunity to try out new skills formal!y and to have 
feedback on their efforts. The researcher would arrange times to suit individuals without 
disrupting normal teaching time. The principals would be contacted for permission to do 
this. and. if possible. to arrange another meeting with the staff to share more Thinking 
Skills wirh them. 
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These arrangements constituted I.he 'revised general plan' for the next action research 
cycle. The observation of prepared lessons would provide the slructure and impetus for 
teachers to incorporate the Thinking Skil1s into their teaching, and would provide an
opportunity for 'feedhack' and 'reflection'. 
4.5 PHASE TWO: Follow-up school visits and observation of Thinking Skills 
le.ssons 
As can he seen on the 'forward planner' for Phase Two, no contact was made with schools 
during the month of April. This was the month of the country's first democratic elections, 
and there was a large amount of uncertainty, disruption and tension in schools during the 
time leading up to the election date and until after the new State President's inauguration 
on 10 May. Cont.act with schools was resumed again towards the end of May. 
4.5.1 School A: Implementation of Thinking Skills, observation and teachec 
interviews 
26 May 1994 
The following lessons were prepared by the project teachers and observed: 
Sid.A 
English lesson - Thinking Skill : Comparison. 
The children were involved in a number of activities involving comparison. The language 
structures and vocabulary of comparative thinking were practised. Charts and visual aids 
were ma<le. 
what is the same? 
what is similar? 
what is different? 
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what <lo these two things have in common? 
When comparing two children, the class spoke about their height, their clothes and their 
interests. This led into a lesson in the textbook on 'opposites' such as tall/short, fat/thin, 
happy/sad, etc. 
Std 4 
Maths lesson: Multiplication of fraciions 
The steps for a<l<lition and suhtrn.ction of fractions were revised, and then the new concept 
was introduced. No particular Thinking Skill was made explicit here. 
27 Mav 
Std 5
English. lesson: Comprehension from textbook 
The desks were arranged in groups, with each group given the name of a soccer team. The 
group names were written on cardboard and suspended from the ceiling above each cluste r 
of desks. The children were asked to look at a sequence of pictures describing a �to.ry, and 
to say 'who was doiug what'. No particular Thinking Skill was made explicit. 
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Std 4 
Religious Studies ( double period) 
This Jes.son was given in the mother tongue (Zulu) and involved the Thinking Skill of 
Comparison. Pictures of two Old Testament characters were hand-drawn on posters and 
put up on the board. The children were given five or six questions (written out by hand -
no photo-copying facility) about the two characters to answer in their groups. A 
spokesperson from each group reported back. Thereafter, a comparison grid was drawn on 
the board and the similarities and differences in character were elicited. The teacher then 
discussed when, in life, one uses the Thinking Skill of Comparison. 
At the end of the lesson the children were asked to <liscuss, in their groups and in their 
own language, the following question posed by the researcher: 'What is the difference for 
you when you work in groups"? ft was treate<l as a brainstorming exercise. The 
spokespersons reported back the views of their groups. 
Some of the comment'i were as follows: 
'it gives a chance to see if we are able to agree'_ 
·we like to discuss things'.
'it makes it easy to learn'_ 
'we get a chance to correct one another'. 
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4.5.1.2 Analysis 
Schoo] A: Comments on the implementation of the Thinking Skills in terms of the T ASC 
teaching principles 
Two out of the four teachers. made the Thinking Skill explicit and the aim of the lesson 
clear to the pupils. Two out of the four teachers. used group-work effectively. Only one 
of the teachers reflected on the thinking process and explicitly taught for transfer_ Three 
of the teachers adapted the vocabulary and the language level to suit the learners. 
For all these teachers, the experience of having to prepare a lesson for critical observation 
could have been threatening. However, the spirit of cooperation and the willingness to 
have critical feedback was genuinely felt by the researcher. The teachers had consciously 
tried to apply the TASC principles in their lessons, but without this disrupting their normal 
teaching schedules. As no dup1icating facilities exist for the teachers, activities for group­
work were hand-written six times to enable each of the groups to have a copy. 
Perceptions of the TASC project �ained from teacher interviews 
(See Appendix 6 for questions asked in semi-structured interviews) 
Benefit to teachers 
The teachers interviewed aU fell that they had gained much from working collaboratively 
at the workshops with other racial groups. They enjoyed sharing how TASC could be 
applied to their different subjects. They gained from having had the Thinking Ski11s made 
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explicit: 
We were using the skills but we didn't know what they 
were'. 
Difficulties 
It was difficult to implement Thinking Ski1Is and to do group work when there were no 
photo-copying facilities. Writing things out by hand was time-consuming. Without 
worksheets it was difticult to do some of the lessons. 
Children's response 
The children were reported to be 'showing more interest' and 'asking more que�t:ions'. 
'Grouping may be the solution to better understanding of the pupils'. 
Co-operative planning 
Very little co-operative planning was done between teachers at this school, but teachers 
were sharing T ASC ideas with spouses and teachers on other courses. (Interview with 
Teacher 4 on 27 May) 
Sunvort of principal 
The principal was perceived as very supportive and encouraging. 
4.5.2 School B: Implementation of Thinking Skills 
2 June 1994 




Science: Comparison of vertebrates 
Problem-solving exercise: Classification and organisation 
The children worked co-operatively in small gmups in aJ] three activities. (See Appendix 
7 for sample worksheet given out hy teacher) 
Std 5
Geography: Comparison and Points of View 
The chil<lren were asked to compare the criteria hy which different roa<ls are named. 
Thereafter they worke<l in groups on a problem-solving exercise involving the position of 
a new roa<l to he huilt to alleviate trnffic problems in a sea-si<le town. Each group 
represented a different view-point on the matter. 
Std 5 
Health/English: Thinking Tool - Brainstorming 
The teacher used this technique to share her aims for the next module with her class. The 
cla�s were involved in a group brainstorming session on the topic of <lrugs. The teacher 
recor<led the ideas; on the board. Thereafter, each group was given one aspect of <lrug 
abuse to <liscuss. Each group had a spokesperson to report back. 
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4.5.2.1 Analysis 
School B: Comments on the implementation of the Thinking Skills in terms of the TASC 
teaching principles 
In each case the teacher started the lessons with an exercise to ensure motivation, creating 
the expectation that some specific type of thinking would be addressed. The Thinking Skills 
were named (made explicit) and the lessons engaged the pupils in activities which 
provided experience in them. AU work was co-operative, and the pupils who reported 
back did so confidently. The teachers were involved in the sense of being 'guide' or 
'manager', moving between groups and encouraging autonomous thinking. (T ASC 
teaching principJe No.6) One of the teachers made specific reference to the recording 
styles of the groups and how they went about their thinking (metacognition), but none of 
the teachers mentioned the relevance of the type of thinking in everyday life (transfer). 
The researcher, as panicipant observer, acknowledged the classes for their 'thinking 
efforts', their cooperation in the 1,r oups, and for the c1arity of their report-backs. ln 
addressing the children about their thinking she model1ed for the class teachers the kind 
of language used in teaching fo.r transfer: 
'In what situation do you think you cou1d use this kind of thinking? Think of a time 
at home when it would have heen useful to see things from another's point of 
view·. 
'When would it help us to 'categorise'? etc. 
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Thus the teachers received an indirect form of feedback in the modelling of the transfer 
aspect, as well as in discussion afterwards. The preparation in all three cases was extremely 
thorough and each lesson could be co�idered a 'model Thinking Skills lesson' in terms 
of content and methodology. 
4.5.3 Inability to gain access 
The researcher was not always able to gain access for follow-up visits in each school. 
Keeping up the contacts and momentum was difficult: sensitivity to the everyday pressures 
of schooling had to be balanced with the desire to keep up the relationships with teachers 
and their interest in the project. For the researcher, the project was all-important, while 
to many teachers it may have been perceived as an added pressure, if too many demands 
were made on their time. 
4.5.3.1 School C 
Th.is school was not visited during Phase Two. Contact was maintained by telephone. The 
T ASC delegates were unable to commit themselves to a date for the teaching of a Thinking 
Skills lesson as they were both involved 'in other courses'. 
4.5.3.2 School D 
There was no fol1ow-up here in Phase Two. A consultant was working with the Std 4 and 
5 classes on a series of 'study skills' during the second term. This was seen as 
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complementary to the T ASC project as the teachers and pupils were being t.a.ught 
'mindmapping' techniques and how to apply these to research, dat.a-gathering and project 
work. The T ASC teachers were involved in this and were reluctant to give any more of 
their time for T ASC follow-up. 
4.5.3.3 School E 
Attempts to make appointments to visit School E were unsuccessful. Visits scheduled for 
20 April, 25 May and 3 June were all cancelled. (See Pha'i'e Two forward planner). The 
researcher wondered whether the request to observe a Thinking SkilJs lesson was not 
premature in this case or too threatening. The teachers had had little or no opportunity to
attend in-service courses, and the little exposure they had had to the TASC project may not 
have empowered them sufficiently for autonomous action which demanded changes in 
methodology. Given the sense of isolation and lack of confidence in their own teaching 
abilities as expressed during the first school visit'i' it may have been more appropriate to 
model Thinking Skills lessons for them in various classes. They had been very enthusiastic 
at the idea of 'help with their skills', but may well have been reluctant to be observed at 
this stage. 
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4 . .5.4 Analysis 
Overal1 summary of Phase Two 
4.5.4.1. Summary in terms of observations and interviews 
Where the observer was ab]e to observe lessons in ac tion, the eva1uation of the teachers' 
ability to apply TASC principles to their normal subject matter was very positive. The 
difficulties of developing metacognition and teaching for transfer were the major problems. 
Co-operative learning in small groups was difficult where the teachers had no facilities for 
duplicating worksheets. (Compare the prepared lessons typed and duplicated from School 
8 - Appendix 7 - with the hand-written questions for group discussion as described for 
School A). However, the theoretical aspect of teaching for thinking seemed to have been 
grasped by five out of the seven teachers observed. In the i:ase of Schools C, D and E, 
observation of Thinking Skiils lessons would take place in the next phase. 
4 . .5.4.2 Summary in terms of the action research design 
This phase completed the first action research spiral (see figures 1 and 2 at the end of this 
Chapter). Davidoff and van den Berg (1990: p46) describe a spiral as consisting of four 
stages: 





In this study each of the above four stages was JooseJy followed within a Phase which 
could he said to constitute a micro-cyc1e. But in terms of a broader view (macro-cycle or 
full spiraJ) Phase One only covered 'the genera] plan' and 'implementation' stages. As each 
school progressed at different paces with the implementation, Phase Two was necessary for 
meaningful 'observation' and "reflection'. Thus it was felt that two Phases more accurately 
describe one complete spiral. During Phase Two the researcher aimed at actively 
understanding what had happened since the plan to introduce Thinking Skills into the 
curriculum had first been put to the teachers. She was able to 'monitor' and assess how 
things were going. By the end of Phase Two the researcher had gathered much more data 
and was in a better position to reflect critically and to 'critically evaluate' the progress 
of each school and her own progress in conducting the research. 
Where Phase One constituted the fact-finding, planning and implementation st.ages of the 
action research cycle, Phase Two completed it by observing, monitoring, evaluating and 
reflecting on its success. Phases One and Two therefore formed the first full action 
re,;earch spira1 before the process would begin again. 
Planning for the second adion research spiral 
Significant factors that emerged from the data-analysis of Phases One and Two were kept 
in mind when the new, revised • general plan' was devised. 
The researcher would give more input at the next centralised Workshop on TASC theory. 
Special instruction on metacognition and teaching for transfer would be given as these 
were the weakest aspects of lessons observed. The modelling of these aspects would be 
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important when introducing the new Thinking SkiJJs. The ten T ASC teaching principles 
(methodology) would he revised, with feedback on observations. The participants would 
be required to plan 'bridging' lessons co-operatively - i.e. they would devise ways to 
integrate the new Thinking Skills into their subject matter collaboratively. The teachers 
would be made aware of their own )earning processes and given time to reflect on them. 
Teachers would be shown how to use the T ASC Problem-Solving Model in practical 
activities, drawing on the Tools for Effective Thinking and the Basic Thinking SJd]]s 
le.amt. 
End of Phase Two 
(See f<)rward planner overleaf for Phase Three) 
FORWARD PLANNER: PHASE 3 
,-J Implementation of new skills 
0 8JUNE FOLLOW-UP · Monitoring
0 
THIRD CENTRAL WORKSHOP SCHOOL VISITS Analysis of Observations and ::c 
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13:00- 14:30 Staff workshop Summary for Overall summary of 
Group Thinking Skills exercises and School A Implementation 
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How to prioritise . Taped interviews with both teachers School C " Give more input on the new"C 
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D 4August Summary for 
Report-back Interview with principal School D Second Action Research Step 
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* Introduce problem-solving
09:00- 12:20 Taped interviews with Teachers 2 and 3 • Build programmes
The importance of metacognition Observation of Thinking Skills lessons and classes * Keep up momentum
Revision oflhe 10 T ASC 
teaching principles 
E Trial materials handed out 26July 
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Observation: 2 lessons School E -Change-
(3 hours) 
Teacher l, Teacher 3- taped lessons 
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12:30- 13:30 Staff group workshop 
Teachers 2 and 4- Interviews and observation 
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4.6. PHASE THREE 
Introduction 
This phase consiste<I of the third centralised Workshop at which new elements of 'the 
general plan' were introduced. These were the use of the whole Problem-Solving Wheel 
(Wallace and Adams, 1993: TASC, p92) and the handing out of draft TASC materials for 
trialling (Evans and Wallace, 1994: in press). Four out of five schools were visited in this 
Phase. School A advanced further in that another 'on site' staff workshop was arranged, 
while observation of TI1inking Skills lessons and interviews in Schools C, D and E which 
were not done in  Phase Two were completed. There was no follow-up in School B in this 
phase. 
4.6.1 WORKSHOP 3 
Teachers were welcomed by the chairman of the Inter-Departmental Network Committee. 
4.6. 1.1 Report-back on school visits 
This started with a report-back on school visits. The researcher shared with the delegates 
the very successful Thinking Skills lessons observed. Charts and children's work were 
displayed, showing how the skills had been integrated into regular subject matter. Other 
teachers reported back on successful lessons. A summary of the skills of Comparison and 
Other People's Views covered at the last workshop were given out. 
4.6.1.2 
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Enviro-picture building game 
This was played in teams and was led by a member of the Environmental Education 
Initiative, using their materials. Players had to look at a picture, identify an environmental 
problem, and then find a picture which contained an appropriate solution. The skill of 
problem-identification was emphasised as an important stage of the TASC Problem­
Solving Model. 
4.6.1.3 Prioritization: A Tool for Effective Thinking 
Groups were presented with an exercise that would be relevant to the majority of school 
children. They had to prioritize in order to decide how best to spend money that had been 
saved. Each group reported back, ranking ideas according to the importance of the person 
considered or the item to be bought. 
The process of each group's t hinking was described. Creativity was acknowledged where 
good or unusual ideas saved money. Other groups went about the process very logically. 
'Thinking about the thinking' was highlighted as important in its own right. The issue of 
'no right or wrong answers' was also discussed. In modelling how to teach for transfer, 
the researcher asked for other situations where it would be important to 'prioritize'. The 
suggestions were given as follows: 
when a person has a whole list of things to get at the shops; 
maintenance in the home : what docs one tackle first'? 
family time : bow and with whom to spend it. 
4.6.1.4 
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The T ASC Problem-Solving Wheel and how to apply it in a problem 
situation (see figures 5 and 6) 
Groups were given different problem situations and used the eight stages of the Problem­
Solving Wheel to guide discussion. The prohlems were: 
Group 1: Planning Open Day for parents; 
Group 2: How can we make our playground mo.re interesting? 
The researcher and a coJleague facilitated discussion by guiding the participant� through 
the stages of the problem-solving model and by identifying the thinking skills being used: 









Identify the problems: state obstacles and goals 
Generate ideas and possible solutions: hrainstorm; consider options and 
alternatives 
Decide on action to be taken: consider consequences; predict; plan your 
starting point 
Implement: monitor; check 
Evaluate: assess effectiveness; revise 
Communicate to others: justify the process 
Learn from experience: analyze; improve; revise 
Groups ·communicated' their solutions to the audience and described the process of their 
thinking. 
DETAIL OF THE SELECTED TOOLS fOR EFFECTIVE THINKING 
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4.6.1.5 The importance of meta.cognition and transfer 
After each exercise the groups were given questions to monitor their thinking: 
How have we worked? 
What have we learned about ourselves? 
How could we use this skill in everyday life? 
The ten T ASC teaching principles (Wa1lace & Adams, 1993) were revised, cliscm;sed and 
clarified in the light of the Thinking Skills lessons observed and the exercises done. 
Adopting a model of the problem-solving process ( TASC principle no. I) now became 
more meaningful. A summary of the principles was given out as well as a note on the 
importance of metacognition. (See Appendix 8) 
4.6. 1.6 TASC materials for trialling 
Thinking Skills lessons using the T ASC framework were handed out for triaHing in the 
schools. The lessons were on brainstorming, and seeing other points of view, using the 
environment as a theme. They were devised by the researcher and based on ideas discussed 
at the Workshops. Each lesson had a teacher's page and a pupil's page. It was hoped that, 
given sample lesson outlines, the teachers who had not yet attempted any Thinking Skills 
lessons with their classes, would now be encouraged to do so. 
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4.7 PHASE THREE: Follow-up visits to schools, staff workshops, observation 
and interviews 
4. 7. 1 School A: Third school visit. 18 August
A staff workshop was held after school for an hour and a half. Eleven senior primary 
teachers, including the principal, were present. 
In order to assess the general understanding of T ASC among these teachers and the impact 
(if any) it had had on them, groups were asked to say what they perceived the project to 
be about. The four T ASC delegates were able to give their input and so share their 
understanding with their colleagues (co-operative learning and building self-confidence). 
An analysis of their perceptions revealed a good balance between cognitive, social and 
affective ideals for teaching and learning (see Appendix 9). 
Group problem-solving activities were given out. (See Appendix 10 for 'the canoe 
problem' and 'a maths problem' taken from Fisher, 1987: p87-88). There was a buzz of 
interaction between the teachers as they worked. Metacognitive aspects of the exercise and 
the value of co-operative learning were discussed. Copies of the Problem-SoJving Wheel 
were given out and strategies for tackling problems when 'stuck' were discussed. 
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4. 7 .1.1 Analysis
Summary of responses and signs of change - School A 
This second staff workshop gave the teachers another opportunity to experience interactive 
learning and group work. If they were to have the confidence to try new methods in their 
teaching, it was important that they participate as 'learners' in a similar way. Their 
comments about T ASC showed an understanding not only of the Thinking Skills but also 
of the need for more active learning and involvement on the part of the children. In terms 
of a more 'enabling curriculum' (Chapter Two: 2.8), this showed a small but positive shift 
away from the traditional view where the teacher possesses the knowledge and power while 
the children passively receive and obey. 
Having the principal participate with his staff in all TASC activities was a positive factor 
in terms of school based curriculum development (Brady, 1987) and had a significant effect 
on the enthusiasm and attitudes of teachers in this school to the TASC project. 
4.7.2 PHASE THREE: School B 
There was no school visit in this case. 
4. 7 .3 PHASE THREE: School C
Second school visit, 28 Julv, 1994 
Observation of Thinking Skills lessons and interviews 
The following lessons were prepared hy the project teachers and observed: 
4.7.3.1 
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Thinking Skills lesson - Prioritization 
Std 5 Geography: Population Settlement 
(This lesson also involved brainstorming and points of view) 





They were to imagine that they were re-locating and had to consider aH the factors 
involved in choosing a new area. What would they look for? What were the six most 
imponant reasons why people move and settle in a particular place? The children 
brainstormed for about five minutes, with the teacher walking between groups. A 
SJX>kesperson from each group reponed back, displaying their recorded notes and giving 
reasons for the way they had prioritized. In this way a section of the Geography syllabus 
was addressed but 'it came from the children; they deduced the principles' (Quote from the 
teacher when reflecting on the lesson). There was a very comfortable feeling in the class. 
Toe teacher's manner was facilitative and democratic. He iIL'ipired confidence and 




Thinking Skills lesson - Mind-mapping and classification 
Std 5: General Science 
The te-.i.cher started hy establishing what was known by the class about animals. He 
carefully linked what they knew with what they had recently covered in Science 
('scaffolding' - Wallace & Adams, 1993: pl8). Eight groups of four pupils were given lists 
of animals to classify. They were required to put animals together in groups according to 
certain characteristics which were elicited from the pupils. They worked on large sheets 
of newsprint with coloured pens. Each group had a turn to report on their method of 
grouping and gave reasons for it. The teacher constantly mediated meaning where words 
were not un<lerstuo<l, or encouraged children to learn from one another. (Many of the 
children were Zulu-speaking and had difficulty with words like 'crustacean', 'shrimp', etc. , 
which were outside their life experiences). The groups' mind-maps and classification charts 
were displayed and discussed. There was dynamic interaction between the pupils and the 
teacher. He told them that the lesson was also preparation for a trip to the museum 
(relevance). 
4.7.3.3 Analy�is and comment
The interviews with the teachers here revealed a great enthusiasm for the teaching of 
Thinking Skills and for the T ASC methodology. They both commented on improved 
confidence in the children: 
They seem to he coming out of their sheJ1s. 
It's also a confidence-builder (group work) without a shadow 
of donbt. 
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It was not easy for these teachers to share their enthusiasm with other staff members 
because of 
Jack of leadership from the top (the principa) and senior staff did not attend the 
workshops); 
inditlerence / lack of motivation on the part of the staff; and 
not enough tim� at the staff meeting (for the facilitator to have impact). 
These factors would therefore militate against school-based curriculum development being 
promoted in this school. What the teachers shared in their interview as limiting, was 
corroborated in the researcher's own unstructured interview with the principal. The 
researcher was unable to arrange another staff workshop as it was 'athletic season', the 
:,,1aff were 'very busy', etc. (Quote : school principal) 
4. 7.4 School D - second school visit / observation of Thinking Skills lessons and
interviews 
4.7.4.1 Thinking Skills lesson - Organisation 
Class Two: 'Plan11inc our sports day• 
The teacher started the Jesson by reading a newspaper report to the class, who were all 
seated on the mat at her feet. From this report on an athletics meeting, she led to the 
purpose of her lesson: the decision to allow the children to plan their own sports day. The 
children worked in groups, discussing their plans. Contrary, however, to encouraging 
autonomous thinking on the part of the pupiJs, this teacher rigidly structured and controlled 
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all the thinking. She �tuck 'clues' or sub-headings on the board, indicating the questions 
which had to be asked, and expected the pupils to think in that order. 
Creativity was !.titled by the teacher's natural desire to he in control. She did acknowledge 
good, divergent ideas, but quickly brought the chiJdren hack to her preconceived Jist of 
things to discuss: 
e.g. Child : 'We can se11 super-cools'. 
Teacher: 'We'll get to that later; now what are we going to wear'? 
or 
Child 'We can have an apple and icing-sugar race'. 
Teacher: 'Put that down, but we'll go through the list of races later'_ 
In the interview, this teacher reiterated the need to 'give clues along the way just to 
structure the activity'. She admitted 'not arriving at what J intended for them to arrive at' 
and said she learnt what was important to �- She acknowledged chat the children 
generally are 'not encouraged to think': 
They tend to be told everything, and that's what they're 
accustomed to. They're told to do something, and if it's not 
done they're reminded and told again, and then eventually 
it's done fur chem - so they don't ever have to think anything 
through ... 
It was sugge�"ted here, in the feedback on the lesson, that brainstorming ideas could have 
been totatly unstructured. Groups could then have arrived at their own category headings -
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such as: 
'When to have it' 
'Whom to invite' 
· What races to have', etc.
It was felt that this teacher, while recognising the fact that children are not encouraged to 
think for themselves, found it difficult to 'let go'. This was a class of seven and eight year 
olds whom she regarded as 'very young for Thinking Ski11s'. She was used to rigid 
structuring in her teaching and would have to change in order to teach for thinking in the 
T ASC way, as this requires a shift from an authoritarian manner to one which facilitates 
discussion and debate: 
A teacher's role must be one of modelling approaches to 
learning through which questioning styles and problem­
solving approaches convey the necessity for personal enquiry 
and questioning. (Wallace and Adams, 1993: plO) 
The lesson in terms of preparation, planning and structure was extremely thorough. 
However, the rigid control of the children's thinking served to perpetuate the kind of 
1inear, logical, sequential demands of the traditional classroom at the expense of real 
creativity, discussion, intellectual risk-taking and co-operative learning. 
4.7.4.2 Thinking Skills lesson - Prioritization 
Std. 3: English 
The teacher planned that the children and researcher would he seated so that she could 
enter the room •acting out' the role of a flustered, over-worked teacher, carrying a pile of 
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books with a file on the top marked 'URGENT', She shared with the children her 
difficulties: 
trying to be a good mother 
trying to be a good daughter to her elderly mum 
trying to fit in important things in her private life while the demands of teaching, 
marking, taking sport, attending meetings, etc., were constant. 
The children were to help her prioritize and to rank all the things she had to do in order 
of importance, time taken, etc. They were given her 'list' of 'things to do'. They were 
to read them, look at the deadlines and decide what to do first, second, ... last etc., and give 
reasons. The children worked in their groups for five minutes. The teacher constantly 
mediated the importance of working co-operatively to help one another ('respect one 
another's ideas' / 'decide together' - 'you don't have to agree'). While they had all been 
very enthusiastic when they were told what the lesson was about there was resistance to
group work ('Ah no!'; 'Group work is boring!'). When a."iked if the group had .reached 
consensus one child irately commented 'No, he decided .. ' It appeared that these children 
were unused to any form of collaborative learning. Like the children observed in this 
school in Phase One, they seemed motivated by individualistic achievements. This could 
be because of the system of competing for marks, making any other kind of activity 
intrinsically unrewarding or unmeaningful. 
In terms of the TASC teaching principles, this teacher: 
identified the Thinking Tool being taught and embedded it in a problem-solving 
situation; 
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used a relevant example (vocabulary suited io the learner and motivaiional); 
taught it \Vith transfer in mind (When interviewed she said that she was going to get 
them Lo discuss priorities for different farmers in Geography); 
paid attention to self-monitoring and meracognitive aspects; and 
encouraged a co-operative learning climate despite the resistance described above. 
The pupils' reaction (according to the teacher when interviewed) was: 
amazing. They came to life. They were wonderful. 
In the interview which followed she said that she was prepared to risk the noisiness of the 
discussion for the sake of the thinking. The fact that she acknowledged their liveliness 
suggested that not much time is given for interactive learning of this nature in the normal 
course of events. The reaction to group work as described above and as observed by the 
researcher and corroborated by the teacher in the interview, seems to suggest that these 
children arc used to an individualistic, competitive working environment. Wallace suggests 
that this is quite common in schools and advocates a shift to more co-operative leaning 
experiences: 
Most school-based learning has a powerful message which 
says "learning is for your personal benefit alone". Learners 
are expected to work in silence on their own; they are not 
encouraged to work co-operatively; the strong are not 
expected to help the weak. Yet education for democracy can 
only be developed through pupils interacting with one 
another, through group work, through co-operative 
assignments. Even a few minutes spent with pupils explaining 
to one another or teaching one another gets the message 




Summar-v of ohseryation and impressions at School D 
The teachers here appeared to he extremely self-confident. Their lesson preparc1tion was 
thorough, and they were attempting something new with great enthusiasm and 
determination. There was a feeling that they were autonomous in their actions, with no 
constraints other than the pressure of time. The Thinking Ski11s merely increased their 
awareness of their own teaching styles. The day was thoroughly organised : teachers were 
at classroom doors after breaks to see the chiJdren in promptly, etc. There was generally 
an air of efficiency and busyness amongst pupils and staff. The responses of the children 
to the Thinking Ski11s Jes.sons and the insight gained by the teachers into how and what 
they learned would he reflected on at a later stage. 
4. 7 .5 School E - second school visit, 26 July 1994
Thinking Skills lesson - Observations 
I arrived at this school at 10:30. This was to he a fuJl day of observing and interviewing 
tbe T ASC project teachers, followed by a meeting with the staff. However, in stark 
contrabt to the atmosphere of Schoo] D described above, this did not happen. The day was 
bitterly cold and rainy, with a searing wind. All the children in the junior primary section 
had been sent home because they had arrived at school wet and cold. (AH children here 
walk to school). The principal had promised the staff and the rest of the school an early 
closing day (12:30) because of tbe weather. The arrangements for the afternoon staff 
meeting were thus postponed, and only one lesson was observed before closing time. 
4.7.5.) 
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Thinking Skills lesson - Comparison 
Std 3: En1;:,lish (Second langua�e) lesson 
There were on1y 23 chi1dren present oul of 45 hecause of the weather. The teacher was 
clearly nervous and worried ahout the Jack of language competence in the children. Two 
children were called up to the front and the class were asked to describe them. 'What can 
you tel1 me about these girJs'? A grid was drawn on the board: 
Patrida Zandi1e 
height tall �aller 
complexion lighter light 
!dress skirt Jym
shoes black/shoe �andals 
�ocks r>lack white 
The children had great difficulty with the language. The comparison was laboured and went 
on far too long. The girls at the front were tired and the rest hored. Each question was 
repeated by the teacher three times. 
e.g 'Are the shoes the same?' (Only 'Yes' or 'No' answers were offered). 
'What else is the same'? 
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The teacher constant.I y shouted, · Speak up! ' 'Hands up now! ' • Say sometrung ! Say 
something!' Each senlence attempted by a child was corrected for grnmmar and then drilled 
and repeated hy the class three or four times. 
e.g. 'Patricia's complexion is lighter than Zandile's' . ·say that' . 
The words ' complexion' and ' light' were not explained. Only three children were called 
on to speak - the three most competent - while few others had a chance to try. No attempt 
was made to Jet the children work in groups or to explain the poinl of the lesson in the 
mother tongue. 
This lesson demonstrated the difficulty these chiklren experience learning in English. It 
confirmed the observations made in Phase One at the school, and aJso confirmed the rote-
learning aspect'> and passivity of a 'disab1ing curriculum' (Chapter Two). The teacher bad 
not changed her methodology and the Thinking Skill became just another irrelevant, 
meaningless lesson in the lives of these children. There was no positive input at either the 
cognitive or the affective level . 
The researcher made arrangements to come the foJJowing week to complete the 
observations and interviews. 
4.7.5.2 
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Thinking Skills lesson - Comparison 
Std 4: C-.eneraJ Science - Reproduction in animals and birds 
This was a hrnve attempt from a very enthusiastic teacher. The problems of English as the 
medium of instruction in content subject<s in a school where the children hear no English 
in their homes were evident. This teacher encouraged each child to say something -
acknowledging al] attempts, even though some could give only one-word am;we.rs. She 
modelled a thinking atmosphere in the classroom. She used. a comparison grid as a 
graphic/visual organiser. However, it was often apparent that the children did not 
understand the questions asked : e.g. 'Who lo ks after the young"! 'Who does the 
parenting'? They did not understand the word 'who'. However, the children worked. in 
groups, discussing and marking in different colours the similarities and differences. In 
some cases they were helped 1n the mother tongue. Their report-backs were severely 
hampered by lack of Janguage competence. It would seem that the only way these children 
would cope with the content of the science syllabus in EngJish would be by learning the 
words and facts by rote from the textbook ( Ausubel, 1985). 
4. 7.5.3 Thinking Skills lesson 
Std 5: General Sdem;e - Magnetism 
This lesson also demonstrated the difficulties of interactive group work when children have 
little command over the language. The concepts were well understood, but could not be 
de.scribed. This led to boredom with the content and frustration at not being able to express 
what was known. The teacher was demotivated hy having to try to extract answers from 
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pupils reluctant to talk. No particular Thinking Skill was made explicit in this lesson. 
4. 7 .5 .4 Analysis
Summary Qf observation and impressions from interviews 
The researcher was .struck by the debilitating effect� of teaching and learning in a language 
that is not one's own. Cognitive development must be impeded when meaning, 
understanding and thinking are secondary to heing ahle to say and write the correct words. 
Both teachers and pupils were trying to work in a second language. The content had to be 
put across and the language for this had to he taught at the same time. Children who made 
errors in language were dismissed, and only children who could express them'\elves better 
were called on. In two out of the three lessons observed there was no building of self­
concept in the majority of children, little cognitive structuring, no questioning that leads 
to understanding and no feedback or use of error s to enhance meaning. 
All three teachers interviewed stressed that the main difficulty with implementing Thinking 
Skills was that of the language. One teacher described his attempts as 'failures'. He 
intimated that the whole effort of this curricuJum innovation was futi]e if it was to be done 
in English. When asked what would happen if the same lessons were given 1n Zulu he 
replied: 
Well, then I think it would be �1Jccessfu1 - because they 
understand .. 
The difficulties in training metacognitive aspects or teaching for transfer are self evident 
when struggling with the language for the purpose of teaching content. Perhaps not enough 
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attention was given to these aspects as fundamenta1 educational ideals .. (See limitations 
of the study: Chapter Five). The other teachers re-iterated the problem but were more 
optimistk. On the issue of colJaborative learning it was felt that the children here were not 
used to any kind of interactive learning, let alone group work requiring discussion in 
English: 
The problem is the Janguage. Some of themjust fear to utter 
a word. Some are shy to speak, even in Zulu. To stand up 
and say something is very difficult. Some, even us ... 
fteachers] ... we are not used to it. . . but it wil1 get better with 
t1me .... we'll get used to it. 
However, teachers did report enthusiasm on the part of the pupils when encouraged to 
work together: 
They Jike it ... though not so good at talking ... they do 
understand that they can get information from others. 
The difference between this school and School A, where the children were also working 
in their second Language, was that these rural children very seldom hear English spoken. 
They have no outside stimulation such as teJevision, and in fact there was very little up on 
the walls to add visual clues to what was being taught. The teachers' own use of English 
was limited in two out of the three cases observed. 
4. 7 .6 Overall summary of PHASE THREE and Analysis of findings
By the end of Phase Three teachers in alJ schools had been observed giving Thinking Skills 
lessons. The researcher focused on providing opportunities for her subjects to develop their 
professional knowJedge and to improve practice by implementing some of the theoretical 
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ideas and practical activities presented at the Workshops. 
The question of whether the teachers were able to transfer skills learnt at the Workshops 
to their classes is the main focus of this study. From the observation and the interviews. 
it was apparent that most of the teachers were auempting to integrate the Thinking Skills 
with their subject content. Their ability to hring in appropriate skills and to structure the 
lessons for maximum student participation was pleasing. There seemed to have been a 
positive shift on the part of most teachers from lhe Lransmission mode of imparting 
knowledge, to encouraging the children to discuss and learn co-operatively. It was only in 
School B where there was a real problem in the lack of communicative language 
competence which constrained the teacher's attempts to introduce Thinking Skills and the 
TASC methodology. But in terms of small incremental changes, ,,.·hich is what TASC aims 
for, these were positive both for the teachers and for the pupils. 
This phase could be likened to the 'programme-building' stage of Skilheck' s SBCD model. 
The teachers had been given TASC materials for trialling. These consisted of Thinking 
Skills lessons wilh a Teacher's Page suggesting the structure and the method to be used, 
wilh emphasis on time for reflection on the thinking process. The Pupils' Pages provided 
simple activities which emphasised the process of the lhinking, rather than an end product. 
These materials, ( the T ASC Starter Kit - Evans and Wallace, 1994 in press) provided 
teachers with something tangible, reflecting closely the activities and methodology to which 
they had been exposed during the project. They would serve as examples of the kinds of 
lessons that teachers could prepare when devising or building lheir own Thinking Skills 
programmes. 
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The researcher's interaction with the teachers, hoth at the Workshops and then in their 
clas�Tooms, aimed at encouraging and assisting them to inrroduce small hut appropriate 
changes in their teaching, in the way they treated syllabus content and in the way ihey 
viewed the curriculum as a whole. It provided lhe opportunity for them to reflect on their 
practice and to consider whether their learning experiences during the course of the project 
were intrinsically worthwhile. There was a definite commitment to the projec.t on the part 
of the researcher and the teachers, and the relationship between them in Phase Three 
continued to be positive, dynamic and interactive. 
The introduction of Problem-SoJving as an approach that couJd he applied across the 
curriculum, provided the thrust for the new action plan in terms of the second action 
research spiral. It wa-; crucial during this Phase to keep up the momentum, the interest and 
the challenge of the curriculum innovation on a school based level. 
End of Phase Three 
(See overleaf for forward planner for Phase Four) 
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purposes • Rertec1ing on the process (Researcher}
Prediction: What ir ... ? • Reflecting on our practice (Teachers)
Why teach problem-solving? 
Example of bridging into everyday life: 
16 September D Maths 
Science Staff lecture Summary for 
Report on the project and networking School D Making recommendations for 
Poster and mottos (group) T ASC theory / Some thinking skills and future planning 
Certificates examples/ Problem-solving 
Materials H/0 
E 
(J hours) Opportunity to reflect Summary for 
School E 
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4.8 PHASE FOUR 
4.8.1. Introduction 
Pha.�e Four was the last .stage of the project and provided the la.st opportunity to gather 
information on the progress of participant�. The researcher was concerned with actively 
under.stand1ng what had changed in her su�ject..c;' perceptions of themse1ves and of their 
practice. This would he done through feedback from the teachers at the final Workshop. 
While some new Thinking Skills were introduced. the main purpose was to reflect as a 
group on T ASC theory now that teachers had spent time trying to put it into practice. The 
researcher aimed to synthesize for participants the seemingly disparate skilJs learnt during 
the course inro a meaningful who]e i.e. the repertoire of skills acquired separately could 
now he drnwn on in everyday problem-solving situations. Adopting a Problem-Solving 
approach in different suhject areas was suggested as a means of unifying the primary 
curriculum (Fisher, 1987) .  where activities requiring higher order thinking could be 
incorporated alongside regular 'knowledge-giving' instruction. 
There were to he no more school visit� except to Schoo) D, at which a staff workshop (not 
held earlier in the year) was arranged. The final contact with participants was a letter 
thanking them for their co-operation during the year. A form was enclosed, inviting an 
open-ended response to the project. It was headed 'Reflections on the T ASC project and 
on my own teacmng practice'. 
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4.8.2 WORKSHOP 4: 24 August, 1994 
As this was to he the last Workshop of the TASC Project, the intention was to recapjtulate 
on the theory of the model and to demonstrate to the teachers how they had put it into 
practice. 
4.8.2.1 Session 1 
The slides of the three tiers of the T ASC working mode] were shown on the overhead 
projector: 
Fir�1 tier - The Basic Thinking Skills 
Second tier - The Tools for Effective Thinking
Third tier - The Prob1em-So1ving Whee]
The methodology of TASC, summed up in the Ten TASC Teaching Principles was 
revised and commented on in the light of Jessom;- taught and observed. 
Teachers were reminded that T ASC is a framework which can be used by school advisors, 
administrators, principals or themselves for developing the curriculum and impioving 
teaching and learning. It provides a way of extending the learners' Basic Thinking Skills 
into a repertoire of Tools for Effective Thinling which can be drawn upon when 
confronted with problems in real-life or in academic subjects. 
The previous Workshop had seen the teachers 'prioritizing' in real-Jife scenarios and 
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solving problems by working through the eight stages of the Problem-Solving Wheel. 
Report-backs on lessons taught since the last meeting illustrated that teachers had tried the 
following skills with their classes : 
ranking in order of importance 
planning and organising 
c.ategorising and classifying 
seeing other points of view 
The skills of 'prediction' or 'hypothesizing' were then introduced and practised in a 
number of ' What if ..... ? ' questions. Examples of children's 'What if ... ? ' ideas were 
illustrated on the overhead. The creativity, logic and independence of children's thoughts 
were discussed. 
'Considering consequences' was another Tool for Effective Thinking that could easily 
be made relevant to young children, as illustrated in the TASC Starter Kit. 
Active Participation 
Teachers were then introduced to de Bono's 'Six Thinking Hats.' This exercise was used 
to show how different kinds of thinking can be c.alled for in problem situations. The topic 
was 'The Truck Drivers' Blockade of the Motorway'. Each group was nominated a 
'coloured hat' to represent a different viewpoint on the matter. This exercise also served 
to illustrate the Thinking Tool 'Other People's Views'. 
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4.8.2.2 Session 2 
The second half of the Workshop was given to a presentation on 'Adopting a Problem­
Solving Approach in the Primary Classroom.' Examples from Robert Fisher's book on the 
subject were used (Fisher, 1987) for group activities. A problem in Maths, one in Science, 
and a problem-solving approach to a language theme were demonstrated. 
The importance of specifically teaching for transfer was emphasised: teachers were shown 
how to create opportunities for practising the Thinking Skills in as wide a variety of 
contexts as possible. The importance of a whole-school approach to the introduction of 
Thinking Skills was discussed. If many teachers on the staff are briefed on the Thinking 
Skills content and methodology and adopt a p roblem-solving approach, then there wouJd 
be more chance of transfer : the pupils would be challenged in varied context'i across the 
curriculum. 
The Workshop ended with each !::.r oup presenting a skit, motto or poster reflecting what 
T ASC meant to them. These were both amusing and insightful, demonslrating that the aims 
and ideals of TASC had in essence, been grasped. 
Certificates acknowledging participation and co-operation in the project were presented. 
Each teacher received a draft copy of the Starter Kit (TASC materials for trialling). 
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4.8.3 Visit to School D: 16 September 1994 
This was to have been a staff workshop involving the teachers in group Thinking Skills 
activities but the time allocated was reduced at the last minute to 45 minutes. The 
researcher, therefore, used the time to describe the TASC project in terms of the 
'networking' opportunity it had provided over the course of the year. The teachers who had 
attended the Workshops were invited to share their perceptions of the pr�ject with the staff. 
The following aspect� were significant: 
It had been enriching working with teachers in other education Departments 
They had found that having the Thinking Skills identific<.I for them was 
useful; making them e:xp)icit had given new direction to their teaching 
The practical exercises they were exposed to were of more value than the 
theory. 
4.8.4 Responses to opinionnaire 
To conclude Phase Four and to 'take leave' finally, of the project, a Jetter inviting a 
personal response from participants was sent out (Appendix 12). Some teachers re�l)onded 
by phone and others returned the opinionnaires. These are included in Appendix 13. 
Common themes emerging from the responses were considered in terms of changes for the 
teacher, changes for the pupils and changes for the curriculum. 
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Teachers felt that they: 
had learnt 'new methods' which were enriching' 
knew how co shift the emphasis from content to skills 
could improve their teaching and were personally motivated 
were sharing new ideas with colleagues 
enjoyed networking 
cou1d make content more re1evant for the pupils 
All commented on increased pupil participation: ('enthusiastic', ·active', 'hive of activity', 
'learn by doing', 'gained in self confidence'etc). Although direct reference was not made 
to the curriculum, the fact that teachers feJt they could give a cognitive/ski11s-based 
emphasis to the content and make content more relevant are significant pointers to the way 
teachers feel they can jnterpret, or influence, the curriculum. 
4.8.5 Summary of PHASE FOUR 
During this Phase the researcher was ahle to assess how the teachers had developed 
professionally and in term� of personal growth. Particular interest was taken in bow they 
expressed themselves in report-backs at the Workshop and in their 'response forms'. 
Definite changes were noted: 
participants who appeared 'disempowered' by  the dominance of seemingly 
more capable peers and who were very reticent (see 4.2.4- First Workshop) 
were forthcoming and contributed during the problem-soJving exercises and 
the skit/ poster report-back 
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the sharing was more genuine during the activities 
relationships had been formed beyond the confines of the Workshops 
(e.g. 'new friends of different skin' - and 'our pupils met one another' [ at 
sports that had been arranged/ 'improving our kids' way of communication' 
for some 'there was no turning back' in terms of methodology : group interaction 
was a valuable way of improving self-confidence and language ability in pupils -
'new insights' were gained 'in the entire teaching process' 
4.8.6 Conclusion 
The findings from the concurrent analysis of data coilected during the project a� described 
in Chapter Four wi11 be summarised in the concluding chapter of this dissertation. The 
implications for curriculum development in the local context will be considered and 
recommendations made. The limitations of the research study will also be discussed. 
The analyses of various aspects of the project are .�hown graplrically be1ow and conclude 
this chapter. They consist of the action-research spirals shown visual1y from the 
researcher's point of view (figure 7) and from the points of view of the participants (figure 
8). Figures 9 & 10 show the overall research design for the four phases of the TASC 
project and can be superimposed on one another as transparencies. These are also in the 
form of cycles of spirals. The four phases of the pr�ject are alternatively analyzed in block 
form to show how they coincide with the Action Research Stages (figure 11). These 
graphic organisers serve as a visual summary of the data described in Chapter Four. 
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WHERE ARE WE GOING'? 
Situational Analysis and 
plans for the project 
Overall summary of emerging themes and 
Comparison Grid of 
"problems". "help required" and 
"expeclalions" 
First Action Research Step 
• Formulating the general idea
• Fact-finding exercise - understanding
the contexts 
• Planning how we are going to work -
establishing time-order frames
• Nego1ia1ing access
Second Action Research Step 
• Introducing the Thinking Skills
• Meet other members of staff at the
schools
ANALYSIS OF THE FOUR PHASES OF THE TASC PROJECT 
IN TERMS OF THE ACTION RESEARCH STAGES 
PHASE? PHASEJ 
HOW lS IT GOING? HOW CAN WE IMPROVE? 
Overall summary of impressions: Overall summary of lmplentent,ation 
Observations/Interviews and Observation and Interviews 
lmplenienwtion of thinking skills 
Third Action Research Step First Action Research Step 
• Gathering information from group * Look at the new situation
discussion and observation • Give more input on the new
• Actively understanding what is idea (Thinking Skills)
happening • Back praclice with theory
• Monitoring progress
Founh Action Research Step Second Actio11 Research Step 
• Rdlecting and critically evaluating • Introduce problem-solving
• Adapting and planning for * Build programmes
third workshop in order to improve • Keep up momentum
Completion of Assessing responses 
First Action Research Cycle -Change-
PHASE4 ' 
HOW HA VE WE DEVELOPED'? 
Overall summary of professional 
development, grow1h and change 
Third Action Research Step 
• Gather information on progress





Fourth Action Research Step 
• Reflecting on the process (Researcher)
• Reflecting on our practice (Teachers)





SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROCEEDINGS : FINDINGS, LIMITATIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5 .1 Introduction 
In concluding this research-report the findings will be summarised in terms of the aims of 
T ASC (Thinking Actively in a Social Context) as a means of promoting school based 
curriculum development. The process of the T ASC project i s  recapitulated and relevant 
aspects highlighted. Conclusions were drawn at the end of each phase of the project 
described in Chapter Four, based on a mode of analysis and reflection done concurrently 
with data collection while in the field (Bogden and Biklen, 1992: p153). This chapter 
summarises these conclusions. 
The limitations and weaknesses of the research design and methods will be discussed in so 
far as these pertain to the TASC project as a school based curriculum initiative. 
Recommendations for the introduction of Thinking Skills programmes in primary schools 
as a means of effecting change on a wider scale will be made, based on the findings of the 
study. These recommendations take into account some of the problems identified by 
teachers using a skills-based approach (Mathfield, 1992), and will consider the extent to 
which the adoption of the TASC framework addresses these problems. Tentative 
suggestions for the training of teacherN in Thinking Skills using the T ASC model are made 
in response to the problems in education outlined in Chapter Two. They are based on the 
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findings of this study which point to the viability of TASC as a vehicle for change at the 
school based level. The findings are evaluated against criteria for wide-scale change as 
suggested by Perkins (1992), and the pros of SBCD (Chapter Three). The justification for 
teaching Thinking Skills in the curriculum (literature review : Chapter Two) and the extent 
to which TASC fulfils many of the aims of the 'te.aching for thinking' movement were 
taken into account when making the recommendations. 
5 .2 Summar_y of the process 
The training of teachers in Thinking Skills across the primary curriculum was undertaken 
over a period of nine months as a networking exercise between the five former Education 
Departments in KwaZulu-Natal. It was an intervention which aimed at developing teachers' 
professional knowledge by introducing them to the teaching of cognitive skills in the 
curriculum. Through the identification at Workshops of certain Basic Thinking Skills and 
Tools for Effective Thinking and the presentation of a problem-solving approach as 
outlined in the T ASC model, teachers were made aware of the theoretical underpinnings 
of the skills-based/Thinking Skills approach. The experiential activities, collaborative 
learning, planning and application of the skills at the Workshops, followed by practical 
implementation in the classroom using T ASC methodology, gave teachers the opportunity 
to put theory into practice : they could try out new lessons, monitor their pupils' responses 
and reflect on the process. 
The study focused on the teachers' perceptions of the intervention as elicited through 
interviews, group discussions at Workshops and opinionnaires. The reflection of the 
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participants and the observations of the researcher revealed changes in practice that could 
have significant implications for teaching and learning. It was evidence of this that was 
sought during the data-collecting and analysis phases. The action-research design allowed 
data to be collected over a long period, while enabling subjects to assimilate and 
understand new concepts, implement new ideas and to reflect on the process in an on-going 
way. A series of Workshops and 'on site' interactions with the researcher and school 
colleagues were the chosen 'activity settings' (Gallimore and Tharp, 1991). The researcher 
took care to base the Workshop format on the ten TASC teaching princip]es, modelling for 
the participants as learners the kinds of experiences they could provide for their pupils. 
(Wallace & Adams,1993). 
It was important at the beginning of the project to let teachers articulate their problems and 
to talk about factors frustrating their goals (Skilbeck and Taba in Marsh, 1988). The 
Workshops provided a means of working in a participatory, collaborative way, and the 
school visits provided the researcher with the opportunity to understand the context of her 
subjects. Teachers could improve their knowledge by working within an action research 
framework with the researcher as facilitator (Walker, in Davidoff et al (eds) 1993; 
Robinson in da Costa et al (eds) 1994). The process was interactive and allowed for both 
researcher and teachers to reflect critically on progress at each stage (Chapter Four). 
5.3 Limitations and weaknesses of the project 
It is particularly important to acknowledge the limitations of the research study and of the 
curriculum innovation itself. 
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5.3. I Subjectivity and bias 
In choosing an action research design and qualitative research methods, the problem of bias 
on the part of the researcher was taken seriously. The researcher took care to build and 
nurture relationships of trust and caring with her subjects. She was not only participant 
observer in classrooms but also presenter of the curriculum innovation and responsible for 
the training of the teachers. It was particularly important to establish the transparency of 
her role. She was teaching, observing, interviewing and reflecting with her subjects in 
order to ensure transfer of training which in itself would make 'objectivity' and 'neutrality' 
difficult. It was for these reasons that a positivist approach was rejected. The participants 
in the project were both colleagues in a participatory education venture and 'subjects' who 
were also the 'objects' of the study. The problems of subjectivity and possible bias were 
dealt with when discussing research design and methods in Chapter 3 (3.3.6). Measures 
taken to guard against these problems were as follows: 
The workshops were observed and reported on by senior subject advisers from the 
Natal Education College and/or members of the Network Committee (See Appendix 
11 - G. Prinsloo). Thus proceedings were open to the scrutiny of a wide audience 
as the progress reports were published in educational newsletters and magazines. 
This was a form of triangulation described in paragraph 3.3.10. 
The participants were informed of their trainer's research role. 
Interviews, except at school A, were all tape recorded and transcribed. Recordings ( q,,,_ .' e,.,,( 
were listened to and the transcripts matched for accuracy by a University colleague. 
Data collected in the infonnation gathering stage (Phase One) from classroom 
observations were corroborated by a multi-racial team of writers at the University's 
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Curriculum Development Unit who also had the opportunity to be observers for 
their own research purposes in the same schools. These data confirmed 'the 
problem situation' which prompted the research (Chapter Two). 
Although the investigation was subjective in that the researcher was interested in the 
values, interests, perceptions and problems of teachers on her training course, it is possible 
to claim objectivity as many of the people involved in the action research agreed on many 
of the findings on the issues investigated 
5.3.2 Choice of subjects 
This was a limitation in that teachers were invited to join the project only if they were 
senior primary teachers with an interest in environmental studies. Thus other subject 
teachers with possible leadership potential and an interest in Thinking Skills were not 
included. This might have limited the success of the project as school-based curriculum 
development often relies on the motivational qualities of the participants. On the other hand 
the fact that the subjects were not chosen by the researcher herself would help to counter 
claims of bias. 
5.3.3 Metacognition and transfer hampered by lanpage difficulties. 
It could be argued that not enough attention was paid to the metacognitive and transfer 
aspects of the model as general educational ideals. The findings revealed that teaching these 
aspects of Thinking Skills was problematic where communicative language competence was 
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limited. Titls came out strongly in the interviews. Research by Mathfield ( 1992) identified 
metacognition and transfer as generally problematic regardless of language factors which 
compounded the difficulties in this study where the majority of participants and pupils were 
operating in their second language. 
5.3.4 Inconsistent awroach 
It was inevitable that there would be inconsistencies of approach in a study of this nature. 
It was not easy to gain access to schools at times that would have been most beneficial to 
participants. There was less intervention in certain cases than others necessitating different 
strategies. Toe varying competencies of participants and school contexts also meant 
adapting the intervention accordingly e.g. in school D, Thinking Skills lessons which 
modelled desired teaching behaviours (eg. attention to metacognition and transfer) were 
arranged which did not occur in other sites. While a few teachers at this school may have 
benefited from the modelled lessons or 'peer coaching' offered, the staff as a whole did 
not have the input on a whole-school basis of a staff workshop early in the year. 
Differences in amounts of contacts and types of interactions with each of the five schools 
(see time-order frame at beginning of Chapter Four), therefore, could be considered a 
weakness - albeit one that is characteristic of the chosen design. 
5.3.5 Participants not involved in the choice of intervention 
Much has been written about emancipatory action research (Carr and Kemmis, 1986; 
McKeman, 1991; Davidoff et al (eds) 1993; da Costa et al (eds) 1994). The participants 
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in this action - research study did not themselves choose a Thinking Skills intervention as 
the means by which they would be reflecting on and trying to improve practice. They 
themselves were not involved in the planning of the workshops or the staff interactions. 
While the participants may have found the process empowering in that more 'rational, just 
and democratic forms of education' (McKeman, 1991) were sought, they did not have a 
direct say in the planning, which may be considered a limitation. 
S.3.6 Co-operative pfanning - failure to transfer to school situation 
Though participants were involved in collaborative group planning sessions (Workshop 1, 
session 3: paragraph 4.2.3 of Chapter 4) this was an aspect of the intervention that many 
of the participants were unable to implement with their colleagues. One of the aims for the 
teacher in the TASC framework is that teachers share their aims and goals with each other 
and with their pupils. There was little evidence that this was achieved by the majority of 
participants and only happened in the case of School B. 
S.3.7 Action-research and the skills of the enquirer 
McNiff (1988) suggests that much of the success of action research depends on the skills 
of the enquirer. Because action research is participatory and collaborative it requires a high 
degree of interpersonal skill and also the ability to ask the right questions. As a novice 
researcher, inexperience in this field would be considered a limitation. 
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5.3.8 Failure to address the problem of lack of parental involvement 
A lack of parental involvement was a problem common to all of the five schools as 
documented by teachers at Workshop 1 (Chapter Four). This was closely linked to their 
perceptions of the children as 'ignorant', 'lacking in home stimulation', and 'poverty of 
the children's backgrounds' wh.ere parents were unable to give any support to the 
educational efforts of the teachers. These difficulties h.ad a demoralising effect on the 
teachers. The fact that these problems. so closely related to teaching and learning, were 
not addressed at all was a limitation. Aspects of these problems could have been used in 
one of the problem-solving sessions to demonstrate how thinking techniques and strategies 
can be employed to deal with relevant, real-life difficulties in the school context within the 
TASC framework. This point will be taken up under recommendations (5.6 below). 
5. 4 Summar_y of Findings in terms of T ASC' s aims for the teachers, the learners
and the curriculum < 4. l. l). 
5.4. l Teachers and pupils as learners 
In this summary the learners are both the participants in the project and their pupils. 
Significant changes were recorded on both levels in terms of more active involvement, 
participation and increased self-confidence. 
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5.4.1.l Self conce_pt and increased participation 
Pupils' re�-ponses to the Thinking Lessons and T ASC methodology as related by the 
teachers were positive in terms of improved self concept and self confidence. Group work 
gave more opportunity for participation on the part of pupils in that there were more 
opportunities to speak. It was reported that many children who were shy or lacking in 
confidence would feel safe within the group and were thus more willing to speak out loud. 
There was more enjoyment and enthusiasm as children realised that learning could be 
collaborative. 
The same applied within the workshop groups amongst the teachers. Similar responses to 
those recorded by the teachers of their pupils were recorded by the researcher in her 
observations of the teachers in the Workshops. Those who felt threatened at first gradually 
gained confidence and contributed in discussions quite confidently by the end of the course 
(see 4.8.5 below). 
5.4.1.2 Learning how to learn 
Whether the pupils were better able to make decisions and solve problems drawing on a 
repertoire of basic Thinking Skills and Tools by the end of the project, was outside the 
scope of this study. Two of the teachers interviewed commented that they themselves had 
benefitted as learners (in their own studies and in their personal lives) from having the 
skills identified and by practising their use in the Workshops. 
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5.4.2 The teachers 
5.4.2.1 Chana:e of role 
A strong theme emerging from the data collected was the understanding on the part of the 
participants that their roles as teachers could shift from that of 'knowledge-giver' to 
facilitator to �uide or 'mana&er' in the classroom (interview with Teacher 1 - School B) 
Many commented on 'better questioning techniques' and a move to encourage 
more'questions from the pupils'. 
All but three of the seventeen teachers observed giving Thinking Skills lessons were able 
to� 'thinking' behaviour and emphasise a particular skill or thinking tool within a 
'nonnal' content lesson. 
Teachers from Schools B and D (significantly those who were better trained, where the 
language of instruction was their first language and the first language of their pupils, and 
who had more material resources in the classroom due to the historically unequal provision 
of the State) were those who felt more capable of introducing curriculum changes and had 
gone ahead with introducing these. 
On the negative side, very few teachers engaged in co-operative planning (see limitation -
5.3.6 above). Many also felt that rigid time-tabling and test/exam constraints would 
impede the continued emphasis on Thinking Skills if these were not directly related to 
content. 
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5.4.3 The curriculum 
Many of the group discussions and interviews revealed an attempt on the part of teachers 
to adapt their subject content to make it more relevant to the le.arners (see examples of 
'bridged' lessons reported in 4.4.1). Thus the research findings show that the problem of 
curriculum relevance (highlighted as common to most teachers on the Comparison Grid -
Appendix 2) can be dealt with by individual teachers who have undergone the kind of 
critical reflection demonstrated in this study. 
It was also found that the shift from an authoritarian to more democratic teaching mode 
in the classroom is possible where teachers have been exposed to recent theories of 
teaching and learning that reflect a more progressive, person-centred approach as contrasted 
with the traditional school (Davidoff and Van den Berg, 1990 and 4.1.1 above). All
teachers in Schools Band C (and all but a few in the other schools) demonstrated empathy 
with their pupils and encouraged a more democratic and participatory atmosphere in their 
classes. The positive changes revealed by teachers' responses in this study indicate exciting 
possibilities for change towards a more enabling curriculum in our schools. 
5.5 The research findings in terms of criteria for more wide-scale change 
Perkins ( 1992) in Chapter 9 of Sman Schools : from Training Memories to Educating 
Minds suggests that small scale changes and innovations are relatively easy where teachers 
are highly motivated, autonomous in their action and have a supportive climate in which 
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to operate. It is argued, however, that in order for wide-scale change to take place a 
number of criteria deemed necessary to facilitate change should be kept in mind. 
The....fu:st is that the workload of teachers should not be unduly escalated by a curriculum 
innovation. The participants in the TASC project .did mention � and the increased 
prel)3ration necessary for Thinking Skills lessons as 'difficulties' especially where there 
were no photocopying facilities. This would militate against the success of the innovation. 
The second criterion is that teachers should be allowed a creative role in any new initiative. 
This was indicated in the literature survey of Chapter Two (Raubenheimer, 1992/93) where 
top-down models of curriculum development, such as that of the Natal Primary Science 
Project, are shown to be less effective than those in which teachers have participated 
creatively and where they consequently have experienced a sense of 'ownership' over a 
new programme. In the case of TASC, co-operative planning of lessons was encouraged, 
where teachers worked together in subject groups to discuss aspects of the syllabus that lent 
themselves to treatment using a Thin.king Skills or problem-solving approach (4.2.3 above). 
Many of the ideas generated collaboratively in the Workshops were subsequently put into 
practice in the classroom (researchers' field notes and recordings in 4.7.3 for example). 
Lessons similar to those practised in group activities were written up in the form of a 
'Starter Kit' of materials for trialling in schools. Participants tried the lessons and gave 
feedback on successes and difficulties. The style of the TASC materials, therefore, was 
familiar to the teachers when printed, and because teachers played a creative role in their 
development, were very positive in their response (Phase Four 'Reflections' - see Appendix 
13). These materials were thus �trongly supponive of participants in the cwriculum 
innovation - a third criterion for facilitating acceptable change. 
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A fourth criterion for wide-scale change according to Perkins (1992) is that extreme 
demands on teachers' skills and talents should be avoided. 
One of the main drawbacks of the implementation of the Thinking Skills in the T ASC 
project was the fact that the majority of learners were disempowered by the fact that the 
medium of instruction after Std 3 is not that of the mother-tongue. Curriculum innovations 
should therefore pay attention to the levels of language competence of the teachers and 
children. There is strong advocacy for programmes that combine the teaching of Thinking 
Skills and a second language especially in South Africa (Puhl, 1991; Botha and Cilliers, 
1992). A Thinking-L2 combination approach would address the problems of both the 
teachers, who all expressed the need for 'better communication', 'help with language, 'etc 
(see 4.2.1.1. above) and of the children who 'fail to understand' (teacher-interview School 
E). 'The Keys to Thinking' programme (Chapter Two) arose out of this theoretical 
rationale and is an example of a programme that can benefit teaching skills, address 
national needs and be implemented without placing extreme demands on teachers' skills and 
talents (Puhl, 1991) where these are hampered by the constraints of teaching and learning 
in a second language. 
Other suggested criteria for curriculum innovations to be able to effect change towards 
better schools and more enabling learning environments (Perkins,1992) are as follows: 
the innovation would require a degree of challenge 
there would have to be a clear need within each participating school (4.2.1.1) 
it would need to have the support of the principal and motivated teachers to lead 
it (see also Campbell, 1985; Brady, 1987) 
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it must be feasible, with available talents and resources (both internal and external) 
it would require on-going support and advice 
internal expertise should be developed ie. teachers should have the scope to devise 
and develop their own unique programmes to suit their own schools 
it would be important that teachers understand and develop new processes through 
action and reflection - i.e. not to simply comply with the technical requirements of 
the innovation 
teams of teachers should be formed to plan co-operatively and solve problems as 
they arise. 
The TASC framework and the method of implementing it as described in this study has the 
potential to fulfil many of the above criteria. It would be an alternative form of teacher 
development and INSET to that offered in the past. On-going action research projects 
within the Thinking Skills paradigm could involve teachers in 'the democratisation of their 
own education situations' with the hope 'that such efforts might promote changes in society 
in general' (van den Berg and Meerkotter, 1994) . 
.S .6 Recommendations 
Often individuals feel concerned when theoretical, articulated or tacit educational goals do 
not appear to he achieved in practice. 
For any administrators, school principals, department heads, or groups of teachers who feel 
the need to improve existing curriculum structures or teaching and learning situations, the 
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T ASC framework applied along the lines described in this study provides a feasible 
approach for staff development, professional growth and curriculum innovation. Not only 
does it have a justifiable theoretical base, but it is flexible, provides training in Thinking 
Skills and problem-solving, and has clearly democratic aims and educational goals (Wallace 
and Adams, 1993). 
T ASC used in conjunction with an action research approach, can effect changes in the 
individual perceptions of educationists related to their profession, renew enthusiasm and 
lead to more autonomous thinking, action and decision-making. The use of Workshops at 
centralised venues for bringing teachers together from different schools and then following 
these up with 'in house' workshops at individual schools was found to be manageable and 
feasible, given sirong commitment and co-ordinating ability on the part of the initiators. 
Thus the strengths of action research (Davidoff and Van der Berg, 1990) as a panicipatory, 
collaborative, democratic process in which teachers are involved at a grassroots level - can 
be combined within a Thinking Skills framework which could conlribute towards 
meaningful curriculum change aml better teaching and learning in the new educational 
dispensation of a democratic South Africa. 
In order for this theoretical rationale to be practical and of direct benefit to teachers the 
following recommendations are offered for consideration; 
Schools could form links with outside experts, researchers or curriculum-developers 
to facilitate change. Such people should have a strong background in the theory 
underpinning the information-processing or cognitive skills movement and be able 
to facilitate or co-ordinate on-going programmes. Teachers themselves, however, 
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should be involved in the initiation and planning of projects, without this impinging 
unduly on their time. 
If SBCD were to graft itself onto the life of the school in a 
permanent and authentic way the forms of its encouragement 
have to embody real re5])ect for specialist expertise and an 
acknowledgement of teachers' potential for shaping and 
adapting programmes by reference to their professional 
judgement. (Campbell, 1985: pl09). 
Teams of concerned and committed teachers could be identified to play a leadership 
role within their schools, working closely with their principals to motivate for the 
desired change: 
Somehow the staff and principal have to work together to 
build a congenial, productive, working climate for their 
school. (Marsh, 1988: pllO). 
With an action research approach, guidance from an outside researcher_ or facilitator 
and training in the TASC paradigm, these 'leaders' could become 'trainers of 
trainers' (Joyce and Showers, 1981). This approach, with a strong net-working 
thrust, could form a self-generating movement towards change in schools, which 
would rely on the autonomous action of motivated teachers. An important 
responsibility of the principal would be to create the time for teachers to discuss 
educational issues and to develop professional expertise. They may also need to be 
flexible in addressing the thorny issue of allocating time-table time to the new 
curriculum innovation. 
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T ASC Workshops for administrators, teacher trainers and principals could be 
offered on an ongoing basis. These could be viewed as 'activity settings' that could 
provide and aim for each level in the hierarchical structure of education to be 
assisted constructively in their 'zones of proximal development' (Gallimore and 
Tharp, 1991; Adams, 1994 in press). 
TASC Workshops for parents in school communities could be initiated. In this way 
parents could be provided with a forum through which they could articulate their 
educational goals for their children. They could thus work collaboratively with 
teachers in promoting and improving their own and their children's Thinking Skills 
or problem-solving behaviour. Such Workshops, sensitively handled and based on 
the TASC teaching principles (see Appendix 8) and on the premise that all thinking 
can be improved and that education is a life-long process, could be personally 
empowering for parents, regardless of educational background. 
Where the majority of parents in this country have been denied access to education and 
have been denied participation in educational decision-making (Nepi Curriculum Report, 
1992), such initiatives could provide valuable structures for democratic interaction between 
schools and communities. This in turn would help teachers in dealing with children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds and whose cognitive development may have been affected by 
lack of parental involvement and mediated learning experiences (Feuerstein, 1980). 
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S. 7 Addressing the problems of metaco&nition and durability of Thinkina:: Skills 
pmp:ftmmes 
The three most significant problems associated with the introduction of Thinking Skills 
programmes according to research in this field, are those of transfer, metacognition and 
durability (Mathfield, 1992). 
S.7.1 Metacoamition 
The T ASC model places great emphasis on metacognition and the modelling of reflective 
thinking by the teacher. Teachers trained within this framework, therefore, are encouraged 
to 'think about thinking' and to discuss the processes involved in problem-solving 
activities. By becoming metacognitively aware themselves, they learn to model these 
attitudes for their pupils. Teachers using the TASC framework would be trained to 
emphasise this aspect in the classroom and regard it as important as the introduction and 
explicit teaching of the Thinking Skills and Tools. 
S.7.2 Transfer 
The importance of this issue was discussed in paragraph 2.3.2.5 of the literature survey 
(Chapter Two). Effecting transfer via 'low road and high road' mechanisms are proposed 
by Salomon and Perkins (1989). Teachers involved in teaching Thinking Skills need to be 
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aware of both the difficulties of achieving transfer and the utmost importance of striving 
for it. Wallace and Adams emphasise that: 
Development of thinking must be transferred through 
constant practice into the context of the learner. ( 1992: p 18). 
The responses of teachers in this study indicate that training in T ASC theory and 
methodology enables teachers to adapt and change their normal teaching by giving a 
thinking skills slant to a variety of subjects across the curriculum. 
5.1.3 Durability 
If both metacognition and transfer are consciously integrated with the process of teaching 
Thinking S:kil1s the durability of the skills and processes should logically follow. As one 
of the most important aims of teaching thinking is to train people to be independent, active 
and autonomous problem-solvers, it is essential that these two aspects are emphasised in 
order to achieve lasting competencies in the learners. This will only happen if the 
programmes are adapted to different contexts and made relevant to the lived experiences 
of the children. Teachers trained in this project demonstrated their ability to do this, with 
positive responses from their pupils. Further follow-up and research would be necessary, 
however, to establish the durability of such an initiative. 
5. 8 Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to synthesise the implications of introducing teachers to a 
Thinking Skms approach across the primary curriculum. The aims of the T ASC project and 
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the process of the research study and its findings were summarised. Limitations and 
weaknesses were discussed and recommendations for future educational initiatives were 
made. By bringing teachers together in the co-operative learning environment of the T ASC 
Workshops described in this study, it was possible to investigate how participants 
responded to a curriculum innovation of this nature. An action research process was 
recommended to promote personal and professional growth in individuals within a 
supportive, positive organisational climate. The extent to which the project influenced 
teachers in their classroom practice has been described and analyzed. The implications of 
the findings were reported and recommendations made with a view to wide-scale change 
promoting better teaching and learning in schools through a viable school based curriculum 
development initiative such as the TASC project. 
In conclusion, this researcher agrees with Britt-Mari Barth, cited in Maclure & Davies 
(1991), that while research in cognitive science continues across disciplines probing the 
eternal philosophical question of how the mind works, educationists, meanwhile, must: 
use the knowledge we possess in order to create the optimum 
conditions under which teachers and learners can best fulfil 
their ta sks. (pl26). 
New knowledge about thinking, teaching and learning applied Dill¥. will help children cope 
with the demands of a rapidly changing world. 
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THINKING ACTIVELY IN A SOCIAL CONTEXT (TASC) 
(a Networking Initiative) 
1.1 The University of Natal (Mrs Belle Wallace) 
1 .2 Departmental Officials / teachers 
1.3 T he Environmental Education Initiative (Mr Rob O'Donoghue) 
1 .4 T he Joint Interdepartmental Committee an Primary Education {JIC) 
2. THE PILOT PROJECT
2. 1 One primary school from each of the five departments in the vicinity of Pieterma• 
ritzburg is to be identified as a pilot school for the application of the TASC model. 
2.2 OBJECTIVES 
2.2.1 To empower teachers and pupils in the vitally·important sphere of thinking. 
2.2.2 To obtain further evidence of the viability of the model (TASC) in primary educa• 
tion. 
2.2.3 To facilitate networking among educators from the different departments in an 
area of common concern. 
2.2.4 To develop an awareness and appreciation of environmental issues and problems. 
4. PROPOSED PROGRAMME
4. 1 The pilot project is to be applied for the duration of 1994.
4.2 An information meeting (afternoon) for participating teachers from the five identi·
fied schools in Pietermaritzburg district will be presented by Mrs Belle Wallace on
19 November 1993.
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4.3 Officials, teachers and students will meet periodically, when appropriate, during 
the course of the application in order to share experiences (network) and gain 
further insights (e.g. at follow•up seminars/ workshops run by Belle Wallace). 
4.4 Belle Wallace, M.Ed. students (Faculty of Education, Univer_sity of Natal, Pieter­
maritzburg) and Departmental officials will monitor the programme and support 
teachers in its application. 
4. 5 A sub·committee of the JIC will co•ordinate and monitor the networking facet of
the project. 
4. 6. The environment will serve as the context within which the model is applied. Mr
Rob O'Donoghue of the Natal Parks Board (EEi representative) will supply schools 
with resources (e.g. reading and visual material and equipment) relevant to an 
environmental application. 
4. 7 The University of Natal will apply to each of the five education departments for
permission to undertake the pilot project. 
4.8 A duplication of the above pilot programme is being considered for the Durban 
area. 
4.9 It is envisaged that the schools involved in the pilot project will, as they master 
the process, adopt and guide other schools in the application of the model. This 
will facilitate extension of the benefits of the TASC model and networking being 
extended far beyond the initial pilot project. 
The pilot project could become a forerunner to the development of an extensive 
network of schools (across present departmental boundaries) where sharing 
(expertise and resources) in the sphere of thinking skills is facilitated on an ongo­
ing basis. 
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THE PROPOSED NETWORKING·/ THINKING-SKILLS / ENVIRON­
MENTAL EDUCATION PILOT PROJECT 
(The learning .-md application of the TASC model in an environmental $Citing.) 
1. ROLE-PLAYERS
1.1 THE JOINT IIJTEHDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE Of'1 PRIMARY EDUCATION (JIC)
1.2 THE UNIVER 3ITY OF NATAL
1.3 REPRESENT.O f!VES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION INITI ATIVE (EEO
2. APPLICATIOf J
One school from each of the five education departments within the: 
(i) Pietermaritzburg district; and
(ii) Durban district. (Possible duplication of thE Pmb Project next year)









R_O_J _E _c_:_. 
EEi DEPARTMENTAL 









COMPARISON GRID OF RESPONSES TO FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSION - WORKSHOP 1 - JANUARY, 1994 
School 1) Problems in Teaching 2) Help needed 3) Perception or T ASC 4) Expectations Jor:
1. Selves, 2. PupilsJ 3. Currkulwn
A No instruments and apparatusllibraries or labs; Inservice training for tea.chen;; T ASC is trying to say: 1. To achieve modem and
poor textbooks; children� scope of knowledge more teachers should be The context should be functional teaching rolls
very limited; medium of instruction; age range in appointed; There should be subject relevant and pupils should 
one class; pupil teacher ratio 1 :70 (individual specialisation; equipment should think creatively. It {TASq 2. Pupils must be actively
attention not possible); content inelevant; be provided hy the government; can solve problems we involved in the learning
isolation; lack of opportunity lo share; Principals mllSt be infonned about encounter; coming togetlier situation and we expect
involvement of parents lacking; expectations of the courses; parents to be more and sharing of ide.as is of them to be knowledgeable
superiors pressurising; illiterate parents involved; there should be libraries; utmost importance 
more time for English; it is the 3. Curriculum: it sbould be
medium of instruction functional and relevant
• B l.ack or resources/apparatus/equipment; large Curriculum material; resource T ASC develops the child's 1. Review our teaching
class groups; individual pupil abilities - need for material - for Thinking Skills; thinking abilities • to cope methods - lessons lo be
remedial - need for extension - within one class; evaluation techniques for this; with problem situations; pupil-centred; to teach
syllabus - ineleva.nt/unsuitable; parents sensitive space; co-ordination and teaches what is relevant to prohlem--solving activities.
to sections of health and family life - syllabus integration of T ASC with present the child; chlld lo be active 
needs lo be flexible; pupils' background situation at schools; help with participant in the learning 2. Active participants in
experiences; great age range in one class; 30 - application of T ASC situation; to be an learning situation
min periods restricting; teaching load: prep time; independent learner; to share - communication
lests; exams loo rigid; arrangement of pupils in a learning experiences skills to improve
class group - too formal; lack of curriculum - to be problem-
materials for le.aching 'thinking' solvers "thinken;•
with enquiring
minds
3. Curriculum change -
empha.!iis on thinking skills -






COMPARISON GRID OF RESPONSES TO FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSION - WORKSHOP l - .JANUARY 1994 (continued) 
School 1) Problems in Teaching 2) Help needed 3) Perception of T ASC 4) Expectations for:
1. Selves, l, Pupils, J'. Curriculum
C Language - lack of response from many pupils; More parent involvement; TASC- 1. Improvement m teaching
Teachers can't speak Zulu; instruction different workshops on language problems; • A programme lo develop methods; a broader
for these children; no audio-visual equipment: no need subject rooms; less thinking skills" involvement interaction
labs; no research centre/shortage of stock eg. departmental cutbacks; upgrading amongst teachers; sharing of
litmus and hooks; fumuiture; no staff lockers; of present library to research ideas
cupboards; no staff room; number of pupils + 36 centre standards; working 
- discomfort in heat and cold; no transport - for knowledge of Zulu networking 2. New methods for learning
field trips/sport; poor community - some no with other schools/teachers (thinking skills; study
breakfast; limited finllllces; uneven distribution of skills); independent; active
subjects; time-tabling - syllabus constraints: no learners become responsible
time
3. Curriculum - ?
D Sius of classes; te.acher assistants for J.P.; Help with resource material for TASC is 1. For ourselves - we want
individual abilities; language and communication; J.P. (lack of this) "Child -(:entred" teacher = something tangible
cultural differences; time - work load; money (eg. facilitator 
for ex.cursions) 2. For pupils something
practical
J. For curriculum - something
applicable to real world
E Poor understanding due lo language; vocabulary We need laboratories and TASC: To develop thinlcing t. To get new techniques and
difficulties; we do not have teaching aids in our apparatus; we need ex.amples of skills and communication methods of how to go about
schools; poor quality and very few lex.I books; teaching le.ssons; we need lesson your lessons.
Jack of relevance; class sizes - big; no money; notes; we need help with 
isolation; ignorance of children and community classroom management; 2. Thinking skills;
organi.ation of our le.aching; we communication, study skills;
need marking skills; we need help pupils to be involved in
in the school; we need more help learning
with language; more parental 
involvement 3. Small changes for the




COMPARISON OF SIMILARITIF.S AND DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSES: PROBLEMS/HELP/PERCEPTIONS AND 
EXPECTATIONS 
Problems Help Needed 
I. Lack or Resources I. Equipment/materials A, C, E
Material resources, teaching aids/
apparatus, equipment - laboratories,
libraries in schools A B C and E
2. Problems with the language 2. Curriculum materials for
Medium of instruction in schools A C teaching purposes (eg. lesson
and E. Poor understanding due to notes,) B, D, E
this. Not mentioned in school Band
only as it affected a very few pupils
in school D whose first language was
not English
3. Background experiences of 3. More parental involvement 
the children A,C,E 
This was mentioned by schools A B C 
and E - implying that they come to 
school with limitoo knowle.dge or are 
affecle.d by their backgrounds. School 
D did not mention this 
4. Large classes 4. More INSET and networking
Mentioned by all A, C and E in general, School B
Teaching loads and time pressures - - more specifically for thinking 
Schools B and D skills 
5. Individual differences and 5. Help with language
abilities A, C and E
Schools A B 111d D 
6. Lack of relevance or the 6. Mon: help with teaching skills
cuniculwn E
Schools A B and E 
Perception or T ASC 
1. T ASC would teach thinking
skills: A B C end E.
T ASC would improve 
communication: school E 
2. T ASC would be more child-
centred
Band D
3. T ASC would aim for
relevance
A and B
4. T ASC would promote sharing
or learning experiences
A and B
s. T ASC would help with
problem-solving
A and B






For teachers: to improve 
teaching skills, methods 
ABCandE 
School D wanted something 
'tangible' 
For pupils: 




c) Better communication skills
Band E 
For the curriculum. 























Is there any interaction between teacher and pupils ? 
Did the teacher build on prior knowledge - provide scaffolding? 
Could the teacher relate bits of the syllabus to real-life 
issues i.e. make the content relevant ? 
How did they model 'thinking' behaviour ? 
Did they give time for reflection? 
Did they address the pupils' self-concept ? 
How did they manage the group work? 
Did they give feedback on errors ? 
Did they teach for transfer? 
Did they pay attention to metacognitive aspects? 
Was the teacher a good questioner ? 





January, 1994 (Participants orouoed in their 
Questions for Focused Group Discussion 
1. In school, what are your problems in teaching your
particular subjects ?
2. What help do you think you need?
Specify areas
3. What are your perceptions of TASC at this point ?
What is it all about ?
4. What are your expectations of TASC
for yourselves, as teachers 
for your pupils 
for the curriculum 
The responses from Schools A, B, C, D and E were analysed and 
entered on a Comparison Grid (Appendix2J for the purposes of 





( Th'i s basic s true ture was used throughout the year. It was 
modified or extended according to the extent to which each 
individual teacher had attempted to implement the Thinking 
Skills at the time of the interview. This allowed for personal 
growth and understanding of the curriculum innovation to 
develop with time, according to individual capabilities. In 
this way the probing of perceptions was on-going - in keeping 
with the action research approach.) 
1. What have you gained from the Tasc Workshops so far?
2. Have you had any opportunity to share with colleagues and
staff what you learned at the Workshop?
3. Have you tried any of the Thinking Skills with your class?
4. Were there any changes in the way the pupils responded?
5. Can you identify any difficulties with the implementation
of the Thinking Skills right now?
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COMPARISON OF VERTEBRATES 
BACKBONE BODY NO.OF BODY LOCOMOTORY BREATHING FERTILISATION PARENTAL 
present/ COVERING DIVISIONS ORGANS ORGANS external/ S�ent/ 






Here is a list of anim.als that live in the Kruger National Park. 
Elephant,lion,rruit bat,crocodile,python,ostrich,eagle owl, 
secretary bird,carp,platanna toad,tree frog. 
In the Venn diagram,the subsets contain all the animals in that• 
group.Each number rrom 1 to 11 represents a different animal.For 
example,No.1 represents the elephant,a mammal that does not fly. 



























After months of space travel and adventures.Captain Kilos and his 
crew from Planet Mars decided to take a holiday .They beamed down 
to our beautiful planet for a short break.Our planet is home to 
5 groups or VERTEBRATE ANIMALS. 
Help Captain Kilos and his crew to identify the 5 vertebrate 
groups.Make a key to help the explorers.Choose a name for each 
Vertebrate Group. 
, .... :�l""""»""',_r, ... 
. t..,. .  
:'·;�._1, 
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The Ten Tasc Teaching Principles 
1. Adopt a mode) of the Problem-Solving Process and explicitly teach
. .
this.
2. Identify a set of Basic Skills and Thinking Tools and give training
in these.
3. Develop a Vocabulary to suit the Learner.
4. Give ample practice in·both the Basic SkHls and the Thinking Tools.
5 Give attention to the Motivational aspects of Problem-solving.
6. The progression of teaching is from Modelling by the teacher to guided
activity by the Learner, and eventually autonomous action by the Learner.
7. Teach for Transfer! Every effort must be made to enable the learner to 
transfer Thinking Skills and Tools to new contexts. 
8. The emphasis is on co-operative learning in small groups.
9. Encourage pupils' self-monitoring and self-evaluation.
1 a. Students should be encouraged to develop their Meta cognitive
knowledge.
METACOGNITION 
This involves encouraging introspection about personal thinking strategies, their 
strengths and weaknesses. This does not mean that all learners use the same 
thinking strategies. Each learner develops a personal repertoire that is useful 
and suitable for the individual. The teaching methodology asks: 
What strategies did you use? 
How useful were they? 
Could you have used any others? 
Are you satisfied that the strategies you used were efficient? 
Are you satisfied with the whole problem-solving process you used? 
Talk about the way the children went about their tasks. They learn from hearing 
about the successful strategies of their friends. 
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Appendix 9 
Staf� Workshop held at School A on 18 August, 1994 
Points arising from group discussion on TASC and what teachers 



















Associate, see similarities 
Thinking skills 
Socialising of groups 
Sharing ideas 
Have fun of involvement 




Brain utilized to the maximum 
The way of involving every child 
GROUP B 
1. To think for themselves
2. Develop individual thinking
3. To update children
in classwork 
4. Thinking actively in a social context
5. It helps pupils to compare
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EXAMPLES OF PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES 
Examples of Problem-Solving Activities 
used at staff Workshops 
to give experience in co-operative group work, 
to discuss the differences in thinking styles 
and to demonstrate metacognition 
(adapted from Problem-solving in Primary Schools 
by Robert Fisher) 
A MATHS PROBLEM 
A CRATE OF COKES HOLDS 24 BOTTLES IN A RECTANGULAR 
ARRAY, FOUR ROWS AND SIX COLUMNS. 
CAN YOU PUT 18 COKES IN THE CRATE SO THAT EACH ROW AND 
EACH COLUMN OF THE CRATE HAS AN EVEN NUMBER OF 
BOTTLES-IN IT? 
THE CANOE PROBLEM 
Two men and two boys want to cross a river. 
Their canoe will take one man or two boys. 
How do they all get across ? 
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TASC WORKSHOP 
VENUE Natal Education College 
DATE 8 June 1994 
1. Mr J. Mathfield welcomed teachers to the workshop and expresse<
his gratitude to TASC for its more formal initiative taken in
the networking process. Barriers had been broken down in an 
informal way in other network committees, but TASC had set
definite parameters and guidelines were filtering through
to teachers. A report indicating the type of work being done
since networking started last year, would be given to each
teacher at the end of the workshop. TASC's work was also
mentioned in this document .
. 2. Mr R. O'Donaghue then introduced an Enviro-Picture building
activity to the teachers. It was played as a game by the
teachers to demonstrate its use as a starter activity for
environmental education lessons. The game pack was available
at R15. Children could be asked to identify_a problem they
observe in the picture of the rural scene, and then see if they
could come up with a solution to this problem. This would ther.
lead to a practical application. e.g. Indumiso students identi­
fied soil erosion taking place along paths to the soccer
fields. They then set about using rocks, plants, wire netting
etc� to improve the situation.
The cards provided ideas for the development of cross curricu­
lum theme packs.
Children must be encouraged to see and think for themselves,
not just guess what the teacher would like them to see.
3. Debbie Evans gave teachers exercises to do in groups in order
to teach them how to ''prioritise� an important skill to teach
children.
ACTIVITY : You are a child. 
You have RS-00. 
You want to buy sweets, a teacher has told the 
child to buy a pencil and rubber for school, 
a present for Mum, visit a friend in hospital 
and buy chips. 
Discuss in the group and prioritise your list. 
This teaches children to ask relevant questions e.g. who is the 
most important person? > teacher; > child; > Mum. 
Which is the most important object needed? 
Aim to please everyone eventually. 
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Teachers could also use the following words in this lesson: 




4. Handouts on Brainstorming and a trial lesson on "points of
view" were received by all teachers.
5. Last skills taught were COMPARING and POINTS OF VIEW.
Teachers reported on successful lessons given utilising these
skills.
Teachers were asked to give the lesson materials and outlines
of these successful lessons to Debbie Evans who would make them
available to all TASC teachers.
G. PRINSLOO




REPORT BACK ON TASC WORKSHOPS 
PRESENTER MRS D. EVANS 
Being an 11observer 11 at the TASC workshops has indeed been a great 
privilege for me. In the 18 months that I have been a Subject 
Adviser in the Higher Primary Phase of D.E.T. schools, I have 
identified the great problem of rote learning and "textbook 
syndrome" teachers. Perhaps this outdated and-meaningless 
methodology used by the teachers is a result of the disadvantaged 
backgrounds that most of the teachers are a product of. 
Notwithstanding, they are now being called upon to deliver 
quality education to the pupils and needless to say, they find 
this a daunting task. 
At the first TASC meeting, I think that the D.E.T. teachers felt 
like fish out of water, completely out of their depth, confused 
but nevertheless interested. The methods discussed were 
completely foreign to them. However, through Mrs Evan's 
carefully planned courses, simple yet eloquent instruction and 
gentle encouragement, the D.E.T. teachers soon felt part and 
parcel of the group. Involvement in meaningful discussion groups 
and intriguing games eased the initial misgivings and helped to 
develop their self confidence. Shared ideas and reports of 
successful lesson ideas have certainly motivated the teachers to 
test their ability and imagination in their own classrooms. 
An awareness has gradually been developed of the importance of 
thinking skills and this has motivated the teachers to plan and 
prepare lessons of a far more meaningful standard. On a recent 
school visit to§.� �-!;. (the D.E.T. school participating in this 
project) it was most encouraging to note the improvement in the 
lesson material, presentation and methodology being used. 
Follow up with the Black teachers is critical. Constant support 
in the initial stages is essential to boost their moralle and I 
feel confident that a wonderful movement has begun, which can 
only snowball and overflow to their colleagues. 
Debbie's presentation has been projected to reach all the 
different categories represented at the course. I feel that the 
discussion groups have been the most worthwhile experience, 
especially for the Black teachers, who have found these times a 
very useful experience. Handouts have been clear and easily 
implemented in the teachers personal lesson preparation. 
I have even been able to implement a few of the ideas gleaned at 
the workshop, into some of my methodology courses run for the 
teachers! 
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May TASC go from strength to strength and may many more teachers 
be introduced to this essential method of educating our children. 
,l)I, /�L ;,e,
c;;. _ 






Curriculum Development Unit 
Education Faculty 
University of Natal 
29.09.1994 
Although the TASC Pilot Project is over I would very much like to keep in contact with 
you. 
I am enclosing a summary of De Bono's Six Thinking Hats as promised. It is a useful 
way of teaching people how to think in different ways and for different purposes. It is 
useful for a 'points -of- view' lesson which could be on any subjecVproblem of interest 
to the children. It could also be used with colleagues when discussing issues in 
education! 
At this stage I would just like to thank you again for your co-operation during the year. 
Thankyou for giving me time to observe in your classrooms and to discuss thinking 
skills with you. 
I am enclosing a list of school names and numbers in case you want to keep in 
contact with each other or if you want to take the networking idea further. I am always 
willing to facilitate. 
As a last request I wonder if you would mind letting me have your final views on the 
TASC Project. I am enclosing a self-addressed envelope and ask that you would jot 
down very brief comments reflecting on the workshops you attended. What was the 
most valuable aspect for you? Have you tried any lessons from the Starter Kit? Now 
that the course is over will you be able to continue teaching thinking skills? Any 
comments along these lines will help me in assessing the usefulness of the project 
and in developing further thinking skills workshops for teachers. 
If it would be easier to speak to me rather than write, my number at home is 423403 
and at work 2605977. This would be just as useful and probably quicker! 




Reflections on the Tasc Workshops and on my own Teaching Practice 
•• 
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Interview with Teacher 3 . School E 26/7/94 
(O.C. ,., Observer 1 s/ Interviewer's Comments: Bogdan and Biklen, 
1992) 
Did you have any opportunity to share with the staff and your 
colleagues anything about the last TASC workshop? 
Yes we did - on the first day - reported back. They were so 
excited by the skills that we brought - like prioritizing. We just 
demonstrated what you did to us (OC Modelling). Also the first 
game with the environment - they are going to write up their own 
question and answer cards and use it in their classes. 
Have you tried any more of the skills in the classroom? 
No, not yet. The children were all very late starting (the new 
term) started on the 5th - but they all came on the 12th (we gave 
them the 12th - poor attendance. Then busy with stock-taking. But 
the other skills - like comparison - we did that. 
Right from the beginning of the year - what skills have you done 
with the children? 
Brainstorming -
I start with this 
I use it nearly every day - I use it to see first what the children 
know and add on top of· that (OC establishing prior knowledge -
281 
scaffolding) and to relate the re�l situation and the classroom 
situation (OC relevance). 
And comparison - especially in gen. science - we use it very much, 
classification of vegetables. We compared them. 
And how did the children react when you did these skills? 
They were very excited - you'll see them just now (Researcher was 
to observe a T/skills lesson). 
How is the group-work approach going? 
Eh! They like it, too. Though not so much buck-up in talking. 
(O.C. limited by language] They do understand that they can get 
information from others. Some of them play ••.. 
Can you identify any difficulties with implementing the T/Skills? 
Any more problems? 
The large number - 5 groups of 9 pupils. But to-day they are not 
all i� - absent because of the weather and the other problem is the 
language problem. Some of them just fear to utter a word - some 
are just shy of speaking ( even in Zulu) to stand up and say 
something is very difficult. But some - even us- we are not used 
to the skills (Teacher's own experiences of schooling). 
will get better with time - we'll get used to it. 
But it 
2112 
Have there been any changes in the children? Have they changed in 
any way? 
Yes - they've changed a lot - now they're trying to speak - there's 
that risk-taking. They're only used to writing. The teacher does 
a lot of speaking and they do a lot of writing. Now•it has changed 
- they're trying to speak.
Any signs of transfer? (expanded on this) 
With me leading them. But alone I don't think they can do it. We 
did it in English - and then Zulu. Eg. I gave them 2 groups -
nurses/teachers. They could give the reasons - "Why did you 
choose/prefer this - to become a nurse or teacher? 11 They could 
tell me the important points - Why they chose to be a nurse or a 
teacher. 
Have you worked with any other staff for planning? 
No - we have never had an official meeting - but we do talk about 
it when we meet. 
How supportive is your Principal? 
He is §.Q supportive - He wants us to go (to the workshops) - even 
if he can't go himself - he wants us to go (to the workshop). He 
even didn't release children to-day because you were corning. He 
28:l 
gave us your number to get in touch. Even the children told me 
they saw the car they were waiting for you. They'd be 
disappointed if you didn't come. They were so excited etc. 
(O.C. excited by a change in routine - outside contact? ) 
